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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

In everyday communication, humans seem to have no difficulty

understanding spoken language; in most cases, the speaker is easily perceived and

immediately understood by the lis[ener. Only rarely are listeners conscious of the

difficulties they are confronted with in the process of speech perception. Although

the task of understanding the spoken message seems effortless, the listener is

undoubtedly faced with the fact that continuous speech does not provide any

reliable cues to where words or segments start. This thesis focuses on the question

how listeners are able to recognize words in the absence of clear cues to the

location of word boundaries.

1.2 Research Questions

The topic of this thesis is the question how continuous speech is segmented.

The notion is that listeners need to segment the speech stream into words or other

units that can access the mental lexicon. The focus of the study is on how lexical

access attempts are initiated in the absence of reliable cues.

More specifically, this thesis concentrates on the question how the continu-

ous stream of spoken Dutch is segmented into discrete linguistic units by a variety

of listener groups. The formulation of this question was derived from the following

assumptions. First, lexical access units are identified and function as representation

levels in speech perception. Second, listeners develop specific segmentation

procedures and apply these when listening to speech input.
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The following questions can be formulated with respect to the first proposal
which focuses on the question how speech is represented. First, is there only one
representation unit for native speakers of contrasting languages? In other words,
are native speakers of Dutch susceptible to the same lexical access units, such as

the syllable, as native listeners of other languages? Second, what is the nature or
size of such a unit? Thus, the focus is whether speech is identically represented by
native speakers of one language compared to that of native speakers of another
language or whether native speakers of specific languages, or a specific language

group, are susceptible to one and the same lexical access unit.

With respect to the second assumption which claims that listeners develop

specific segmentation procedures that are applied to speech input, the following

issues can be investigated. First, what is the nature of speech segmentation

procedures that listeners use when confronted with Dutch speech input? Second,

are speech segmentation procedures universal for all languages, or are they

language-specific in that they differ as a function of the phonological properties of

the native language? In uther words, do native listeners of Dutch develop similar

segmentation procedures as listeners of other languages, or do they develop

procedures that differ from those of native listeners of languages with contrasting
phonological characteristics such as French? And if so, are the segmentation

procedures of Dutch listeners similar to segmentation strategies of listeners of

languages with similar rhythmic properties such as English`? Third, how do

bilingual listeners segment Dutch speech input? Do they apply the segmentation

procedure of the native language, or do they adopt the procedure that is appropriate
for the input language?

In the literature, three solutions have been suggested to the problem how the

system might proceed in the absence of reliable word boundary cues. The first

suggestion is a sequential one which assumes words to be recognized one after

another. Secondly, an explicit segmentation procedure of the speech input has been

proposed. The essence of this solution is the identification of points of lexical

2
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access which may coincide with locations of word boundaries. The third answer

stresses the importance of a competition mechanism involving various competing

hypotheses. In this thesis, the focus is on the second solution which assumes an

explicit, separate segmentation procedure in contrast to the other two models. In

section 1.3 these three approaches are presented. In addition to a brief outline of

the main principles of these theories, attention is focused on how each approach

deals with the segmentation problem.

The introductory chapter starts with summing up some complications

listeners encounter when performing the task of word recognition. As mentioned,

the major problem is the lack of cues signalling where words start. In section

1.2.2, the cross-linguistic approach adopted in this thesis is introduced. In 1.2.3,

this issue is further explored by explaining the distinction between syllable-based

and stress-based languages. Then, in section 1.3, the three solutions to the

segmentation problem are presented in chronological order. Section 1.3.1 describes

the sequential approach and discusses the criticisms. Section 1.3.2 presents several

studies demonstrating the approach that ís central in this thesis: the explicit

segmentation solution. These studies are divided into various paradigms. These

paradigms, which are experimentally used in the present thesis, are the following:

segment monitoring studies; investigations of illusory conjunctions elicited under a

dichotic listening condition; word spotting studies; and investigations of

mishearings, or missegmentations, in continuous speech. In 1.3.3, the focus is on a

lexical competition approach, and very recent studies investigating the role of

lexical competition in speech segmentation are presented. Finally, section 1.4

reviews the literature on how speech processing might be affected by the phono-

logical characteristics of the native language of the listener. For this purpose,

studies investigating the performance of listeners of languages with different

phonological properties (syllable-based, stress-based, mora-based) are reviewed.

This overview comprises studies examining the performance of native listeners of

languages with contrasting phonological differences on the one hand, and studies

examining the performance of non-native listeners presented with foreign speech

input on the other. Additionally, the few studies that focused on bilinguals who

3
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speak languages with dissimilar phonological characteristics are evaluated. In 1.5,
an outline of the thesis is given.

1.2.1 Complexity in the Perception of Speech

Although the effortlessness with which listeners comprehend speech in daily
life might suggest that the perception process is not complicated at all, inspection
of the process of spoken word recognition reveals that the listener is faced with
some fundamental problems. One major problem in continuous speech perception is
that the speech input is not conveniently divided into acoustic segments
corresponding to separate words uttered by the speaker (Lehiste, 1977), in contrast
with alphabetic written language. Pauses in the speech signal are not very
informative since their occurrence is seldom analogous with the occurrence of a
word boundary. The illusion that words in continuous speech are separated in time
is illustrated when we listen to an unfamiliar language, and are not able to identify
where one word ends and the next begins. However, since listeners are successful
in the identification of individual words from the acoustic input in a well-known
language, it is clear that listeners are able to overcome the problem of locating
word boundaries. The main problem that listeners have to solve is caused by the
absence of clear, physical cues to the location of word boundaries. It has been
suggested that the speech input must be segmented into words or other units (e.g.,
Norris 8c Cutler, 1988) in order to locate word boundaries.

Another complicating factor in word recognition is the observation that it is
very rare that a specific stretch of sound corresponds uniquely to a single phoneme.
The absence of this so-called linearity principle (Chomsky 8c Miller, 1963) which
states that each phoneme must have a corresponding stretch of sound in the
utterance, is the consequence of coarticulation (see, e.g., Liberman, Cooper,
Shankweiler 8z Studdert-Kennedy, 1967) and other contextual effects which cause
the occurrence of more than one phoneme in one sound stretch. In oiher words, no

4
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simple invariant mapping between purely acoustic features and perceived phonemes

exists.

A third problem encountered in speech perception is illustrated by the fact

that the same phoneme sounds different in various words as a function of the

phonetic environment. For instance the phoneme `d' sounds different in the words

`drink' and `sound'. Thus, the speech signal fails to satisfy the invariance condition

(Chomsky 8c Miller, 1963) according to which, independent of context, there must

be a specific set of acoustic features that is associated with one particular phoneme.

Nevertheless, in most cases, listeners are able to identify each realization of the

`d', regardless of its distinctive acoustic properties, as the same phoneme.

The poor quality of spoken language is another factor that complicates the

perception of speech. Individual characteristics of the speaker such as a soft voice,

bad pronunciation, or a fast speech rate might reduce intelligibility. Also, several

people talking simultaneously or background noises caused by traffic or other

sounds will reduce the quality of speech. All of these factors could be responsible

for speech perception errors.

1.2.2 A Cross-linguistic Approach

To gain more insight into the speech processing of Dutch, besides

investigating the speech perception of native speakers of Dutch, this thesis also

examines speech processing of speakers who acquired Dutch as a second language,

as well as of those who are not familiar with Dutch at all. The use of cross-

linguistic experiments on monolinguals and bilinguals offers the opportunity to

examine whether and how a native language affects the speech perception of a non-

native language. Research on monolinguals presented with their native language,

for instance Dutch, is valuable since it increases our knowledge about the

perception of that particular language. Examining listeners confronted with a

5
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foreign language with contrasting phonological characteristics (e.g., Italian native
speakers listening to Dutch) is valuable because it shows whether the speech
perception procedures of non-native listeners differ from that of native listeners.
The study of bilinguals is especially interesting when examining listeners of
languages within different phonological classes. This shows the extent to which the

internal speech representations of bilinguals correspond to that of monolinguals on

the one hand, and whether monolinguals and bilinguals employ similar speech

segmentation strategies. One goal of this thesis it to see whether bilingual speakers
of Dutch with Dutch as a second language behave like Dutch native listeners, or

rather, like listeners of their own native language.

1.2.3 Rhythm Differences and Language-specific Speech Perception

Knowledge of the phonological differences and similarities between

languages may lead to more insight into the process of how listeners perceive

speech. Both phoneticians and, more recently, psycholinguists have focused their
attention on describing the phonological characteristics of languages. One of these

early attempts was made by the phonetician Pike (1945) who introduced the terms

stress- and syllable-timing to classify languages in two distinct groups. The

proposal was that in stress-timed languages, interstress intervals are more or less

isochronous (i.e., of equal duration) whereas in syllable-timed languages intervals
between syllables are claimed to be approximately isochronous. English was taken
as an example of a stress-timed language while French was taken to be syllable-

timed. This approach, in which duration was critical for explaining rhythm
differences, became generally accepted in the phonetic literature. However, Lehiste
(1977) showed that the isochronyprinciple is primarily a perceptual phenomenon.

Furthermore, she explained that, since listeners expect isochrony, it is possible for

speakers to manipulate the duration of interstress intervals. Lengthening of

interstress intervals is frequently used, for instance, to indicate the presence of a
syntactic boundary. Later experimental phonetic work in which the isochrony

6
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principle was investigated by measuring the durations of stress and syllable
intervals failed to show a consistent picture with regard to the length of interstress
intervals (for an overview see Bertinetto, 1989). For example, den Os (1988) did
not find differences in the duration of interstress intervals between Dutch (a

language considered to be stress-timed) and Italian (a supposedly syllable-timed

language). Furthermore, both Dauer (1983; 1987) and Bertinetto (1989) arrived at
the conclusion that other factors besides duration might be responsible for

differences in rhythm perception between languages.

Although the terms syllable-timed and stress-timed are somewhat

controversial the distinction between syllable-based or Romance languages, as

opposed to stress-based or Germanic languages, might be a good starting point for

studying speech segmentation in different languages.

1.3 Word Recognition Models

This section presents an overview of the approaches in the literature to the

problem of word recognition with particular emphasis on how the different models

deal with speech segmentation processes.

First, in section 1.3.1 a sequential approach is described: defenders of this

approach believe that words are recognized sequentially as they occur, one after

another (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 8c Welsh, 1978; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Cole 8z
Jakimik, 1980). In this view, word boundaries are located as a consequence of
identification of the previous word. Words are assumed to be recognized before

their offset. The main problem of this approach are presented. The second
approach, presented in 1.3.2, claims that a separate segmentation procedure is
necessary for word recognition (e.g., Cutler 8c Norris, 1988; Cutler 8c Carter,

1987; Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder 8c Seguí, 1981). According to this
approach lexical access is guided by predicting where word boundaries are located:

7
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Word boundaries are identiiied on the basis of sublexical units. This approach
involves explicit segmentation processes. The third approach to the segmentation

problem (section 1.3.3) is given by models involving competition between

wordcandidates (e.g., McClelland 8t Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994). According to
models that focus on mechanisms of competition, lexical segmentation emerges as a

consequence of word recognition whereas recognition is a consequence of

competition between various lexical candidates beginning at many different points

in the input.

1.3.1 Sequential Recognition

Earlier models of word recognition (Marslen-Wilson 8c Welsh, 1978; Cole

óc Jakimik, 1980) proposed a sequential recognition of speech. In these models,

lexical access mechanisms work serially from left to right. Both the models of

Marslen-Wilson and Welsh (1978), and Cole and Jakimik (1980) were based upon

initial alignment (i.e., only word onsets were allowed to generate lexical

hypotheses). This restriction, which means that only lexical items with a specific

position are considered in recognition, leads to the activation of a reduced number

of lexical hypotheses.

Such an approach to segmentation presupposes that listeners know which

part of the speech input corresponds to word boundaries. In these models, the

problem of segmentation is addressed by assuming that words are recognized after

each other, and that recognition often occurs before the acoustic offset of the word.

Before its offset, the end of the word as well as the beginning of the next word

may be predicted in advance. In short, the recognition of each word locates the

onset of the following word. These models do not require an explicit mechanism

for locating word boundaries. Instead, segmentation is the result of recognition and

emerges as a by-product of the recognition process. Higher level constraints (both
syntactic and semantic) that are provided by the current word (and its predecessors)

8
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are used to recognize the next word. In these models, words are recognized when
the sequential analysis of their acoustic structure eliminate all but one candidate.

This recognition is restricted by the interaction of two sources of constraint;

contextual and acoustic.

The Co{2ort Mode!

The original Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson 8c Welsh, 1978) stresses the

concept of early word recognition: the activation of a set of word candidates is

based entirely on the onset of each word in the speech input. All words with a

given span of acoustic input are activated.

The Cohort model has two fundamental characteristics; multiple access and

multiple assessment. Multiple access denotes the accessing of multiple candidates in

the mapping of the acoustic-phonetic input onto mental representations of lexical

form. Since the activation of a set of word candidates is entirely based on the onset

of each word in the speech input, all the words in the mental lexicon sharing the

onset of the input word are activated as soon as one or two segments of a word are

heard (normally within the first 150 ms). This activation leads to the constitution of

a word-initial cohort. Thus, the word-initial cohort is formed as a consequence of

multiple access: all candidates that map the acoustic-phonetic input onto the mental

representations of the lexical form are accessed. It is important to note that

sensory, not contextual constraints, are assumed to activate the initial set of

candidates during access. Lexical access is assumed to be bottom-up, and context

cannot prevent the accessing and activation of contextually irrelevant

wordcandidates.

The second characteristic, multiple assessment, refers to the system's need

to assess all activated candidates for their contextual appropriateness. Each
candidate that is compatible with the sensory input is assessed for its syntactic and

semantic appropriateness against the context. Candidates that do not fit the

contextual constraints drop out of the pool of potential wordcandidates.

9
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After words are accessed into the word-initial cohort, a selection phase
follows. This involves a sequential reduction over time, and leads to the final

selection of one candidate at the recognition point. Selection is primarily based on
the acoustic-phonetic properties of the word. However, top-down processes,

especially sentential and discourse context, are also used. The organization of the

system must be such that the access and assessment activities take place in real time
and will allow identification of only one candidate within about 200 ms. This

principle of real-time efficiency is critical in the cohort model.

The assumption that recognition takes place before the offset of the word,

makes it possible to calculate the end of the word in advance and to predict where

a new word starts.

Shortcomings of Sequential Models

Various investigators have pointed out the limited role of sequential post-

lexical speech processing models. The focus on the beginning of words so that

candidates can only be considered by the system if they match at word onset

produced two lines of criticism.

The first objection argued that the system will not work when the word
onset information is inadequate, as for instance in the case of many short words

that have no unique point (i.e., there is no other word in the lexicon sharing the

initial part of the target word). It has been shown that many words are not

recognized immediately after the acoustic offset of the word but can only be

recognized after the onset of the following word. In a gating paradigm in

conversational speech (in which listeners were required to say what they thought

the word was or was going to be at each increment), it was shown that only one

out of five words was recognized after offset, indicating that listeners require

subsequent context for recognition [o occur (Bard, Shillcock 8c Altmann, 1988).
Furthermore, for both English (Luce, 1986) and Dutch (Frauenfelder 8c Peeters,

1990), it has been shown that many longer words contain embedded words. Luce
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(1986) showed that when word frequency is taken into account, 38 percent of all

words in a 20,000-word computerized American English dictionary are not unique

at their offser. thus, in over one-third of the cases, shorter words are embedded

into these longer words at the onset of the longer words. Over 94 percent of two-

phoneme words, 74 percent of three-phoneme words and 35.6 percent of four-

phoneme words were unique only after offset. In Dutch, 9,985 words from the

CELEX database were used in a similar counting (Frauenfelder 8r. Peeters, 1990).

It was shown that 17.4 percent of the short words were embedded at an initial

position in longer words. For words of two phonemes this was 88.7 percent, for

words of three phonemes, 61.1 percent, and for words of four phonemes, 31.1

percent. Finally, another weakness of sequential models is suffixation. Words

which can be followed by a suffix can not be recognized before the onset of the

next word.

The second criticism came from the connectionist tradition, which claimed

that the total amount of overlap between the input and a given lexical

representation relative to the overlap with other potential candidates is of major

importance. They claimed that words like shi ag rette (instead of cisarette) were not

accessed into the word-initial cohort and were not taken into consideration. In other

words, it was argued that in cases when the word onset did not match with a

lexical representation, speech processing is still possible.

The Revised Cohort Model

The two lines of criticisms just mentioned were taken into consideration in

the revised version of the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 1993). In contrast

with the original model, the revised Cohort model does not require prior

segmentation since it is taken to be the result of recognition. Therefore, the model

incorporates overlapping hypotheses including the activation of competitors that

have no corresponding word-onsets such as trombone and bone. It must be noted

that the Cohort model does not directly address the problem of lexical

segmentation.

11
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In the revised model, words are activated to the extent that there is a
correspondence between the stored representation and the input: this allows the

system to cope wiih signal variability. In other words, no support is given to the

unrealistic assumption made in the original model where only wordcandidates

perfectly matching the input can be recognized. In the original model, the poor

specification of a single phoneme (e.g., shigarette instead of cigarette) would mean

dropping the whole word out of the pool of potential wordconstraints, whereas in
the revised model, mismatch does not completely rule out identitïcation of the

mispronounced wordform (in this case, shigarette). In the revised Cohort model,

this concept of all-or-nothing matching between input and lexical target

representation rather depends to some degree on goodness of fit. In short, even

when there is mismatching at the onset, inputs can still be mapped onto lexical

representations. However, mismatch will always disrupt perceptual processing and

will lead to some lower level activation.

1.3.2 Explicit Segmentation

In contrast to sequential theories, an approach that postulates an explicit

process of segmentation has been proposed (e.g., Cutler 8z Norris, 1988). The

focus of this view is where in the speech input lexical access is initiated. The

notion is that word recognition is more effícient and will be facilitated if the speech

input can be segmented, or word boundaries located, before lexical access.

Syllables as Units of Lexical Access

In the past, numerous studies were designed to identify the unit of lexical

access. These studies resulted in the proposal of a broad range of candidates

believed to function as representation units. Among these are the syllable (e.g.,

Mehler et al., 1981), the phoneme (e.g., Cutler et al., 1987; Pisoni 8c Luce, 1987)

and the feature (e.g., Best, McRoberts á Sithole, 1988). The assumption is that
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lexical access units such as the syllable or the phoneme function as representations

in speech perception.

The original segment monitoring study in French (Mehler et al., 1981) led

to the conclusion that the syllable is a unit in speech processing which constitutes

the input for lexical access: at every syllable a lexical access attempt is undertaken.

Further support for this notion is found in studies by Dupoux and Mehler (1990),

Seguí, Frauenfelder, and Mehler (1981), Seguí (1984), and Seguí, Dupoux, and

Mehler (1990).

In their study, Mehler et al. ( 1981) asked French listeners to detect either a

consonant vowel (CV) or a consonant vowel consonant (CVC) sequence at the

beginning of a visually presented stimulus word. The stimulus words varied in

syllable structure: half of the words contained an open syllable, and half a closed

syllable. The open-syllable words were matched to closed-syllable words such that

the first three phonemes were identical, for instance ba.lance' was matched with

bal.con. Each visually presented target was followed by a list words in which the

target word was somewhere between second and fifth position. Both members of a

matched pair always occurred in the same position. In this within-subjects design,

each participant was presented each of the word types twice (open versus closed

syllable), once in response to CV targets and once to CVC targets. Participants

were asked to respond as fast as possible by pressing a button when hearing the

target sequence, for instance, BA or BAL.

Thus, in one condition of each word type, the target matched the first

syllable of the word (BA in ba.lance or BAL in baLcon); in the other condition it

did not. In the non-matching condition the target was more (BAL in ba.lance) or

less (BA in bal.con) than the first syllable of the word.

The results of this study contïrmed the predictions of the authors: faster

' The dot indicates a syllable boundary.
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responses were observed for targets corresponding exactly to the syllable of a

targetbearing word (detection of BA in ba.lance or BAL in bal.con) rather than
when the target corresponded to a longer (BAL in ba.lance) or a shorter segment
(BA in bal.con) than the first syllable. A significant interaction between word type
and target type manifested this finding: participants responded faster to CV targets
(BA) than to CVC targets (BAL) in words like ba.lance, and faster responses to

CVC targets (BAL) than to CV targets (BA) were measured in words like bal.con;

participants were also faster in detecting CV targets (BA) in words like ba.lance

than in words like bal.con, and they detected CVC targets (BAL) faster in words
like bal.con than in words like ba.lance.

The results were offered as evidence for the match between the first syllable

of the stimulus word and the target representation: when the first syllable and the

target were exactly the same, a better match was achieved than when they were

not. It was concluded that the speech signal is segmented into syllables. In other

words, these results were taken as evidence for the syllable as a prelexical unit of

speech processing.

The results of another study in French (Kolinsky, Morais 8c Cluytens, 1995)

confirmed the syllabic effect observed in Mehler et al. (1981). In this study the

perception of various linguistic units of French listeners was investigated by the use

of an auditory illusion task. The auditory illusion paradigm was derived from

illusory conjunction studies and took advantage of the dichotic listening technique

in which two different speech segments are presented simultaneously. Illusory
conjunctions are described as perceptual interactions between two stimuli presented

simultaneously (Treisman 8z Souther, 1986), one to the left ear, and one to the

right ear.

It was postulated that when speech properties are erroneously combined

causing auditory illusions, they must have been separately registered as independent

units at an early processing stage. Thus, the paradigm is assumed to give rise to
perceptual errors which occur early in the processing routine. In other words, the
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aim of the auditory illusion paradigm is to tap the internal representation of speech.

Kolinksy et al. (1995) confronted listeners with two different sources of

auditory information simultaneously; one stimulus was presented to the left ear, the

other to the right ear. The idea was that a simultaneously presented pair of spoken

non-words may lead to the perceptual illusion of a visually presented target word.

Three experiments were conducted in their study. The stimuli of each experiment

were constructed to create the illusory perception of a word target resulting from

the migration of a specific linguistic unit. The first two experiments required the

listener to detect a visually prespecified target under a divided attention task (i.e.,

listeners were asked to pay attention to both ears), whereas the third experiment

used an immediate identification task; this time listeners were asked to pay

attention to one particular ear and to report what they had perceíved in that ear

(free naming). In all three experiments, the materials were designed such that

opportunities to migrate were offered. In Experiments 1 and 2, the linguistic units

that could migrate were voicing and place features, initial consonants,'̀ first

vowels, and syllables; Experiment 3 was restricted to examining migrations of

voicing, initial consonants, and syllables. All target words started with a stop

consonant as in the word biiou. Experiments 1 and 2 contained target present (i.e.,

one of the pseudowords in the pair was identical to the target word) as well as

target absent trials (i.e., the target word was not presented as such but the

necessary information to elicit the perceptual illusion of the target word was given

within the stimulus pair). Experiment 3 excluded target present trials in order to

control for any lexical bias (since all targets were real words). Additionally, the

materials of each experiment included control pairs in which the critical

information to elicit an auditory illusion resulting in the target word, was missing.

An example of target absent, experimental pseudoword pairs for the

- In the Kolinsky study the term 'initial consonant' is used to refer to the linguistic
unit. phoneme. In Chapters 2 and 3 the term phoneme will be used.
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linguistic units voicing, initial consonants, and syllables ( occurring in all three
experiments) is the following. The two pseudoword stimuli i'ou and oton may
lead to the illusory conjunction b~ou as a consequence of migration of the voicing
feature of Ig~ from g-Oton to pi,jou; similarly, the initial consonant of boton may
combine with the initial consonant of kÍIOU and result in the perception of bijou;
finally, migration of the syllable of biton to koiou may lead to the illusory
percpetion of bijou.

The results of the three experiments consistently showed a predominance of
syllabic migrations compared to migrations of other linguistic units. Experiment 1
showed that the difference in d-primes (d')3 between experimental and control
trials was significant for both syllables and first vowels, indicating migration of
these linguistic units. Moreover, the difference in d-primes between experimental
and control trials was largest for syllables (in comparison with d-primes of first
vowels, and those of initial consonants). In Experiment 2, the difference in d-
primes between experimental and control trials was, again, largest for syllables.
Experiment 3 showed that syllables were the only linguistic units with a higher
frequency of auditory illusions than so-called simple misperceptions~.

In short, the results of this study showed that more migrations of syllables
compared to other linguistic units were observed. The finding that French listeners
were more susceptible to syllables than to other units was interpreted as support for
the syllabic effect observed in a segment monitoring task by Mehler et al. (1981).
In conclusion, the French results using two very different paradigms, a segment
monitoring and an auditory illusion paradigm, are clearly compatible.

' d' refers to the discrimination index and is a bias-free measure used in signal
detection theory (Green 8~ Swets, 1966).

' Simple misperceptions were not explicitly clarified by Kolinsky et al. but seem to
denote errors that do not originate from a fusion, or auditory illusion, in that simple mis-
perceptions introduce new information instead of combining presented information.
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The Abseitce of Sy[labic Effects i~t English

The segment monitoring study by Mehler et al. (1981), which established

that French listeners were faster in detecting targets which corresponded to a

syllable than targets which did not, motivated Cutler, Mehler, Norris, and Seguí
(1986) to test the universality of the syllable as a unit of speech processing.

Mehler et al. (1981) had interpreted their results as evidence for the syllable

as a universal unit of lexical access. They believed that listeners of all languages

undertake a lexical access attempt at every syllable. However, since French is

syllable-based whereas English is not, Cutler et al. (1986) carried out the same

segment monitoring task as the one used in Mehler et al. (1981) but presented

English materials to English listeners.

As in the French study by Mehler et al., listeners were required to detect a

CV or a CVC sequence in two types of syllabic structures. In the English study,

ambisyllabicity5 was introduced in the stimulus words: half of the stimulus words

contained an ambisyllabic structure (e.g., CV[C] with [C] representing an

ambisyllabic consonant) as in ba 1 ance whereas the other half contained a closed

syllable structure as in baLcony. However, the results only showed a significant
main effect of word type manifesting faster responses to ambisyllabic words

(CV[C]) than to words with clear syllables (CVC): Unlike the French study, there

was no interaction between word type and target type. The finding that for English

listeners no syllabic effects were observed when the target corresponded to the first
syllable, supported the notion that speech segmentation may be different for

languages with different phonological characteristics.

` Ambisyllabicity means that a consonant is simultaneously assigned to two syllables
e.g., in ba[I]ance the [l] may be assigned to the first as well as to the second syllable.
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A More General Approach to the Segmentation Problem: the Rhythmic Hypothesis

The study by Cutler et al. (1986) showed the absence of syllabification in
English in contrast to the syllabic effects found in French. Subsequent studies
(Cutler 8z Norris, 1988; Cutler 8t Butterfield, 1992) focused on the question how
English listeners segment speech. Unlike French which is syllable-based, English is
stress-based, and the metrical stress pattern of English is characterized by the
alternation between strong and weak syllables. Strong syllables are defined as
having full vowels whereas weak syllables contain reduced vowels, usually schwa.
All syllables containing full vowels are strong regardless of whether they bear
primary or secondary stress. Cutler and colleagues hypothesized that in English,
segmentation for lexical access occurs at strong syllables.

Cutler and Norris (1988) carried out a word spotting task to test this
hypothesis. The results of this study led to the proposal of a Metrical Segmentation
Strategy (MSS) for stress-based languages like English. In this study, listeners were
presented with bisyllabic, initially-stressed nonsense strings. In one condition, the

second syllable in the sequence was metrically strong ( i.e., containing a full vowel
as in ~mIntavf~); in the other condition the second vowel was metrically weak (i.e.,
containing a schwa as in ~mInt flb). In the experimental condition, listeners had
to detect the real embedded CVCC word which always appeared word-initially (in
this case MINT). Longer response times were observed when the target word had

to be detected in strings with strong second syllables than in strings with weak
second syllables. In a control condition using CVC words (THIN), no difference
was observed when the weight of the second syllable was varied (as in thintavf or
thint f). These results were explained by claiming that English listeners initiate
lexical access at every strong syllable: as a consequence, in the case of mintavf the
string had been segmented and a lexical access attempt was initiated at the strong
syllable t~. Thus, segmentation took place at the syllable boundary ( min.tavf) and
detection of MINT required assembling speech materials which had previously been

6 The symbol a~ will be used to indicate schwa.
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separated as a consequence of segmentation. However, when ImInt fl was

presented MINT could be detected without difficulty because weak syllables do not

trigger segmentation. Thus, segmentation took place prior to the second syllable

and the assembly of speech material across a segmentation position was required.

The explanation in the case of CVC words was that segmentation was not triggered

within the target word THIN and the nonsense string was simply split up prior to

the second syllable (thin-tay~.

Results obtained with the word spotting paradigm are assumed to

demonstrate metrically-based segmentation: the MSS is manifested in slower

responses when detecting an embedded CVCC target word in nonsense strings

consisting of two strong syllables as opposed to strings in which a strong syllable

was followed by a weak one.

The appropriateness of the MSS for English seems reasonable when taking

into account the characteristics of the English vocabulary. Cutler and Carter (1987)

showed that in computerized dictionaries as well as in spontaneous speech, there

are on average three times as many lexical words that start with strong than with

weak syllables. Moreover, the lexical statistics also showed that words with initial

strong syllables occur twice as often as words beginning wíth a weak syllable.

Hence, applying the MSS, i.e., taking strong syllables as word-initial, will lead to

only a few misses and relatively many successful attempts to locate the word

boundary in English.

Further support for the MSS in English was provided by a missegmentation

study (Cutler 8r. Butterfield, 1992) in which misperceptions were elicited by

presenting sentence fragments at a level just above individual thresholds for speech

perception. Application of the MSS predicted that listeners tend to insert word

boundaries before every strong syllable whereas they delete boundaries before weak

initial syllables. Indeed, more insertions before strong syllables and more deletions

before weak syllables were observed.
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A missegmentation study examining both spontaneous and laboratory-
induced data was carried out by Cutler and Butterfield (1992). The aim of this
study was to investigate the occurrence of erroneously perceived insertions (see
also Garnes 8r Bond, 1980) and deletions of word boundaries. The idea was that
English listeners use strong syllables to identify initial syllables of lexical words.

This notion corresponds to the MSS which states that English listeners initiate

lexical access attempts at every strong syllable: it was reasoned that when presented

with a strong syllable, English listeners would take this syllable as word-initial.

In their laboratory experiment, Cutler and Butterfield (1992) asked listeners

to reproduce sentence fragments presented at a level just above their threshold for

speech perception. The fragments consisted of an alternation of strong (S) and

weak (W) syllables. It was hypothesized that more insertions before strong syllables

and more deletions before weak syllables would be observed. This was indeed the

case. The occurrence of these error types is illustrated in the following WS W S

WS sentence fragment: the input `achieve her ways instead' was perceived as `a

cheaper way to stay' (example taken from Cutler 8t Butteriield, 1992). This

misperceived sentence fragment contains two insertion errors: tïrst, a word

boundary was erroneously inserted prior to the strong syllable of the input word

`achieve' and introduced a boundary in the sequence `a cheaper'; second, a

mistaken insertion divided the input word `instead' into two separate words

resulting in the misperception `to stay'. Additionally, one erroneous deletion was

observed which resulted in deletion of the word boundary prior to the input word

`her' and led to the misperception `cheaper'. Similar fïndings were observed with

spontaneous data (Cutler 8z Butterfield, 1992).

In conclusion, Cutler and Norris (1988) proposed a model of speech

segmentation for stress-based languages like English. The MSS states that

segmentation is triggered by the strong syllable: at the onset of each strong syllable

a new lexical access attempt is initiated.

Taken together, it was shown that English speech segmentation is guided by
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the alternation of strong and weak syllables whereas syllabic rhythm is of
importance in the speech segmentation of French.

1.3.3 Lexical Competition

Like sequential models of word recognition and unlike explicit segmentation

approaches, models involving lexical competition between candidate words do not

involve a separate segmentation process. Competition between word-candidates

enables lexical segmentation to emerge as a consequence of word recognition.

Competition is initiated at many different points in the input and leads to word

recognition. Below, the main principles of two connectionist models of spoken

word recognition are presented: Trace (McClelland 8r Elman, 1986) and Shortlist

(Norris, 1994).

Trace

Unlike many other models of spoken word recognition, for instance the

original Cohort mode] or the explicit segmentation models, neither the revised

Cohort model nor Trace restrict the lexical search space to lexical hypotheses that

are aligned with a certain point of segmentation. Like the revised Cohort model,

Trace does not require explicit segmentation. Thus, in Trace, the sensory input is

not parsed in order to identify segmentation cues as the basis for alignment between

the input and the discrete entries in the lexicon. In Trace, the input of a specific

phoneme leads to an increase in activation of all the words in the lexicon that

contain that phoneme at any point. Thus, like the revised Cohort model, Trace

permits the activation of multiple (erroneous) lexical hypotheses that are
continuously changing as a consequence of the input: lexical hypotheses in Trace

are based on continuously changing levels of activation of every lexical unit. The

segmentation problem is not resolved at the level of a bottom-up analysis of

phonetic or prosodic boundary cues but rather at the lexical level where there is a
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constant competition between segmentation analyses. In short, segmentation in

Trace involves a continuous process of excitation and inhibition with inappropriate

hypotheses being eliminated via inhibition. A global description of Trace will be

presented below (for more details, see McClelland 8t Elman, 1986).

Trace is made up of three hierarchically organized levels. The units at the

lowest level, the features, read the speech input information. The units at the

following level are phonemic and decisions are influenced by the feature level as

well as by the word level. Words, at the highest level, are activated by phonemes.

The three levels are connected to one another by excitation (or facilitation) paths.

Each path has weights. Excitatory connections between units are on adjacent levels

(feature-phoneme, etc.) whereas inhibitory connections are within levels (feature-

feature, etc.).

Trace is an interactive activation model in that both bottom-up and top-down

excitation occurs. Bottom-up excitation involves feature units which excite the

appropriate phoneme units (e.g., the voiced feature activates all voiced phonemes)

which in turn activate words. Top-down excitation allows word units to excite the

constituent phoneme units. The amount of activation is proportional to the level of

activation of the word unit and the connection strength between the units. It should

be noted that in both bottom-up and top-down activation, phonemes located in

different positions in the activated word receive the same amount of excitation. For

instance, in bottom-up activation the phoneme ~d~ equally excites word units

containing Idl in initial, medial or final position.

Inhibitory activation, or lateral inhibition, reduces the number of serious

rival hypotheses: units with the most activation suppress the other less activated

units. The amount of inhibition depends on the connection strength, the inhibiting

unit's activation level, and the amount of overlap between the two competing units.

Thus, multiple lexical hypotheses based on competing segmentation analyses are

activated and the inappropriate hypotheses are eliminated via inhibition.
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Recognition of a word or phoneme is assumed when activation at a specific

time slice is sufficiently higher than the activation of all other units at the same

level for a speciiic time slice. Prior to recognition, many lexical hypotheses are
activated: activation of a large number of hypotheses is possible because Trace
duplicates lexical hypotheses for every word at every phoneme time slice resulting

in a very high number of word tokens that become activated. Matching word

tokens that are aligned with the onset of the input gain in activation whereas other

word tokens are inhibited. Both mismatching tokens and those starting at later time
slices (corresponding to other segmentations) lose activation. However, tokens that

match sufficiently with the input can still become activated even if they do not

align with the input.

In contrast to the original Cohort model, an important characteristic in Trace

is that it allows every word to compete for recognition at every moment in time.

Contrary to other models that severely restrict the set of lexical hypotheses for a

given stretch of speech, in Trace (as well as in the revised Cohort model), there is

no closed set of lexical hypotheses that depend upon a specific segmentation: words

starting at any point in time have a chance to be recognized.

As a consequence of the activation of such a wide range of lexical

hypotheses, emphasis has recently shifted to the competition between these lexical

hypotheses. In Trace, lexical competition is explicitly taken into consideration: the

activation level of a specific word partly depends on its correspondence to the

speech input and partly on the state of activation of the representations of all other

words in the lexicon: Trace has inhibitory intralevel connections as well as

excitatory interlevel connections.

Shortlist

A new connectionist model of speech recognition has recently been proposed
(Norris, 1994) to accommodate some shortcomings of Trace. The problem of time-

invariant recognition (i.e., the ability to recognize words no matter when they
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begin) was solved by duplicating the lexical network at each point in the input
where a word might begin. This led to a very complex and implausible

architecture. In Shortlist, this problem of complexity was dealt with by introducing
a processing stage in which a restricted set of lexical hypotheses was selected.

Shortlist is a two-stage model, and unlike Trace which is interactive, is a
bottom-up model. In the initial stage, a set of wordcandidates that is roughly
consistent with the input is generated on the basis of an acoustic-phonetic analysis

of the input. This small set of candidates (the `shortlist') enters in the interactive

second stage in which competition between the final candidates occurs. Thus,

Shortlist does not allow information to be sent to an earlier stage of processing: no

top-down feedback is provided from lexical to phonemic representations.

One difference between Trace and Shortlist is how they treat mismatching

information. In Shortlist, activation is exclusively determined by degree of fit and

the activation of mismatching words is decreased (which helps to keep the

candidate set small) whereas Trace handles mismatching information lexically:
lexical competition effects will lead to the inhibition of cat when the input ca is

presented.

Shortlist and the Cohort model have in common that both distinguish

between the stage of the initial bottom-up activation of poten[ial candidates and the

next stage which involves reduction of the wordcandidate set to a single word. Both
models use mismatching as well as matching information to achieve this.

Furthermore, both Trace and Shortlist are based on the assumption that word
recognition involves competition between lexical candidates. Cross-modal priming'

' In cross-modal priming studies, participants who listen to a spoken word are
simultaneously confronted with a visual probe. In the critical condition, this probe is
related to the spoken input and is expected to prime the visual probe. The participant is
asked to decide whether the probe is a real word or not (lexical decision). Reaction times
of related probes are compared to those of non-related probes providing a measure for
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studies show that multiple lexical entries may be activated when a word is
presented (e.g., Shillcock, 1990). However, these studies give evidence for

activation though this does not imply competition per se. Recently, convincing
evidence for lexical competition effects was obtained (McQueen, Norris 8c Cutler,
1994; Norris, McQueen 8c Cutler, 1995; Vroomen 8r. de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b;
Vroomen át de Gelder, in press). These studies also showed that competition
effects interact with the effects of inetrical segmentation. For instance, in the study
by Norris et al. (1995) it was established that the word spotting results of Cutler
and Norris (1988) cannot be reduced to artifacts of lexical competition since

metrical segmentation effecis only became signiiicant when a large number of

competitors began at the onset of the strong syllable.

McQueen et al. (1994) also used the word spotting task developed by Cutler
and Norris (1988, see section 1.3.2) in which listeners are required to spot real
words in bisyllabic nonsense strings. However, this time both SW and WS strings
were used and target words (always containing a strong syllable) could appear at
the beginning or end of the nonsense string. The critical manipulation was that

some strings themselves were the onset of longer real words. For instance, in WS
strings, the target MESS had to be detected in strings such as dCa~MES (which is

the onset of real words such as domestic or domestical) or nCc~MES (which is not

the onset of a real word). In SW strings, the target SACK had to be detected in
SAKrCa~f (the onset of sacrifice), or ISAKr cC~k~ (which does not begin a real word).

As predicted by Shortlist ít was observed in WS strings that the presence of
words competing with the target MESS (such as domestic or domestical) in
dCa~MES make target detection more difficult than in strings that are not the onset
of a real word and thus have no competitors (as in nna MES). Similarly, in SW
strings it was found that the target SACK was harder to spot in SAKrCa~f

(competitors present) than in SAKrCc~k (competitors absent). Moreover, the
competition effect was greater in WS than in SW strings. This is exactly as

lexical activation of the probe.
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predicted by Shortlist: in WS strings, the longer embedded word (domestic) will be

highly activated as a consequence of the earlier activation of domestic than of the

embedded word mess, and the competitor word domestic will inhibit recognition of

the target MESS. Additionally, it was observed that the (smaller) competition effect

in SW strings was only observed when listeners responded slowly (as they did in

Experiment 1 in which targets could appear in either location) but not when faster

responses were observed (as in Experiment 2 in which listeners were asked to

monitor targets either in word-initial position and to ignore the word-final targets,

or vice versa). This finding, in which competition effects were only observed in

slow responses, is explained in Shortlist by claiming that, initially SACK in

SACKrCa~f is as highly activated as in SACKrC~a k: differential activation occurs later

(after the final phoneme of sack).

Furthermore, it was found that words in WS strings are more easily detected

than in SW strings (MESS easier in nCa~MESS than in MESt m). This is predicted

by the MSS: In WS strings, segmentation is triggered at the onset of the target

word which contains the strong syllable; in SW strings, there is no internal

segmentation since the next syllable is weak.

In conclusion, the word spotting study by McQueen et al. (1994) supports

the notion that both lexical competition effects and metrical stress pattern affect

word recognition.

In Vroomen and de Gelder (1995a, 1995b), the effect of competitor size in

Dutch was investigated in cross-modal priming. Visually presented words with a

CVCC (MELK, milk) and a CVC (BEL, bell) structure were presented

immediately after the auditory presentation of a nonsense string (the prime). The

endings of the nonsense strings which varied in the number of competitors they

could start with were crucial: there are no words in Dutch that start with ke m(as

in MELKem; or BELkem), a few with keu m (as in MELKeum; or BELkeum),

and many with kaa m (as in MELKaam; or BELkaam). Evidence for lexical

competition effects was shown: CVCC words - which have phonetic overlap - show
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less inhibition (resulting in large priming effects) of items with no or few lexical

competitors compared to items with many competitors (detection of MELK in

MELKem or MELKeum is less inhibited than detection of MELK in MELKaam).

In contrast, in CVC words in which there is no phonetic overlap, lexical

competition effects do not play a role and there is no difference in priming effects

between the three conditions. This latter finding is in accordance with both the

lexical competition hypothesis and the MSS (since no segmentation triggers are set

within BEL). In short, it was shown that lexical competition (or inhibition)

increases if the cohort size of the competitors increases.

As in the cross-modal priming study conducted by Vroomen and de Gelder

(1995a, 1995b), a study by Norris et al. (1995) controlled competitors beginning at

the onset of the second syllable (such as itl in MINTay~. This study entailed both

a word spotting task and a simulation of Shortlist (incorporating the MSS). In the

word spotting task, listeners were asked to detect words at the onset of bisyllabic

nonsense strings. The nonsense strings had a SS or SW stress pattern. The target

words had two different structures: C(C)VCC (examples with a SS pattern:

MINTaup, STAMPidQe; with a SW pattern: MINTCcw, STAMPCa~dee) or C(C)VC

(SS pattern: THINtaup, PRAMpidge; SW pattern: THINtCa~p, PRAMp(a~d~e). In

the former (CVCC), there was phonetic overlap, in the latter (CVC) there was not.

Moreover, the crucial difference between the strings was the number of

competitors beginning at the onset of the second syllable: There are many words in

English starting with ip d~e, whereas there are only a few words starting with taup.

Similarly, there are more words in English starting with pCa~d~e than with t a .

The results showed that CVCC targets were harder to detect when they are

followed by strong syllables than when followed by weak syllables (cf. Cutler 8z

Norris, 1988), also when the number of competitors was controlled. Furthermore,

CVCC targets did not result in competition effects. However, in SS strings (and

not in SW strings) there was a trend in the RTs for responses to be slower when

there were more second-syllable competitors. This pattern shows that competition
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effects interact with metrical stress effects: Only when the MSS indicates that the
onset of those competitors is likely to be the onset of a word (thus in SS strings), is
there an effect of the number of competitors. As predicted by the MSS, CVC
targets showed no stress effect (cf. Cutler 8L Norris, 1988). With respect to lexical
competition, there was a marginal competition effect in CVC targets: detection of
CVC targets in strings followed by words with a few competitors (as in THINtaup)
was more difficult than target detection in strings followed by words with many
competitors (as in PRAMpridge).

In short, there were indications for both CV and CVCC targets that
competition effects interact with metrical stress effects. The metrical stress effect

(i.e., the difference between SS and SW strings) only emerged when there was a
large number of competitors that started with the onset of the second strong
syllable. In other words, the advantage of SW over SS items was larger in items
with many competitors compared to items with few competitors: thus, detection of
STAMP in the SW string STAMPCa~d~e (many competitors) is easier than detection

of STAMP in the SS string STAMPid~e (also many competitors). In contrast, no
effect of inetrical stress was noted in items with few competitors: detection of
MINT in the SW string MINTna.p (few competitors) did not differ from detection
of MINT in the SS string MINTaup (few competitors).

Norris et al. (1995) carried out various simulations of Shortlist. The

simulation incorporating the two components of the MSS, the segmentation (or the
so-called Penalty for candidates that do not contain strong onsets when there is a
strong onset at the input), and the lexical access component (the so-called Boost to

candidates with strong onsets that begin at strong onsets) provided the closest fit to

the data in the word spotting experiment just mentioned. Moreover, the penalty and
boost components parallel the mismatch and match information of Shortlist. In
conclusion, evidence for the combinatory effects of lexical competition on the one
hand and metrical stress, on the other, were provided in both a word spotting task

and a simulation of Shortlist, incorporating the MSS.
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In a cross-modal associative priming study, Vroomen and de Gelder (in
press) investigated the relation between lexical competition and metrical stress.

Listeners were presented with a bisyllabic spoken word containing an embedded

word in it (e.g., BOOS, angry, was embedded in fram.BOOS, raspberry). The task

of the listener was to make a lexical decision about a visually presented target
which could be associatively related to the second syllable of the word (e.g.,

KWAAD, angry). It was shown that in SS carrier words (e.g., fram.BOOS) as

well as SW carrier words (e.g., be.SCHUIT, biscuit, with SCHUIT, boot,

embedded in it), words embedded at the end of real carrier words are activated.

Furthermore, it was shown that embedded words that did not match a syllable

boundary (e.g., zwiin, pig) never generated potential candidates (such as wiin,

wine). The authors concluded that matching from the syllable boundary is apparent-

ly critical for lexical competition effects to occur. Additionally, it was observed

that the activation of a word in begin-embedded words (e.g., vel, skin, in the word

vele, rim, or in the pseudoword velk) is also driven by interword competition since

it was found that velg, but not velk, can inhibit vel.

In short, these studies support the notion that both metrical segmentation and

lexical competition contribute to the process of lexical access.

I.4 Segmentation and Language-specificity

This section presents a more in-depth look at the notion of language

speciiicity as it was addressed in some of the research questions formulated in

section I.2. These questions were based on two assumptions: the tïrst assumes that

lexical access units can be identitïed and function as representation levels; the
second assumes that listeners develop specific segmentation procedures. Most of

the studies which will be reviewed in section 1.4 explore the latter assumption;

they focus on the employment of specific-speech segmentation procedures by one
group of listeners or another. The remaining studies deal more with the former
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assumption; they further examine the nature and size of representation units of

native speakers of a specific language.

To start with, in section 1.4.1, the issue of language specificity will be
addressed by investigating native speakers of languages with contrasting

phonological characteristics. Section 1.4.2 presents studies in which native speakers

of one language were confronted with speech input of a foreign language. Finally,

section 1.4.3 presents the results of studies on the performance of bilingual

listeners.

1.4.1 Native Listeners

This section elaborates on the insights that have been acquired from studies

carried out with native listeners of languages with contrasting phonological

characteristics (e.g., Mehler et al., 1981; Cutler et al., 1986; Cutler 8c Norris,

1988). These findings led to the idea of language specificity; native speakers of

languages with contrasting phonological properties develop different speech

segmentation procedures (see also section 1.3.2). More specifically, it was

proposed that native speakers of syllable-based languages like French develop

different segmentation procedures than native speakers of stress-based languages

like English or Dutch. The final paragraphs of this section present studies carried

out with native speakers of Japanese and provide evidence that Japanese listeners

employ mora-based segmentation.
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Syllable-based Segmentation

The influential segment monitoring study in which evidence for syllabic

segmentation in French was provided (Mehler et al., 1981) motivated several

researchers to examine languages with similar phonological properties. Examples of

such languages are Spanish, Catalan, and Portuguese. These languages were

selected since it was believed that for syllable-based segmentation regularity of

syllabic structures and clarity of syllabic boundaries are critical (Cutler et al.,

1986). Syllable structures in French are not very complex; Dauer (1983) for

instance, estimated that most syllables in colloquial French are open (about 75qo)

and of these open syllables some 75qo are simple CV structures. With respect to

the clarity of syllable boundaries French has clear syllabic boundaries in contrast

to, for instance, English which has widespread ambisyllabicity. It was reasoned that

both the complexity of syllables and the clearness of syllable boundaries strongly

contribute to the difficulty people face when syllabifying speech input, and

consequently, a syllable-based segmentation procedure in French seems a logical

consequence of the fact that French is easier to syllabify than, for example,

English.

French Listeners

Using an expanded set of the materials previously used in Cutler et al.

(1986) and in Mehler et al .(1981), Kearns (1994; Experiment 4) investigated

French native speakers on a segment monitoring task in French. However, instead

of presenting the stimuli in isolation Kearns asked her listeners to monitor for CV

and CVC targets in words which were embedded in sentences. Each carrier word

was presented once only and could occur at any position within a sentence from the

third to the twelfth syllable of a sentence. Listeners responded to CV targets for

half the items and to CVC targets for the other half. As in Mehler et al. (1981),

the French listeners showed a significant word type by target type interaction.
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Furthermore, Kearns (1994; Chapter 7, Experiment 6) carried out a
missegmentation study in French which was comparable to the one conducted by
Cutler and Butterfield in English (1992, see section 1.3.2). However, in Kearns'
study, French listeners were presented with meaningful as well as with semantically

anomalous sentences.Instead of constructing stimuli with alternating stress patterns
(as in English), the stimuli were constructed such that each sentence contained
three to five points at which the syllable boundary did not coincide with the word
boundary. This made it possible to analyse the responses by counting the number

of so-called resyllabifications. Resyllabification occurs when the tïnal consonant of

a word becomes the onset of the next word that originally started with a vowel

(e.g., tarte aux pommes -) tar.taux.pommes; example taken from Kearns, 1994)

and often results in word boundaries which do not coincide with syllable

boundaries. As in Cutler and Butterfield (1992), these sentences were presented at

a level just above individual thresholds and listeners were asked to write down

what they had heard. Analyses of the meaningful as well as the semantically

anomalous sentences showed that more insertions occurred than expected on the

basis of the input, both before regular syllable boundaries and on points of

resyllabification. This was exactly as predicted since French listeners are expected

to employ a syllable-based segmentation procedure which postulates that word

boundaries occur at the onset of the syllable.

Catalan Listeners

Sebastián-Gallés, Dupoux, Seguí, and Mehler (1992) carried out a segment

monitoring experiment in Catalan. Catalan has clear syllabic boundaries like

French, and variable stress and widespread vowel reduction like English.

Sebastián-Gallés et al. also varied stress and listeners were presented with

quadruplets of bisyllabic words. Quadruplets consisted of two words with a stressed

initial syllable and two words with a stressed second syllable. The initial syllable of
two words had a CV structure while the other two words in each quadruplet started
with a CVC structure. There were five different CVC combinations. An example
of a quadruplet is: u.ra, up~r.g-a, pu.ré, ur. ánt. No main effects were found and
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there was only a marginally significant interaction between target type and word

type. No other interactions were significant. Planned comparisons separately for

stress demonstrated that words with initial stressed syllables showed no signifïcant

interaction between word type and target type. Main effects of both words and

targets were obtained: CV words respectively CV targets elicited a faster response

time than CVC words~targets. Words with stressed second syllables showed a

signifïcant interaction between word type and target type (for CV words CV targets

were detected faster than CVC targets, and for CVC words the opposite trend was

observed). Thus, native speakers of Catalan show syllabic segmentation, but only

in words with unstressed initial syllables. This finding is compatible with the

hypothesis of Cutler, Mehler, Norris and Seguí (1987) and of Cutler et al. (1986)

stating that languages with clear syllabic boundaries show syllabic segmentatíon.

Sebastián-Gallés and colleagues explained the absence of syllabification in stressed

initial syllables by claiming that subjects might be able to bypass the syllabic

organization in segments that are more transparently realized in the signal (as in

stressed syllables). In these cases, responses might be on the basis of a subsyllabic

representation whereas in less transparent (i.e., unstressed) environments subjects

might use the full syllabic representation. The subsyllabic representation level is

more peripheral and is assumed to be available before a syllabic level.

Spanish Listeners

Sebastián-Gallés et al. (1992) conducted two segment monitoring

experiments in Spanish. Like Catalan, Spanish also has variable stress and as in the

Catalan experiment quadruplets of bisyllabic words were used. The words in each

quadruplet shared the same initial CVC phonemes (e.g., bal) and the lal was

always used in the target. Each word in a quadruplet was a combination of stressed

(i.e., with primary stress) or unstressed (in this case, with non-primary stress), and

CV or CVC initial syllables (e.g., bá.la, bál.sa, ba.lón, bal.cón). In the first of

their two Spanish experiments (Experiment 2), Sebastián-Gallés et al. found a main

effect of stress: responses were faster for words with initial stress than for words

with stress on the second syllable. The explanations given were that the stress
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effect might be a result of the fact that, in Spanish, most bisyllabic words start with

stressed syllables which might mean that Spanish listeners expect stressed syllables

to be word-initial (cf. Cutler 8i Norris, 1988, for English). A main effect of word

type was found: CV words elicited a faster responses than CVC words; a target

type effect (only by items) was also found: CV targets were detected faster than

CVC targets. The interaction between word type and target type was not significant

either with word-initial stress or with stress on the second syllable. In separate

stress analyses no effects or significant interactions were found. The absence of the

interaction between word type and target type does not support the claim (Cutler et

al., 1986) that languages with clear syllabic boundaries are assumed to show

syllabic effects. In Spanish, syllabic boundaries are very clear and yet no

syllabiiication is observed. In separate stress analyses no effects or interactions

were observed. In their second Spanish experiment ( Experiment 3), Sebastián-

Gallés et al. tried to slow down the reaction times of the listeners by modifying the

instructions: participants were now told that there would be a recognition task

afterwards. Exactly the same materials were presented. The results showed that

word type was important (CV words were responded to faster than CVC words).

Moreover, the interaction between target type and word type was significant. In

separate stress analyses words with initial stress showed an interaction between

word and target type, and an effect of word type (both were only significant by

subjects). An analysis of words with stress on the second syllable showed an

interaction between target type and word type and a main effect of word type (only

by subjects). In summary, syllabification for Spanish listeners has been observed

when responses were slowed down (in these experiments about 250 msec).

Sebastián-Gallés et al. explained the discrepancy between the two experiments by

claiming that these findings are probably the result of tapping two separate stages

in a single processing system. In the experiment with fast response times, subjects

might have reacted on the basis of an incomplete syllabic representation. In the

experiments with slower response times, subjects were able to use a full syllabic

representation to perform the task. In short, the finding that syllabic effects can be

obtained in Spanish agrees with the claim made by Cutler et al. (1983; 1986) that

syllabic effects are predicted in languages with clear syllabic boundaries.
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Sebastián-Gallés et al. suggested that acoustic transparency might be relevant

in explaining the occurrence of syllabic effects in their Catalan and Spanish

experiments. Spanish is a very transparent language since it has only five vowels

and does not allow vowel reduction. They suggested that for Spanish listeners it is

possible to bypass the syllabic representation since they know that no ambiguity

will arise in Spanish (not even in unstressed syllabic contexts). However, since

access to this `subsyllabíc' stage is assumed to be transient in nature, only

extremely fast responses can pick up this stage. Slow responders have no access to

this early subsyllabic stage and will react on the basis of the full syllabic

representation.

Another segment monitoring study in Spanish used trisyllabic target words

with stress on the penultimate syllable, which is the regular stress pattern for

Spanish (Bradley, Sáncheze-Casas 8c García-Albea, 1993). There were two word

types differing in syllabic structure: a CV and CVC syllable-initial sequence. The

important interaction between word type and target type was significant indicating

the use of a syllabic segmentation routine. No further effects-or interactions were

significant. Thus, in this study syllabic effects were also observed in Spanish native

listeners.

Portuguese Listeners

A modified version of the experimental procedure of Mehler et al. (1981)

was used in a study on Portuguese and responses of illiterate and ex-illiterate

Portuguese listeners were compared ( Morais, Content, Cary, Mehler 8c Seguí,

1989). The ex-illiterates had acquired literacy during adulthood. In this version of

the segment monitoring paradigm, listeners were required to detect CV and CVC

targets in carrier sentences. The target words were presented auditorily, prior to

each carrier sentence. The dependent variable was the number of correct detections

rather than reaction times.

A listener group effect was observed showing that the performance of ex-
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illiterates was better than that of literates. Furthermore, the effects of word type
(CV words had a higher response rate than CVC words) and target type (CVC
targets were more easily detected than CV targets) were found. Of importance is
the interaction between word structure and target type which was significant for the
illiterates as well as for the ex-illiterates, and it did not depend on group. This
interaction was due to more correct detections when the target corresponded to the
initial syllable of the target-bearing word than when it did not. The authors
concluded that this syllabic effect, which is similar to the effect that obtained by
Mehler et al. on reaction times, is independent of formal instruction. According to
the authors, Portuguese listeners represent speech as a sequence of syllabic units.
Thus, like French Portuguese listeners also give evidence for a syllabic procedure.

In short, native speakers of various syllable-based languages showed
syllabification effects.

Stress-based Segmentation

In contrast to syllable-based languages, stress-based languages like English
and Dutch are characterized by widespread ambisyllabicity (e.g., ba[1]ance (or, in
Dutch, balans) where the [1] is ambisyllabic) instead of clear syllables and various
syllable structures (e.g., CCCVCCC structures such as in strensst, strictest, occur)
instead of simple (CV-)structures. Another difference is that vowel reduction is
much more common in stress-based languages than in syllable-based languages.
Finally, both English and Dutch have a variable stress pattern: stress is not fixed
on a certain position of the syllable within the word as in French (which has stress
on the final syllable) or in Spanish ( penultimate stress). In the following, findings
of two stress-based languages, English and Dutch, will be discussed.
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English Listeners

Bradley et al. (1993; Experiment 2) carried out a similar segment monitoring

task with Australian English listeners and materials. Whereas Cutler et aL (1986)

had only used stop consonants (Ipl, Itl, lkl, Ibl or !gl) and the vowel !a! in the

target sequences, this time the targets as well as the subsequent phonemes covered

a broad range of consonants (stop consonants, fricatives, liquids, or nasals) and

vowels (any single vowel permitted in Spanish). Targets were presented auditorily

in order to reduce any variability in (internal) pronunciation between items and

subjects. Moreover, Bradley et al. argued that a spoken presentation of the target

would minimize the difference between legal CVC and illegal CV targets (in

English isolated open syllables with short vowels do not occur). As in Cutler et al.

(1986), there was no interaction between word type and target type indicating the

absence of syllabic effects. In contrast to the observed effect of word type by

Cutler et al. , Bradley et al. found no effect of word type: targets in words with

ambisyllabic syllables were not detected faster than targets in words with closed

syllables. Bradley and her colleagues explain their findings by claiming that

differences in materials might be responsible: they suggest that maintaining

representations of illegal CV target sequences is difficult, and even more

complicated when the vowels are not fixed (as in Cutler et aL) but are variable (as

in Bradley et al.). Furthermore, the observed target type effect showed faster

detections of CVC targets than CV targets. Also in this segment monitoring study

in which English listeners were presented with English materials, no trace of

syllabification was found.

In order to test for the application of the MSS in English, Kearns

investigated the pattern of erroneously inserted and deleted word boundaries in a

missegmentation study (cf. Cutler 8L Butterfield, 1992; see section 1.3.2). English

listeners were presented with meaningful (e.g., `She can't achieve her ways

instead') as well as semantically anomalous sentences (e.g., `It won't equip a state

apart'). The stress pattern of both sentences is S SW WS W S WS. The sentences

in the meaningful condition were derived from Cutler and Butterfield (1992); the
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semantically anomalous sentences matched the syntactic form, rhythmic pattern,
and number of syllables in the meaningful sentences. All sentences were presented
at a level just above individual thresholds. The results of both conditions showed
that more insertions were made before strong syllables than before weak syllables.
This finding corresponded with Cutler and Butterfield (1992) and lent support for
the application of the MSS in English. However, in contrast to the findings of
Cutler and Butterfield, in the meaningful sentence condition, deletion errors tended
to be evenly distributed between strong and weak syllables. This might be due to
the low number of deletion errors. However, as in Cutler and Butterfield, in the
anomalous sentence condition, more deletions were observed before weak syllables
than before strong syllables.

In short, syllabification effects in English were not found but evidence for
the MSS was given.

Dutch Listeners

Zwitserlood, Schriefers, Lahiri and van Donselaar (1993) investigated the
role of the syllable in Dutch speech segmentation. A target detection task using
bisyllabic words with clear as well as ambisyllabic syllables was carried out. The
only significant effect was noted for target type for both word types: CVC targets
had faster response times than CV targets. If this CVC advantage is interpreted as
an effect of syllabic matching it would be indicative of syllabification, meaning that
Dutch listeners take the initial syllable of an ambisyllabic word as a CVC structure.

Two further experiments (Zwitserlood et al.) supported the idea that Dutch
listeners might syllabify Dutch speech input. In the first of these two experiments,
a long- and a short-vowel set was presented. All words in the long-vowel set had
clear syllables and listeners were asked to detect CVV (MAA) or CVVC targets
(MAAG, stomach) in carrier words that contained either open (MAA.g-en,
stomaches) or closed ( MAAG, stomach) syllables. No main effects were observed
for this set but the interaction between target and word type was significant
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indicating syllabification. In short-vowel words, listeners were required to detect

CV (BU) or CVC ( BUK) targets in ambisyllabic carrier words (BU(Klen, to stoop)

and in a control condition ( BUKt, stoops). Detection of CVC targets was faster in

ambisyllabic words than in control words and the ambisyllabic words elicited faster

detection of CVC targets (BUK) than CV targets (BU).

In summary, this experiment showed that syllabic effects were obtained even

when controlled for morphological overlap. Syllabic effects were separated from

morphological factors as follows. First, when the target did not correspond to the

morphological structure (e.g., in short vowels: BU in BUkt in which buk is the

morphological stem; in long vowels: MAA in MAA.gen with maae as the

morphological stem) syllable effects were also obtained. Second, although when the

CVC target (BUK) matched the stem of ambisyllabic (BUjK]en) as well as of

control words (BUKt), faster responses were obtained for ambisyllabic words.

In their final experiment, Zwitserlood et al. further attempted to clarify the

question whether the observed effects could be due to syllabic or morphological

effects, or both. In other words, they investigated whether syllabic effects would

still be obtained if the target did not match the morphological structure of the

word. The materials of the previous experiment were extended such that two words

were added to each pair. In both the short- and long-vowel conditions a carrier

word with the same syllabic structure but with a different stem was added (e.g., for

short vowels: buk.sen, rifles, stem: buks, rifle; for long vowels: maa .g den,

virgins, stem: maa~d, virgin). Each quadruplet consisted of words that matched

either morphologically, syllabically, both or neither. For instance, two words of the

quadruplet had the same morphological stem which also corresponded to the target

(e.g., in the short-vowel set: bu k en and bukt, stem buk, target BUK; in the long-

vowel set: maa~ and magen, stem maa~, target MAAG). The other two words also

had the same morphological stem but it did not correspond to the target (e.g., in

the short-vowel set: buksen and buks, stem buks, target BUK; for long vowels

maagden and maasd, stem maaed, target MAAG). Finally, in two words of the

quadruplets, the target matched the initial syllable (e.g., in the short-vowel set:
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bu k en and buksen, target BUK, initial syllable buk; in the long-vowel set: maa~
and maagden, target MAAG, initial syllable maa~) whereas this was not the case in
the other two quadruplets (e.g., in the short-vowel set: bukt and buks, target BUK,
initial syllable bukt and buks; in the long-vowel set: ma.g-en and maaQd, target
MAAG, initial syllable maa and maagd).

A clear syllable effect was found which was large in conditions with no

morphological match between stems and targets. Neither the morphological effect

nor the interaction between syllabic and morphological factors was significant.
Since syllabic effects were also found in cases where morphological overlap was
absent it was concluded that these effects can not be due to morphological overlap
between the target and the initial syllable. In short, these findings support the

notion that listeners of Dutch are sensitive to syllables.

Another segment monitoring study in Dutch on the role of the syllable

(Vroomen 8r de Gelder, 1994) showed very different results. In the first

experiment, Dutch listeners were presented with two sets of words: a short- and a

long-vowel set. In the short-vowel set, CV (KO) or CVC (KOR) targets had to be
detected in ambisyllabic words (ko R el) and in words with clear syllables

(KOR.tinQ). There was no morphological overlap between targets and carrier

words. In the long-vowel words targets with a CVV (DAA) or a CVVC (DAAL)

structure had to be detected in words like DAA.Iin~ or DAAL.der. The results of

the short-vowel words showed that CVC targets had faster response times than CV
targets, but this effect only appeared in the subject analysis and not in the item

analysis. No other significant effects were found. No significant effects were found

for the long-vowel words.

In the next two experiments in which pseudowords were used, syllabilïcation

effects were also absent. In the short-vowel experiment (Experiment 2), no

significant effects were found and in contrast to the findings by Zwiterlood et al.

(1993) no CVC target advantage was observed in ambisyllabic stimuli. In
Experiment 3, using pseudowords with long vowels, no cross-over interaction
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between target and carrier was found: no evidence for syllabitïcation effects was
observed.

In conclusion, whereas Zwitserlood et al. showed evidence for syllabification
effects in Dutch, Vroomen and de Gelder (1994) failed to find such effects. The

absence of syllabitïcation effects in Dutch is as predicted by the MSS which states

that listeners of languages with an alternating stress pattern do not use a syllabic
segmentation procedure.

Mora-based Segmentation

Japanese Listeners

In the studies mentioned so far, languages were roughly distinguished as

syllable-based or stress-based. Syllable-based languages correspond more or less to
the Romance languages whereas stress-based languages encompass the Germanic
languages. The former are assumed to have syllables as the basic rhythmic units

whereas in the latter, the alternation between strong and weak syllables seems

crucial for speech segmentation. For Japanese, evidence of another rhythmic unit,

the mora, has been provided. The mora is a subsyllabic unit consisting of a vocalic
nucleus (V), an onset plus nucleus (CV or CCV), or the coda of a syllable (with N
indicative of nasals and Q referring to geminate (doubled) consonants). Morae
often overlap with syllable structures because 1. legal syllable structures in
Japanese include V, CV and CCV structures; and 2. more than 70 qo of all morae
have a CV structure (Otake, Hatano, Cutler Bz Mehler, 1993). All other syllable

structures in Japanese contain two morae.

In a segment monitoring study by Otake et aL (1993), two experiments in
Japanese were carried out (Experiment 1 and 3). The only difference between the
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experiments was target presentation: in Experiment 1, targets were auditorily

presented and in Experiment 2, presentation was visual. As in Mehler et aL ( 1981),

participants were asked to listen for a CV or a CVC target in a stimulus pair. The

two word types used in each pair had a CVCVCV or a CVNCV structure. Word

types with a CVCVCV structure consisted of three syllables (ta.ni.shi) and word

types with a CVNCV structure contained two syllables ( tan.shi). Each word had

three morae (ta-ni-shi and ta-n-shi). As in Mehler et aL (1981), both words in each

pair started with identical sound sequences (tan).

The design of the tasks offered the opportunity to test the syllable as well as

the mora hypothesis. Similar results were observed for the two experiments

illustrating the absence of any effect of presentation modality. In both experiments

the high number of misses in one condition was remarkable: detection of CVN in

CVCVCV words, thus in cases in which CVN targets correspond to more than the

tïrst mora, was missed in 65 qo of the cases, whereas the miss rate of the other

conditions was less than 8q .

The results showed no support for the syllable hypothesis: CV targets in

CVNCV words (which were less than the first syllable) were not more difficult to

detect than CV targets in CVCVCV words ( which corresponded exactly to the first

syllable), and CVN targets were not more difficult to detect in CVCVCV words

(in which the target corresponded to more than the first syllable) than in CVNCV

words ( in which CVN targets exactly corresponded to the first syllable).

Analyses on the misses as well as the reaction times provided strong support

for the mora hypothesis. Variance analyses of the misses showed a significant word

type effect: CVNCV words were more often accurately detected than CVCVCV

words; and a signitïcant target type effect: CV targets corresponding to the first

mora in both word types were more accurately responded to than CVN targets. The

interaction between word type and target type was significant: CVN targets were as

accurately detected as CV targets in CVNCV words, but there were more misses of

CVN targets than of CV targets in CVCVCV words. In other words, when the
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target did not correspond to a mora boundary (as was the case when CVN targets

corresponding to the tïrst mora and part of the next had to be detected in

CVCVCV words) listeners were less accurate than when the target corresponded to

exactly one (in the case of detecting CV targets), or [wo mora(e) ( in the case of

detecting CVN targets in CVNCV words). Analyses of reaction times also showed

a main effect of word type: responses to CVCVCV words were faster than

responses to CVNCV words. The interaction between target type and word type

was significant showing faster detection of CV targets than of CVN targets in

CVCVCV words.

Further evidence for moraic segmentation in Japanese was provided in

another detection study (Cutler 8c Otake, 1994; Experiment 1). This time the task

was a phoneme detection task in which listeners were required to detect vowel and

consonantal targets which were moraic or non-moraic. Half of the phoneme targets

consisted of the vowel `O' and the other half, of the consonant `N'. Half of the

targets were single phonemes whereas the other half were part of CV morae; half

of the targets occurred as the second and the other half as the third phoneme in the

word. Listeners were required to respond by pushing a button when they heard a

word containing the target. The targets were visually presented. In the analyses of

both reaction times and misses the only significant effect was of mora structure:

moraic targets were faster and more accurately responded to than nonmoraic

targets. This result further supports the moraic hypothesis for Japanese listeners.

In Experiment 5 of their study more support for moraic segmentation was

found. This experiment investigated whether the detection advantage of moraic

over nonmoraic phonemes would appear in any word position. There were eight

different targets: half of these were single-phoneme morae and the other half were

CV morae. Targets included initial moraic phonemes, non-initial moraic phonemes,

initial nonmoraic phonemes and non-initial nonmoraic phonemes. (As a

consequence of the constraints of Japanese phonology, the initial moraic phonemes

were always vowels and the initial nonmoraic phonemes were always consonants.)
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The findings confirmed the mora hypothesis in that in both word positions

(initial and non-initial) and for all (four) phonemes the mora effect was significant.

The miss rate analysis only showed a significant effect for target position: word-

initial targets were detected more accurately than targets in word-medial position.

In the reaction times the main effect of target position was also significant: initial

targets elicited a faster response than medial targets. The effect of overall targets

was significant as well: moraic targets had faster response times than nonmoraic

targets. The interaction between target position and overall targets was significant;

a larger moraic effect was observed in medial position and the initial position effect

was less.

In Morais, Kolinsky, and Nakamura (1994), Japanese speech perception was

examined in an auditory illusion task. Bisyllabic pseudowords were used in which

the initial syllables consisted of two morae, in which the first mora was always a

CV. Illusory conjunctions of the following segments were elicited: initial conson-

ant, first vowel, first mora, second mora, syllables. An example of a target pair is:

hairu and eg Ndo. The following experimental pairs were used for each condition:

for the initial consonant condition gairu - heNdo, for the first vowel condition heiru

- ag-Ndo, for the first mora condition haNdo - eiru, for the second mora condition

haNru - eido, and for the syllable condition haido - geNru. Much more migrations

of syllables and morae was observed than of vowels and initial consonants. It was

concluded that syllables as well as morae are important units in Japanese.

Additionally, it was noted that the infrequent occurrence of consonant and vowel

migrations does not imply that these units are not represented in the perceptual

processing ofJapanese.

Thus, evidence from Japanese listeners in segment monitoring and auditory

illusion tasks supported the mora hypothesis.

In conclusion, native speakers of languages with contrasting phonological

characteristics use a segmentation procedure that is specific to the native language.

French, Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese listeners showed evidence of syllable-
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based segmentation; English and Dutch listeners employed a stress-based

segmentation procedure; and Japanese listeners showed evidence for mora-based

segmentation. These findings support the notion that speech segmentation is
language specific. The next section addresses the question whether listeners

presented with a non-native language apply the segmentation procedure of their

native language.

1.4.2 Non-native Listeners

In this section, studies investigating monolinguals presented with a foreign

language will be described. The languages used have different phonological
properties than the native language: English monolinguals were presented with

French, Spanish or Japanese; French, Spanish and Japanese monolinguals were

confronted with English; and French monolinguals with Japanese.

As shown in the study by Cutler et al. (1986, Experiment 1, section 1.3.2),
English listeners did not syllabify English speech input. Subsequently, it was

questioned whether the absence of syllabification in English could be attributed to
cross-linguistic processing differences, or simply to idiosyncrasies of the materials.
It was hypothesized that, if the syllabic effect in French (Mehler et al., 1981) can
be ascribed to artifacts of the materials themselves, English listeners presented with

the same materials would show syllabiiication just like the French listeners in

Mehler et al. (1981). On the other hand, evidence for cross-linguistic processing
differences would be supported if English listeners failed to syllabify even the easy-
to-syllabify French speech materials. The argument was tha[ in this case, the

absence of syllabification might be attributed to language-specific speech
processing. To test these hypotheses, Cutler et al. tested English listeners on
French speech materials (Experiment 2). The results showed that English listeners
did not syllabify French input. These results were identical to those in which
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English speakers listened to English materials (Cutler et al., 1986, Experiment 1).

It was concluded that English speakers do not have a syllabic procedure available.

This finding supported the notion of language-speciiic speech processing. In their

final experiment, Cutler et al. gave French speakers English speech materials. No

word or target type effects were found, but the crucial interaction between word

and target type, indicating syllabification, was significant. Furthermore, an

advantage for CVC targets in CVC words, i.e., targets matching the initial

syllable, was shown and this advantage was very much larger than that of CV

targets in CV[C] words, i.e. targets which were shorter than the initial syllable.

This was taken as evidence that French listeners selectively syllabified words that

were easy to syllabify, but not words for which the process would be inefficient

(i.e., words with ambisyllabic consonants). It was suggested that, in the latter case,

French listeners applied an alternative routine.

In conclusion, English listeners do not show syllabification when presented

with foreign speech materials, not even when these speech materials are easy to

syllabify. French listeners, in contrast, show syllabification, even when presented

with materials of a language they are not very familiar with. In short, these

findings provide evidence for language-specific speech processing.

In another study, Bradley et al. (1993, Experiment 3) confronted English

listeners with the same Spanish material presented to Spanish participants in

Experiment 1 of their study (see section 1.4.1). These English listeners did not

syllabify the Spanish speech input. There was a main effect of target type (CVC

targets were detected faster than CV targets) and no main effect of word type.

These findings were similar to those of English listeners confronted with English

speech materials (Experiment 2). In their next experiment (Experiment 4), Bradley

et al. presented Spanish listeners with English speech materials used in Experiment

2(see section 1.4.1). The Spanish listeners did not syllabificate when presented

with English; and no main effects or interactions were observed. This finding

conflicted with earlier findings in French in which syllabic effects were obtained

(Cutler et al., 1986). Bradley et al. suggested that the absence of syllabification of
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the Spanish listeners might be ascribed to the minimal (or even total lack of)

knowledge of English compared to the French listeners in Cutler et al. who had at

least some knowledge of English (some of them had studied English at secondary

school). Furthermore, it was suggested that the Spanish listeners might be able to

abandon the syllable-based segmentation procedure when listening to a language for

which syllabification did not appropriate.

In a study by Kearns (1994; Experiment 4), French monolinguals were

presented with the speech input of English which was foreign to them. Listeners

were required to monitor for CV and CVC targets embedded in sentences (see also

section 1.4.1). Though these listeners had syllabified when listening to French

speech materials, they did not do so when listening to English. This contrasts with

the findings of Cutler et aL (1986) (see above) who did find syllabic effects in

French listeners presented with English material, at least when the material was

easy to syllabify.

In the phoneme detection task described in section 1.4.1, Cutler and Otake

(1994) presented English monolinguals with Japanese speech material (Experiment

2). Listeners were required to detect vowel and consonantal targets which were

moraic or non-moraic. In contrast to findings obtained with Japanese listeners

presented with the same Japanese speech materials (Experiment 1), the English

monolinguals showed no moraic effect (Experiment 2). In the same study, Japanese

listeners with only some knowledge of English were presented with English

material in order to test their tendency towards moraic segmentation when

presented with a foreign language (Experiment 4). It was found that Japanese

listeners moraically respond irrespective of the language they are listening to. The

stimulus words were constructed such that the English materials were matched to

the moraic structure contrasts of Japanese. (It must be noted, however, that as a

consequence of the very different phonological characteristics of English, this

matching was imperfectly realized.) The main finding was that Japanese listeners

showed an interaction between moraic structure and vowel~consonant contrasts for

miss rates as well as for reaction times. A further investigation of the components
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of this interaction showed that moraic targets showed an advantage over non-

moraic targets in both reaction times and miss rates, while the miss rate for vowels

was more than SOqo.

Otake et al. (1993) presented English and French native speakers with the

Japanese materials previously presented to Japanese listeners (Experiment 1, see

section 1.4.1). These listeners had shown clear evidence for moraic segmentation

in contrast to the English listeners (Experiment 2) who showed no interactions or

main effects (only a main effect of target size was found in the item analysis). The

very different response pattern of the English listeners compared to the Japanese

listeners ruled out any explanation of the results of the Japanese listeners in terms

of acoustic properties.

The findings of the French listeners presented with the same Japanese speech

materials (Otake et al., 1993, Experiment 4) supported the syllabic hypothesis. In

the miss rate analysis, the crossover interaction was significant: CVN targets were

responded to more accurately in CVNCV words than in CVCVCV words, whereas

CV targets had a more accurate response rate in CVCVCV words than in CVNCV

words. Moreover, significantly faster reaction times to CV targets in CVCVCV

words than in CVNCV words were found. This finding is consistent with the

predictions of the syllabic hypothesis and does not support the mora hypothesis. In

conclusion, native speakers of French apply syllabic segmentation when the

opportunity arises.

In conclusion, native speakers of stress-based languages presented with a

syllable- or mora-based language showed no syllabic or moraic effects (e.g., Cutler

et al., 1986, Experiment 2; Bradley et al., 1993, Experiment 3; Cutler 8t Otake,

1994, Experiment 2; Otake et al., 1993, Experiment 2). Native speakers of

syllable-based and mora-based languages repeatedly, though not always, applied the

segmentation procedure appropriate to their native language, even when presented

with non-native speech input (e.g., Cutler et al., 1986, Experiment 4; Otake et al:,

1993, Experiment 4; Cutler 8i Otake, 1994, Experiment 4). In the next section, we
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will consider how bilinguals segment speech.

1.4.3 Bilingual Listeners

So far, a great deal of research on bilingualism has focused on how word

meanings are represented in memory and on language functioning. (For an

historical overview see Keatley, 1992.) For instance, Soares and Grosjean (1984)

claim that the language system of the native as well as the second language of a

bilingual is active during language processing. The diverse nature of bilingualísm

makes it difficult to define. One way is in terms of language use (Grosjean and

Soares, 1986). In most cases the level of proficiency of the two languages is not

equal: It is not unususal for bilinguals to be more fluent in one language for, e.g.,

daily use and better in the other language for, e.g., more official purposes. It is

rare that bilinguals are equally fluent in two languages.

In this section, speech segmentation procedures of bilingual speakers of

languages with contrasting phonological properties is reported. First, studies

examining very perfect French-English bilinguals will be discussed (Cutler,

Mehler, Norris 8t Seguí, 1992; Kearns, 1994). These speakers were exposed to

both languages early on in life (i.e., from the age of 4 or earlier), used both on an

everyday basis and, moreover, were accepted as native speakers of both languages

by native speakers of that language. The subsequent studies investigated bilinguals

who had become fluent in their second language during adolescence or adulthood

(Kearns, 1994; Bradley et al., 1993).

Cutler et al. (1992) investigated the performance of very perfect French-

English bilinguals listening to French and English speech input on segment

monitoring (Experiments 1 and 2). Speech materials were taken from Mehler et al.

(1981) and from Cutler et al. (1986). The results of the French material showed no
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interaction or main effects. For English, a main effect of word type (responses to

ambisyllabic CV[C] words were faster than to CVC words) was found. However, a

main effect of target type was also observed: CVC words were detected faster than

CV words. There was no interaction. Since none of these response patterns was

analogous to those obtained with French or English monolinguals, Cutler et al.

divided the group into two subgroups on the basis of a forced choice question: one

group of listeners choosing French, and the other English, as the preferred

language. The results of the French-dominant participants were like those of

French monolinguals listening to French words ( Mehler et al. , 1981, see section

1.3.2) - i.e., an interaction between target and word type, and no main effects -

and like those of English monolinguals when listening to English speech (Cutler et

aL, 1986, Experiment 1, see section 1.3.2) - i.e., only a main effect of word type

was shown. The pattern of results of the English-dominant participants was exactly

like those of English monolinguals in both languages i.e., there was a main effect

of word type (CV or CV[C] words were responded to faster than CVC words).

In short, the French-dominant listeners were able to abandon their syllabic

segmentation procedure when confronted with English whereas the English-

dominant participants were not able to adopt an appropriate syllabic segmentation

procedure when presented with French material.

These response patterns were explained by suggesting that there are

restricted and general segmentation procedures, the latter, in contrast to the former,

being available to all language users. Restricted procedures are not available to all

language users. Their development depends upon the exposure to certain features of

a specific language. In other words, restricted segmentation procedures are based

on language rhythm and are language specific. Both syllable- and stress-based

segmentation procedures are assumed to be restricted.

In their third experiment carried out with very perfect bilinguals, Cutler et

al. (1992) used the word spotting task of Cutler and Norris (1988, see section

1.3.3) to test whether the French-dominant bilinguals were able ro employ a stress-
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based segmentation procedure like the English listeners had done. The results

showed that French-dominant listeners were not able to do so (in contrast to

English-dominant listeners). This led Cutler et al. to conclude that restricted

segmentation procedures are mutually exclusive: only one restricted segmentation

procedure is possible, even in very perfect bilinguals.

Kearns (1994; Experiment 6) tested French-English bilinguals on a

missegmentation task similar to the one described in section 1.4.1 on English and

French material. Her bilinguals had begun speaking French and English before the

age of four, and were accepted as native speakers of both languages. Like the

English monolinguals tested by Cutler and Butterfield (1992) the French-English

bilinguals presented with meaningful English sentences showed more erroneously

inserted word boundaries before strong syllables than before weak syllables.

Although the deletion errors were evenly distributed between strong and weak

syllables, the bilinguals showed a tendency to produce more word-boundary

deletions before weak than before strong syllables. The absence of a significant

difference might be due to the low number of deletion errors that was made

overall. In an anomalous sentences setting, the bilinguals like the monolinguals,

replicated the results of Cutler and Butterfield, i.e., produced more insertions

before strong syllables and more deletions before weak syllables.

In general, in the meaningful as well as the anomalous sentence condition,

the French-English bilinguals replicated the pattern of results of the English

monolinguals (Kearns, 1994; see also section 1.4.1) as well as the pattern observed

by Cutler and Butterfield (1992). The only part not replicated in the meaningful

sentences condition was the deletion of word boundaries: in this condition the

occurrence of erroneously deleted boundaries for the monolinguals was independent

of stress pattern; this was not the case for the bilinguals who showed a tendency to

produce a higher rate of deletion errors before weak syllables than before strong

syllables.

Thus, the findings of the French-English bilinguals suggest application of a
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stress-based segmentation procedure when listening to English. On the basis of

these findings, Kearns hypothesized that, if segmentation procedures are indeed

mutually exclusive as proposed by Cutler et al. (1986), that these French-English
bilinguals who employed a stress-based segmentation would not be able to perform
syllable-based segmentation.

This was tested by presenting non-tluent (French dominant) French-English

bilinguals with French speech materials in meaningful and semantically anomalous

sentences (Kearns, 1994; Experiment 6). In both conditions, these bilinguals
showed more word boundary insertions than deletions both at regular syllable
boundaries and at points of resyllabification like French monolinguals had done

(see section 1.4.1). These results are indicative of a syllabic segmentation pro-

cedure. However, it must be noted that, at points of resyllabification, the size of
the effect was smaller for the bilingual group compared to the monolingual group.

In order to explain these results, Kearns suggested that some of the bilinguals were
probably performing differently from the monolinguals (and were possibly not

employing a syllabic procedure).

In their segment detection study, Bradley et aL (1993, Experiment 5)

investigated the performance of bilinguals whose native language was Spanish and

who had acquired English during adolescence or adulthood. These bilinguals were

confronted with Spanish speech materials that had previously been presented to

Spanish (Experiment 1, see section 1.4.2) as well as to English monolinguals
(Experiment 3, see section 1.4.2). It was hypothesized that the segmentation

procedure employed by Spanish-English bilinguals would not differ from that of

Spanish monolinguals. However, unexpectedly, and in contrast to the tindings

obtained with Spanish monolinguals, the Spanish-English bilinguals showed no

syllabification: there was no interaction between word and target type. There was
only a main effect of word type.

In an attempt to explain the unexpected findings of Experiment 5, Bradley et
al. speculated that greater exposure to English might lead to abandonment of a
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syllabic procedure. However, no correlations were found between estimates of

exposure to English and syllabification effects. Additionally, such an explanation

would conflict with the findings of Cutler et al. (1992) who had found

syllabification effects in French-dominant bilinguals.

Kearns (1994) investigated English university students who were highly

competent in French (Experiment 1) on both a French and English segment

monitoring task. At the time of the test these students were still studying French

for their degree. Kearns used an expanded set of materials that had previously been

used in Cutler et al. (1986) and Mehler et al. (1981). The main finding, the lack of

interaction between target and word type on French and English speech input,

showed that native speakers of English who are highly competent in French are not

able to employ a syllable-based segmentation procedure which is appropriate for

the language they are listening to. Moreover, the absence of any syllabification

effects when listening to French supports the notion that even highly proficient

second language speakers are not able to develop another restricted (in this case,

syllable-based) segmentation procedure. This finding supports the proposal that

restricted procedures are mutually exclusive.

Furthermore, Kearns investigated (Experiment 2) whether native speakers of

French who were advanced learners of English would employ a syllable-based

segmentation procedure when listening to French and English speech materials.

This was tested by the use of the segment monitoring task just mentioned. The

materials consisted of an expanded set of the materials that had previously been

used in Cutler et aL ( 1986) and in Mehler et al. (1981). Surprisingly enough, no

evidence for syllabification was found in either French or English. The French

results seem strarige since the same words which were presented in isolation,

produced syllabification effects when presented in sentences (Kearns, Experiment

4, see section 1.4.1).

One noticeable aspect of the participants under study concerns the age at

acquisition of the second language. In contrast to the very perfect bilinguals tested
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by Cutler et al. (1992) who had been exposed to English from their first year, the

bilinguals tested by Kearns had acquired their second language relatively late.

Kearns' participants resembled the bilinguals studied by Bradley et al. (1993) in

that both groups were exposed to their second language during adolescence or

later.

Kearns suggested that those who have acquired their second language

relatively late might be able to suppress their restricted (read: syllable-based)

procedure in favour of a general one which is applicable to both languages. This

might have been the case with the French native speakers tested by Kearns (1994),

and with the Spanish-English bilinguals investigated by Bradley et al. (1993).

Additionally, it might be the case that only almost perfect bilinguals who have

acquired two languages from very early on, might be able to employ a restricted

procedure in one language and abandon it in the other as did the French-dominant

listeners examined by Cutler et al.

In conclusion, the time of acquisition of the second language could be

crucial for speech processing: It may be true that early bilinguals are able to

abandon their restricted segmentation procedure (e.g., French-dominants apply

syllabic segmentation when presented with French whereas they do not when

presented with English) whereas bilinguals who have acquired the second language

relatively late might not be able to use their (native) restricted segmentation

procedure (e.g., neither French-English nor Spanish-English listeners apply syllabic

segmentation when presented with French or Spanish).
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1.5 Outline of the Study

Part 2 of this thesis is concerned with the issue of lexical representations.

An attempt is made to answer questions about the nature and size of lexical access

units, especially for Dutch. Two experimental studies investigating the effects of

the native language on the occurrence of auditory illusions - which are assumed to

be indicative of internal speech representations - will be reported. In Chapter 2, the

question is addressed whether native listeners of Italian, for whom Dutch is entirely

foreign, are susceptible to different lexical access units than native speakers of

Dutch. Chapter 3 focuses on speech representations of bilingual listeners. The

performance of French-Dutch bilinguals is compared with that of native Dutch

speakers confronted with Dutch speech materials on the one hand, and the response

pattern of auditory illusions of Japanese-Dutch bilinguals is compared with that of

native Dutch speakers on the other hand.

In Part 3, the focus is on speech segmentation procedures in Dutch. In

Chapter 4, the question whether native speakers of Dutch use identical

segmentation procedures as those used by native speakers of languages with similar

phonological properties is addressed. Chapter 5 investigates the nature of bilingual

segmentation procedures examining speech segmentation procedures of French-

Dutch bilinguals.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the implications of the present studies for speech

processing are discussed. In particular, the contribution of Dutch is taken into

account by using a cross-linguistic approach to speech segmentation in Dutch.
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Chapter 2

Auditory Illusions

as a Function of the Listener's Native Language (Dutch or Italian)"

Abstract

Earlierfindings obtained with segment monitoring led to the belief that

phonological differences between languages influence the listener's representation

of speech. In the present study, the illusory conjunction paradigm was used as a

means of investigating the listener's units of speech representation. A cross-

linguistic design was chosen. Speech perception of Dutch listeners was cornpared

with that of Italians by examining the occurrence of auditory illusions as a function

of the type of speech unit manipulated (syllables, phonemes, or features). Auditory

non-word targets had to be detected under dichotic presentation of two dissimilar

non-words constructed such that opportunities for segrnent migrations were offered.

The results showed that Italian listeners made more auditory target illusions of

syllables compared to illusions of other types of speech units (features or

phonemes). Thus, as in segment monitoring, listeners of a syllabic language,

Italian, were distinguished from listeners of a non-syllabic language, Dutch, on the

basis of the syllable. This finding supports the notion that the illusory conjunction

paradigm is an appropriatetechnique for tapping internal speech representations.

R Under review with T. Popelier and B. de Gelder.
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2.1 Introduction

Speech perception requires the transformation of the acoustic signal into an

intermediate level of representation. This ]evel of representation is supposed to map

between the acoustic signal and the mental lexicon. So far, numerous segment

monitoring studies have been used to investigate the interface between acoustic-

phonetic and lexical processes. These studies illustrate that speech processing

differs for speakers of different languages.

In a segment monitoring study by Mehler et al. (1981), it was shown that

French listeners represent speech as a string of syllables. Subsequent segment

monitoring studies (Cutler et al., 1986; 1987; 1992) consistently showed evidence

for the distinction between syllabic and non-syllabic languages. These studies

support the notion that listeners of syllabic languages command other speech

representation strategies than listeners of non-syllabic languages. Thus, segment

monitoring is a well-established technique to distinguish between syllabic languages

(like French) on the one hand and non-syllabic languages (like English and Dutch)

on the other.

Recently, a new technique, the illusory conjunction paradigm, was used to

show that French speakers are more susceptible to syllables than to other lexical

units (Kolinsky et al., 1995). In this study, the syllabic effect found originally in

segment monitoring by Mehler et al. (1981) was supported. This suggests that the

illusory conjunction paradigm is an appropriate technique for tapping listener's

internal representations of speech.
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2.1.1 The Illusory Conjunction Paradigm

The notion underlying the illusory conjunction paradigm is to elicit

migrations, or illusory conjunction errors as they have been called, as a means of

obtaining evidence for units of speech representations. Illusory conjunctions can be

described as perceptual interactions between two stimuli presented simultaneously

(Treisman 8c Souther, 1986). Such early perceptual recombinations of segments led

to the formation of percepts that were not originally presented. Illusory conjunction

errors have been both studied in the visual and auditory domain. Within the visual

domain, Treisman and Gelade (1980) investigated the role of parts of objects in

early perception. The feature integration theory of attention assumes that features

of objects are registered early, automatically, and unconsciously in the perceptual

process. Attention for the correct perception of conjunctions is necessary. When

attention is diverted or overloaded, features may disintegrate and lead to the

formation of illusory conjunctions (Treisman, Sykes 8c Gelade, 1977) which are

defined as illusory recombinations of features.

The phenomenon of illusory conjunctions has also been investigated with

written material. Studies in this field led to the conclusion that feature-integration is

influenced by the organization of stimuli. Using line segments, Prinzmetal (1981)

showed that conjunction errors (i.e., migrations of horizontal and vertical lines to

form illusory shapes such as pluses) were less likely to occur when the segments

(]ines) belonged to different perceptual units. In concordance with these results,

Prinzmetal, Treiman, and Rho (1986) observed more illusory conjunctions within

syllables than between orthographically defined syllables when letter shapes and

colours were manipulated. Thus, attributes that are part of the same perceptual unit

are more likely to integrate than attributes from different perceptual units.

In the domain of speech perception, auditory illusions, or fusions, have been

studied by Cutting (1976) who used a dichotic listening technique to investigate

different types of fusions. He varied factors like relative onset time, relative
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intensity, and relative frequency. According to Cutting, various types of fusions are

indicative of different levels of perception; some fusions operate on an auditory

level whereas others take place on a linguistic level. One type of fusion which he
claims takes place at a linguistic level is the phonetic feature fusion. This fusion is
a recombination of phonetic feature values (i.e., voicing and place) that occur as a

result of perceptual misassignment. Such fusions may occur as a consequence of

the presentation of Iba~ to one ear and ~tal to the other ear often leading to the

phonetic fusion Ipa~ or lda~. Hence, the listener combines the voicing feature of

~ba~ with the place feature of Ital resulting in the perception of ~da~. This type of
fusion is among those investigated in the present study.

In the illusory conjunction study by Kolinsky et aL (1995), the role of the

syllable in the perception of spoken French was investigated. Migration errors of

different speech segments (among others the syllable) were elicited by presenting

dissimilar non-word pairs. The notion was that a simultaneously presented pair of

spoken non-words may lead to the misperception of a target word. The results

showed that French participants had more syllable-based migrations than migrations

of other linguistic segments. The authors concluded that illusory conjunctions seem

to indicate a prominent role of the syllable in French and to support the syllabic

effect found originally in segment monitoring by Mehler et al. (1981).

2.1.2 Segment Monitoring Studies

In their segment monitoring study in French, Mehler et al. (1981) provided

evidence for the use of a syllabification strategy. In this study, responses were

faster when a target corresponded exactly to the initial syllable of a carrier word

(e.g., BA in BA.lance or BAL in BAL.con) than when it corresponded to more or

to less than a syllable (e.g., BAL in BA.Lance or BA in BAl.con). Segment

monitoring studies in Spanish also showed evidence for syllabification, at least

when responses were slowed down (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 1992). However, in a
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Illusorv Conjunctions: Non-native Listeners

replication of the study of Mehler et al. in English with English listeners (Cutler et

al., 1986) no syllabic effects were observed. This finding lent support to the idea

that the role of the syllable as tapped by segment monitoring is a function of the

phonological structure of the language. In Romance languages like French and

Spanish (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 1992), syllables are assumed to be natural units in

the processing of speech. Romance languages have well-defined syllable boundaries

in contrast with languages like English and Dutch that have less clear syllabic

boundaries. This difference might be crucial, at least in segment monitoring

studies.

Segment monitoring studies have also been carried out with listeners of a

non-native language. In a replication of the study by Mehler et aL (1981), Cutler et

al. (1986) confronted native French listeners with only basic knowledge of English

with English speech materials (Experiment 4). The native French syllabified words

with clear syllables whereas words with ambiguous syllable boundaries were not

syllabified. Thus, syllabification was observed for non-native speech materials. It

must be noted, however, that this effect was not found for English listeners: in

Experiments 1 through 3(Cutler et al., 1986) English listeners did not syllabify

either French or English (pseudo)words.

2.1.3 Characteristics oi' Dutch and Italian

A major difference between Dutch and Italian is the fact that in Italian

simple consonant-vowel (CV) structures occur frequently. In counting CV syllables

in a few newspaper texts, den Os (1988) calculated that at least half of the syllables

had a CV structure. Dutch has complex and more varied syllable structures with

clusters up to three consecutive consonants. Additionally, Italian has well-defined

syllable boundaries, unlike Dutch, which has ambiguous (i.e., uncertain) syllable

boundaries in words like ba 1 ans (balance) where the ~ll may belong either to the

first or to the second syllable (see e.g., van der Hulst, 1984). Furthermore, in
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Italian the variation in vowel duration is smaller and the average vowel duration is

longer than in Dutch. This is a result of the fact that in Italian there is no

opposition between long and short vowels. Finally, when speech tempo is high,

unstressed vowels are more inclined to disappear in Dutch than in Italian (den Os,

1988). On the basis of these contrastive characteristics, it seems plausible to predict

that Italians will be more sensitive to syllabic structure than Dutch speakers.

2.1.4 The Present Study

The present study investigated whether the illusory conjunction paradigm

reflects a similar syllabic effect as had been observed in segment monitoring

studies. The findings of the illusory conjunction study by Kolinsky et al. (1995)

showing that syllabic migrations outperformed migrations of other types of units

have been interpreted as support for the segment monitoring results of Mehler et

al. (1981). However, these results might reflect an artefact of the illusory

conjunction technique in that larger units, like syllables, are more inclined to

migrate than smaller units. One goal of the present study was to answer the

question whether the illusory conjunction paradigm is indeed an appropriate

technique for tapping the internal representation of lexical access units like

syllables, or whether the occurrence of illusory conjunctions is biased by the size

of the unit. This question was examined by the use of a cross-linguistic design: the

pattern of illusory conjunctions made by Dutch listeners were compared with the

pattern of Italian listeners. The choice to compare Dutch with Italian listeners was

motivated by phonological differences between these languages.

If the illusory conjunction paradigm is a statisfying technique to tap the

listener's internal representation of speech, we would expect that Italian and Dutch

listeners differ in terms of their pattern of syllabic illusions. Given the phonological

differences between the two language groups, we predicted that the Italian

participants would be more susceptible to syllable-based auditory illusions than the

Dutch. There is evidence that any syllable is a psychologically real unit for Dutch
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listeners (e.g., Zwitserlood et al., 1993) but recent studies in Dutch attested the

importance of inetrical stress in word segmentation in Dutch (e.g., van Zon 8r, de

Gelder, 1992; Vroomen 8t de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b; Vroomen, van Zon and de

Gelder, 1996, or Chapter 4, this thesis). In Experiment 1 of the study by Vroomen

et aL (1996), missegmentations were elicited and, as in English (Cutler 8z

Butterfield, 1992), Dutch listeners were more inclined to make specific types of

word boundary misperceptions consistent with a stress-based segmentation routine

(i.e., more erroneous word boundary insertions before strong syllables and more

erroneous word boundary deletions occurred before weak syllables). Furthermore,

in a segment detection study in Dutch no evidence for syllabification was found,

whereas in a study by Zwitserlood et al. (1993) Dutch participants presented with

Dutch stimuli did show sensitivity to syllables.

Second, we predicted that Italian listeners are distinguished from Dutch

listeners on the basis of syllabic migrations alone and not in terms of illusions of

other units since the syllable is clearly implicated in language typology for lexical

access representation. Thus, although the illusory conjunction paradigm offers

opportunities for migration of units other than the syllable, we predicted no

differences between language groups for these units.

Third, if it is observed that, besides the syllable, another linguistic unit is

susceptible to migration, then it is very unlikely that the results are ascribed to an

artefact of the illusory conjunction technique making the migration of larger units

more likely than smaller ones. Therefore, we included two other linguistic

segments, phonemes and features, for which independent perceptual arguments

could be made. Besides the syllable (e.g., Mehler et al., 1981), the phoneme has

also been proposed as psychologically relevant (e.g., Cutler et al., 1987; Pisoni 8r.

Luce, 1987; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1992) whereas other investigators focused on

features (e.g., Best, McRoberts 8t Sithole, 1988). Thus, if migrations of units other

than the syllable are made it is assumed that the effect of the illusory conjunction

technique is genuine.
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2.2 Method

Participants

Italian and Dutch university students were tested. The Italian group consisted of 14
students (5 male, 9 female) staying in the Netherlands for a few months. At the
time of testing, none of them had any knowledge of Dutch. The Dutch group
consisted of 14 native Dutch students (5 male, 9 female). All participants were
right-handed and reported normal hearing. They were paid a small fee for
participation.

Materia[s

Stimuli were Dutch pseudowords with a consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV)
structure. The very few stimuli that had some similarity to Italian words sounded
Dutch and were not perceived as Italian. Four sets of target words (consisting of

eight pseudowords which served as targets) were constructed. The initial consonant
of each target was always a plosive. Two combinations of initial plosives of targets
were formed: Ip~ was combined with ~d~, and ~bl with ~t~. Each plosive was used
in two different target words. Complete sets of target words and their related word
pairs are presented in Appendix A. Target-absent as well as target-present stimuli

were presented. The latter were included in order to perform signal-detection
analyses.

Target-absent stimuli in the experimental conditions were constructed so that
target illusions would be created by recombination of initial parts of the two
pseudowords in the pair. These parts could migrate at the level of features,
phonemes, and syllables. Thus, target-absent experimental pairs consisted of two
items; one item differed from the target (e.g., bienoo) in initial position at the level
of the voicing feature ( ip enoo), the phoneme (tienoo), or the syllable (tannoo),
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whereas the other item of the pair contained the missing part at the level of the

voice feature (dammuu), the phoneme (bammuu) or the syllable (biemuu) in the

right position. In target-absent control conditions the critical information was

missing. When ip enoo was presented to one ear differing from the target bienoo at

the level of the (voice) feature, the item dammuu, was simultaneously presented to

the other ear. The target bienoo might then be perceived as a result of fusion of the

voicing feature of the ~d~ from dammuu to ip enoo. At the phoneme level, migration

of the ~b~ from bammuu to tienoo might produce the target bienoo. Finally, in the

syllable condition, migration of the initial syllable of biemuu to tannoo may lead to

the fusion bienoo. In the control conditions, target-absent items were missing.

Thus, instead of presenting dammuu in which the voicing feature of ~d~ was

critical, the unvoiced pseudoword tammuu was presented; in the phoneme

condition, kammuu replaced bammuu; and in the syllable condition koemuu

replaced biemuu. The target-present conditions, which required `yes' responses,

were constructed so that the target, in this case bienoo, was combined with items

used in the target-absent conditions (thus bienoo was paired with dammuu,

bammuu, and biemuu for the experimental conditions, and with tammuu, kammuu

and koemuu for the control conditions). This design resulted in 12 conditions: 3

(feature, phoneme, syllable) x 2(experimental, control) x 2(target-present, target-

absent). In one-half of the word pairs, the target was presented to the left ear, in

the other half the target was presented to the right ear.

Preparation of Stimuli and Design

All items were spoken by a male speaker of Dutch. The items were first recorded

on a tape recorder (Revox P99), and then digitized at 16 kHz. The onset of the

plosive was determined visually using a speech waveform editor. The onset of the

plosive was defined as the release of the plosive and was the first sustained

excursion above the noise level, followed by clear periodicity. The word pairs were

then low-pass filtered at 7.8 kHz and played back on a Digital Audio Tape recorder

(Philips DAT 850) with the onset of the plosives synchronized. The peak intensities

of the input channels were matched on the VU meters. For each of the eight
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targets, there were 20 repetitions so that each condition is based on 160

measurements per participant. Each participant was thus presented with 1920

stimuli: 12 (conditions) x 160 (measurements per condition). Each target word was

presented in 10 consecutive blocks of 24 items. Within each block, each of the 12

conditions appeared twice in random order with the restriction that no more than

three target-present or target-absent trials appeared consecutively, and that no more

than three presentations of a critical word were presented consecutively to the same
ear. The order of the target words was varied across participants and each

participant started with a different target word.

Procedtcre

Participants were tested individually in a sound proof booth, listening over

headphones (AKG K100) at approximately 65 dB SPL. Items were presented via a

DAT recorder (Phillips 850). Participants were told that they would hear two

pseudowords simultaneously, one to each ear. Their task was to identify a

prespecified target pseudoword in either ear. For each block, the target was

presented auditorily by the experimenter. To avoid memory problems the target

was also written on a card left in front of the participant during the block.

Participants had to push a response button with the preferred index whenever they

detected a target. The word pairs were preceded by a beep which acted as a

warning signal. The inter-trial interval was 4 s. After 120 trials, there was a small

pause and after 2 hours there was a 30 min rest. Testing lasted about 4 hours.

After each pause, there were 6 warm-up trials. Prior to testing, participants were

given 120 practice trials with stimuli that were not used in experimental testing.
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2.3 Results

Individual numbers of hits and false alarms (FA) were determined for each

group (Italians and Dutch), trial type (experimental and control), and segment

(feature, phoneme, and syllable). The results are shown in Table 2-1. The fact that

target-absent experimental trials contained al] the critical information representing

the target whereas target-absent control trials lacked this information, meant higher

FA rates in the experimental conditions than in the control conditions as a

consequence of interchannel migrations. In other words, migrations were expected

to increase the FA rate in the experimental conditions.

As can be seen in Table 2-1, the number of FA's in experimental conditions

is always higher than in control conditions, but the same pattern can be observed

for hits. This might be due to criterion shifts in the participants `yes' responses,

which affected both FA and hit rates. As a consequence, proportions FA's alone do

not retlect discriminability or the probability of interchannel migrations. Therefore

it was necessary to include the hit rate in our analysis as well. In order to take

these criterion shifts into account individual hit and FA scores were transformed

into d-prime valuesy (Green and Swets, 1966). D-primes were originally used in

signal detection theory and are assumed to represent a bias-free index of

discriminability. The mean d-primes for both groups are shown in Table 2-2.

4 D-primes go to infinity for observed probabilities of 1.0 and 0 and for this reason
we replaced the percentages of hits and FA's of 100o~o and Oo~o ~aith 990~o and la~o
respectively. Thus. the contribution of d-primes is mainly for comparison purposes (the
absolute values must be interpreted with caution).
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Table 2-1. Mean Proportion of Hits ( `Yes' Responses to Target-
present Trials) and False Alarms (FA's: `Yes' Responses to
Target-absent Trials) for Each Group for Each Segment in
Experimental and Control Trials.

Segment Outcome Condition Dutch Italian

Feature Hits Exp .79 .78

Ctr .71 .72

FA Exp .19 .27

Ctr .08 .16

Phoneme Hits Exp .87 .86

Ctr .73 .79

FA Exp .11 .14

Ctr .04 .10

Syllable Hits Exp .88 .84

Ctr .71 .75

FA Exp .12 .15

Ctr .02 .03
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Table 2-2. Mean d' Scores for Each Group for Each Segment

in Experimental and Control Trials.

Segment Trial Dutch Italian

Feature Exp 1.80 1.60

Ctr 2.21 1.79

Phoneme Exp 2.60 2.43

Ctr 2.60 2.44

Syllable Exp 2.47 2.11

Ctr 2.71 2.75

As expected, d-primes for both groups for the control trials were higher than

for the experimental trials, except in the phoneme condition where control d-primes

were equal to the experimental d-primes. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

performed on the d-prime scores with group (Dutch vs. Italian) as between-subjects

factor, and with segment (feature, phoneme, and syllable) and trial type

(experimental vs. control) as within-subject factors. Group as a main factor was not

significant, F(1,26) - 1.12, NS. The main effect of segment was highly

significant, F(2,52) - 58.11, p c.001, because d-primes for features were lower

than for syllables and phonemes. The difference between experimental and control

trials was also highly significant, F(1,26) - 38.42, p G.001, as well as the

interaction between trial type and segment, F(2,52) - 7.82, p-.001. Also, the

interaction between group, segment, and trial type was signitïcant, F(2,52) - 3.89,

p-.027. Separate ANOVAs for each segment showed that the interaction

between trial type and segment was due to the absence of a trial type effect for

phonemes, F c 1, and highly signiiicant trial type effects for both features,

F(1,26) - 12.57, p-.002, and syllables, F(1,26) - 32.15, p c.001. These

results indicate that, taken together, both groups show feature as well as syllable
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migrations, but no phoneme migrations. To investigate the second-order interaction
between group, segment, and trial type, separate ANOVAs were performed for
each segment. Interactions between group and trial type were noi significant for
features, F(1,26) - 1.61, NS, or phonemes, F C 1, showíng no difference
between the Italian and the Dutch group for these segments. However, for
syllables, the interaction between group and trial type was highly significant,
F(1,26) - 6.73, p-.015. A separate t-test on the d-primes of the syllabic
experimental trials showed that d-primes of the experimental trials of the Italians
were signitïcantly lower than those for the Dutch group, t(26) - 2.22, p-.035,
whereas no difference was found between d-primes of the syllabic control trials of
the Italians and the Dutch, t(26) -.18, NS. This indicates that the Italians are
much more affected by syllabic manipulations and thus show many more syllable
migrations than the Dutch listeners.

In order to check for learning or fatigue effects, an ANOVA for each group
was carried out with half (first vs. second half of the experiment), type
(experimental vs. control), and segment (feature, phoneme, and syllable) as within-
subject factors. There were no main effects of half (in both cases F G 1) observed
for either group, and the interaction between type and half (F C 1) was non-
signitïcant.

2.4 Discussion

One goal of the present study was to investigate whether we would be able
to discover the listener's internal speech representations by the use of the illusory
conjunction technique, or whether this technique involves an artefact and
encourages illusory conjunctions of larger units to occur more readily than those of
smaller units. Thus, it was investigated whether results obtained with the illusory
conjunction paradigm really reflect the listener's representation of lexical access
units or whether these results are affected by differences in the size of linguistic
segments.
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In [he present study, illusory conjunctions were elicited by presenting non-

words dichotically and by varying the conditíons under which auditory illusions

may occur as a function of linguistic unit. The illusory conjunction task allows

various linguistic units, including the syllable, to manifest themselves. It is a

relatively young paradigm that has been exploited primarily to compare different

linguistic segments in order to discover [he unit of speech analysis for a given

language. The design of the present study was cross-linguistic in that the pattern of

illusory conjunctions made by Dutch listeners was compared with the pattern of

Italian listeners. Because Italian is a syllable-based language (den Os, 1988) and

Dutch is not, we predicted that more syllabic migrations would occur for Italian

than for Dutch listeners, whereas for other linguistic segments no difference in

number of migrations was expected between Italian and Dutch listeners. Auditory

illusions were indeed elicited in the two groups: both showed migrations for

syllables as well as for features, but not for phonemes. Thus, the illusory

conjunetion paradigm seems to offer evidence for the syllable as a psychologically

real unit for both Italian and Dutch listeners. Syllabic migrations were, however,

much more frequent for Italian listeners. Thus, our prediction was supported in that

Italian listeners are more sensitive to syllables than Dutch listeners.

Dutch and Italian listeners were equally susceptible to feature migrations

while neither showed phoneme migrations. The finding that the two groups differed

with respect to one single type of illusory conjunctions, i.e., syllabic migrations,

supports the prediction that syllables, and no other units, are implicated in language

typology as far as lexical access representations are concerned.

The occurrence of migrations of the smallest linguistic unit, the feature,

ruled out an explanation in terms of an artefact of the illusory conjunction

paradigm whereby larger units would be more inclined to migrate than smaller

ones. Thus, the illusory conjunction technique seems an appropriate technique for

tapping early processing of listeners. Moreover, the present study supports earlier

findings obtained with an illusory conjunction paradigm (Kolinksy et al., 1995) in

that listeners of a syllable-based language, French, are sensitive to syllabic
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migrations. The present results also corroborate segment monitoring studies (e.g.,

Mehler et al., 1981) showing that listeners of different languages are distinguished

on the basis of syllabic representations.

The absence of phoneme migrations is puzzling, given that the phoneme has

repeatedly been indicated as a plausible unit of perceptual analysis (see Pisoni 8t

Luce, 1987). This absence might be related to task-specific factors and~or

idiosyncrasies of the materials which may not have elicited phonemic migrations.

Additionally, the design of the present study allowed us to rule out one more

explanation. Use of the same materials for both language groups allowed precise

comparisons between the auditory illusions of the two groups for each unit.

Comparison between (instead of within) language groups ruled out a purely

acoustic explanation of migration effects. Furthermore, the choice of pseudowords

instead of real words greatly reduced the impact of lexical effects. No learning or

fatigue effects were found: the results obtained during the first half of the session

did not differ from those obtained during the second half for either language group.

Finally, it must be noted that any interpretations about the contribution of absolute

d-prime values require caution, since d-primes are non-linear values. It can only be

claimed only that there is a significantly higher migration rate for syllables in

Italian than in Dutch.

The finding that Dutch listeners are sensitive to syllabic structure is not

surprising when considering results from previous studies (e.g., Zwitserlood et al.,

1993). In comparison with results from syllabic languages, segment monitoring

studies show less uniformity between Dutch and English speakers. English listeners

showed no syllabic effects when listening to either English or French materials,

whereas French listeners did so (Mehler et al., 1981; Cutler et al., 1986) in both

cases. Segment-detection studies in Dutch (Zwitserlood et al., 1993; Vroomen 8t

de Gelder, 1994) gave a less clear picture of the role of the syllable.
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There is evidence for sensitivity to syllables in Dutch (Zwitserlood et al., 1993),

whereas in another study by Vroomen and de Gelder (1994) no evidence for

syllabification was found.

Finally, the findings of our cross-linguistic illusory conjunction study are in

agreement with a cross-linguistic segment monitoring study (Cutler et al., 1986).

Both gave evidence for syllabitïcation in speakers of a syllable-based language

listening to a stress-based language. The present study showed that for Italians the

syllable is an important unit for lexical access in speech processing even when the

language presented is Dutch; the segment monitoring study showed that French

listeners used syllabification when presented with English stimuli (Cutler et al.,

1986, Experiment 4). Neither French nor Italian participants had more than a basic

acquaintance with the language presented.

In short, the results of this study corroborate earlier findings of segment

monitoring studies in that listeners of different languages are distinguished on the

basis of syllabic representations. Thus, the illusory conjunction technique seems

promising for tapping early processing of listeners in the future.
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Auditory illusions

in Native and Non-native Speakers of Dutch~"

Abstrnct

Two word detection experiments were conducted in which cauditory illusions were

elicited by manipulating speech units and stress variation. The paradigm used was

a dichotic presentation technique with word targets. Auditory illusions of native

Dutch listeners were cornpared with those of non-native listeners. The performance

of Dutch listeners was compared with French-Dutch and Japanese-Dutch bilinguals.

The results of both experiments showed highly similar migration patterns for mono-

and bilinguals. Comparisons between groups showed no auditory preferences for

one linguistic unit over another. Neither the French-Dutch nor the Japanese-Dutch

listeners had more syllabic migrations than the Dutch. These results are discussed

in the light of internal speech representations of native and non-native listeners.

With B. de Gelder and T. Popelier as co-authors.
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3. I Introduction

A prominent idea in the domain of speech perception is that the continuous

speech stream is divided into units which are then mapped onto discrete

representations in the mental lexicon. A central issue that has been the focus of

much debate concerns the nature and size of these lexical access units that mediate

between the speech stream and the mental lexicon. In the past different types of

units, including the syllable, have been proposed. Recently, segment monitoring

studies provided evidence in support of the view that the listener's internal

representation of speech depends on the phonological characteristics of the native

language. More specifically, evidence was given that English and French speakers

can be distinguished on the syllable monitoring criterion alone: the latter do better

with syllabic targets than with non-syllabic targets while the former do not. This

led to the assumption that the syllable is the unit of lexical access at least for native

speakers of syllabic languages like French. Another set of issues concerns the

representation of speech of non-native listeners. These are interesting for their own

sake and can also shed light on data obtained with native listeners.

Recently, a relatively new technique, the illusory conjunction paradigm, was

exploited to replicate the findings obtained with segment monitoring. In this

paradigm, auditory illusions are elicited under the dichotic presentation of two

dissimilar non-words. Auditory illusions occur as a function of a specific type of

speech unit including the syllable. The pattern of auditory illusions observed in

these studies supported earlier findings from segment monitoring studies in that

speakers of syllabic languages are sensitive to syllables. The present study focuses

on a comparison between auditory illusions by native Dutch speakers and t7uent

bilingual speakers of French and Japanese.
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3.1.1 Segment Monitoring in Different Languages

In a segment monitoring task, Mehler et al. (1981) established that French

participants were faster at detecting targets that corresponded to a syllable than

targets that did not. In this study, French listeners were asked to detect visually

specilied CV or CVC targets (e.g., PA or PAL). The stimulus word contained an

open (as in a.p lace) or a closed syllable (as in aLmier). Responses were faster

when the target corresponded exactly to the syllable of a target-bearing word (e.g.,

detection of PA in PA.lace or PAL in PAL.mier) than when the target

corresponded to a longer (e.g., PAL in PA.Lace) or a shorter segment (e.g., PA in

PAL.mier). Mehler et al. concluded that the speech signal is segmented into

syllables before lexical access takes place, and took these results as evidence for

the syllable as a unit of speech processing. In other words, it was believed that at

the beginning of each syllable a lexical access attempt is made. Other studies have

replicated similar findings in Spanish (Sébastian-Gallés et al., 1992) and Portuguese

(Morais et al., 1989).

However, in a replication study with English participants and materials

(Cutler et aL, 1986) that included ambisyllabic words, no evidence for

syllabification was found. This led Cutler et al. to conclude that the syllable is not

a unit of lexical access for English speakers.

In a segment monitoring study in Japanese, evidence for another unit of

lexical access, namely the mora, was shown (Otake et al., 1993). In this study, the

responses of Japanese listeners to moraic targets were faster and more accurate

than to non-moraic targets whereas neither French nor English native speakers

(without any knowledge of Japanese) showed this response pattern when presented

with the Japanese materials. This characteristic response pattern was confirmed in

another segment monitoring study with Japanese listeners (Cutler 8c Otake, 1994).
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The studies just mentioned show evidence that the syllable is a unit of lexical

access for listeners of syllabic languages but not for listeners of non-syllabic

languages like English or Dutch, and that the mora is a unit of lexical access for

listeners of Japanese but not for listeners of English or French. The unit of lexical

access differs for speakers of different languages and seems to depend on the

phonological characteristics of the listener's native language.

3.1.2 The Illusory Conjunction Paradigm

The paradigm used here is that of illusory conjunctions, or auditory

illusions. This paradigm has been developed [o examine the nature of early,

preattentive perceptual processing codes. The methodology of illusory conjunctions

was originally used in the visual domain (Treisman 8t Souther, 1986) to study the

occurrence of visual feature combinations. This work led to the proposal of the

feature integration theory of attention which assumes that features of objects are

registered early, automatically, and unconsciously in the perceptual process

(Treisman 8t Gelade, 1980). The underlying notion is that the occurrence of these

illusions indicates the existence of separately registered, independent features.

Moreover, it was claimed that as a consequence of overloaded or diverted

attention, features may disintegrate and lead to the formation of illusory

conjunctions (Treisman et al., 1977). An important finding in studies of illusory

conjunctions was that attributes that are part of the same perceptual unit are more

likely to integrate than attributes from different perceptual units (Prinzmetal, 1981).

This is one of the underlying motives of the illusory conjunction task in which

different speech segments are elicited to migrate; migrations of perceptual units

(i.e., linguistic units) are assumed to occur more frequently than migrations of

parts of units. Also, in the domain of speech perception, illusory conjunctions, or

fusions, have been studied. Cutting (1976) used a dichotic listening technique to

investigate different types of fusions and observed that fusions occur at different

levels of perception. For instance, the phonetic feature fusion which is a
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recombination of phonetic feature values takes place at a linguistic level. Other

fusions take place at an auditory level.

Recently, syllabic effects in native speakers of French (Kolinsky et al.,

1995) have been reported when using an illusory conjunction paradigm. In the

study by Kolinsky et al., auditory illusions of different speech segments (among

others the syllable) were elicited by presenting dissimilar non-word pairs

dichotically. The notion was that a simultaneously presented pair of spoken non-

words may lead to the illusory recognition of a target word. French participants

had more syllable-based migrations compared to migrations of other linguistic

segments, and this was interpreted as support for the findings of Mehler et al.

(1981). Furthermore, in an auditory illusion study with Japanese listeners and

speech materials, Morais et al. (1994) found that more syllabic and moraic illusions

were made compared to migrations of vowels and initial consonants, and concluded

that both syllables and morae are important units in the speech representation of

Japanese listeners.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis (van Zon, Popelier 8t de Gelder, 1997), the

speech perception of Dutch listeners was examined by contrasting their illusory

conjunction errors with those of Italians. Both groups had been presented the same

Dutch speech materials, and a comparison of the performance of the two groups

showed that the Italians were more susceptible to syllabic illusions than the native

Dutch listeners. This result suggests that for Italians, even when listening to an

unknown language like Dutch, the syllable manifests itself as a unit of lexical

access.
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3.1.3 Cross-linguistic Evidence

A particularly intriguing test ground for studying internal speech

representations is provided by cross-linguistic studies. In some of these studies,

monolinguals were confronted with speech materials in a foreign language; in other

studies, bilingual speakers of two languages with contrasting phonological

characteristics were selected. The goal of these studies was to discover whether

monolinguals, independent of the language presented, are more susceptible to

lexical access units that seem appropriate for their native language, or alternatively,

whether bilinguals are more susceptible to units of lexical access that seem relevant

to their native language.

Recent studies have focused on monolinguals confronted with a non-native

language. In a segment monitoring study by Cutler et aL (1986), native speakers of

one language (French or English) were presented with speech materials of a non-

native language of which they had a limited knowledge. In Experiment 2 of their

study, English listeners were asked to monitor for CV and CVC targets in French

words (with initial syllables which either had a CV or a CVC structure), whereas

in Experiment 4, French listeners had to monitor CV and CVC targets in English

words starting with CV[C] and CVC syllables. The results demonstrated that for

English listeners, the crucial interaction between word and target type - indicating

syllabification - was absent, whereas French listeners did show the expected

syllabic effect. The authors explained these contrasting findings for French and

English by claiming that this difference reflects the phonological differences

between the languages.

In a segment monitoring study by Cutler and Otake (1994), English listeners

no knowledge of Japanese, showed no moraic effect on the same Japanese speech

materials which had produced this effect in Japanese listeners (Experiments 2 and

6). Similarly, in a study by Otake et al. (1993) in which English participants

without any knowledge of Japanese were presented Japanese materials, it was
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observed that their responses to moraic targets were neither faster nor more

accurate than to non-moraic targets whereas the same materials elicited a better

performance on moraic targets by Japanese listeners (Experiment 2). In this study,

French listeners without any knowledge of Japanese (Experiment 4) were also

presented Japanese speech materials; the results were consistent with the syllabic

hypothesis, and not with the mora hypothesis.

Thus, these studies support the idea that independent of the language input,

French and Japanese listeners who are not acquainted with the test language, are

sensitive to specific lexical units to the extent that the opportunity presents itself.

A somewhat different picture emerges from studies of bilinguals. In a

replication study in which early French-English bilinguals were tested on a segment

monitoring task (from Cutler et al., 1986), it was found that when subdividing the

group into language dominance on the basis of the subjective language preference

of each participant, the subgroups showed different results (Cutler et al., 1992).

The English-dominant participants did not perform better with syllabic targets,

either on English or on French materials. However, French-dominants

syllabificated when listening to French materials but not when confronted with

English materials. Thus, it seems that even very special bilinguals who had

acquired both languages early in life, can be distinguíshed on the basis of syllable

monitoring.

Recently, some other bilingual segment monitoring studies have been

reported ( Bradley et al., 1993; Kearns, 1994; de Gelder, van Zon 8c Vroomen,

1997, see also Chapter 5, this thesis). Speakers who acquired their second language

during adolescence or adulthood were selected. In a study by Bradley et al. (1993),

Spanish-English bilinguals whose native language was Spanish and who had

acquired English as a consequence of emigration, were tested on a Spanish segment

monitoring task (Experiment 5). Participants had to detect CV and CVC targets

(like PA and PAL) in words which differed in syllabic structure in that the initial

syllable was CV or CVC (like in a.p loma and pal.mera). Surprisingly enough,
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these bilinguals showed no tendencies to syllabificate when presented with Spanish

materials, whereas monolingual Spanish participants had done so the same

materials. These findings did not support the results of Cutler et al. (1992), who

had observed syllabic effects in early French-English bilinguals when presented

with French speech materials. Bradley et al. attempted to interpret these findings

by considering various explanations related to factors like language experience,

reaction times, phonological differences between French and Spanish, and

metalinguistic skills.

In the study by Kearns (Experiment 2a and 2b, 1994) French native speakers

with advanced knowledge of English were tested on a target detection task based on

the one as conducted by Cutler et al. (1986). One experiment was conducted with

English, and another with French materials. as in Cutler et al., each word began

with the same three phonemes and the initial syllable consisted of either a CV or a

CVC sequence (e.g., in French, ba in balance, balance, or bal in balcony, balcon).

The participants were asked to detect the pre-specified target, either a CV or a

CVC sequence. The results showed no interaction between word type and target

type, neither with English nor with French materials. In other words, no evidence

for syllabification was observed, either in the native language, French (cf. in

Spanish, see Bradley et al.), or in the second language, English.

As will be seen in Chapter 5, French native speakers fluent in Dutch were

tested on two Dutch syllable-detection tasks (taken from Vroomen 8z de Gelder,

1994). In Experiment 1, the materials used were real words with long vowels

(either with CVV or CVVC structure) and short vowels (either with ambisyllabic

or clear syllables). In Experiment 2, pseudowords with unambiguous syllables

(either with CVV or CVVC structure) were used. Neither of these experiments

showed syllabic effects.

In a study by Cutler and Otake (1994), Japanese-English bilinguals were

asked to detect phonemic targets in English which did or did not correspond to a

mora (Experiment 4). The participants in this experiment were Japanese native
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speakers, who had learned English in school and during a stay in an English-

speaking country. The results were consistent with the moraic hypothesis: the

observed advantage of moraic over non-moraic consonantal targets is evidence for

the mora as an intermediate speech unit for Japanese listeners. Thus for Japanese

the meaning of the mora as a unit of lexical access is not limited to their native

language: when confronted with foreign language input in which morae can occur,

these effects are also observed. However, it must be noted that, in contrast with the

bilingual studies just mentioned, these participants were not perfectly bilingual.

In summary, it is wellestablished that the speech representation strategy of

French is syllabic. This has consistently been observed both in mono- and

bilinguals; however, this was not found in the bilinguals selected by Kearns (1994),

and not in the syllable monitoring tasks reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis. Studies

on Japanese indicate that the unit of lexical access is the mora, at least for

monolinguals. Japanese participants with some knowledge of English also

demonstrated that they were sensitive to morae when listening to English.

3.1.4 Findings in Dutch

For Dutch the results are less clear. Dutch has an unclear syllable structure

and in a syllable monitoring study by Vroomen and de Gelder (1994) no evidence

was obtained that Dutch listeners are sensitive to syllabic structure. The

experiments reported here studied (pseudo) words with long (i.e., CVV and CVVC

syllables) and short vowels (i.e., CV and CVC syllables). In words with short

vowels ambiguous syllables (i.e., CV[C] syllables) were also included. However,

in none of these experimental variants was evidence for syllabic effects obtained. In

contrast, Zwitserlood et aL (1993) did find syllabic effects in Dutch segment

monitoring tasks. In their study, they varied vowel duration and ambiguity of

syllabic structure. They also controlled for morphological overlap. Their findings

showed syllabifícation in both long and short vowels, in cases with ambisyllabic
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and clear syllables, and in situations with morphological mismatch. In their attempt
to explain these findings, it becomes clear that the authors do not believe in a
prelexical storage of syllables in Dutch; they suggest instead that syllables are
derived entities and that speech input is mapped onto phonological representations

which can be used for the construction of syllables. Thus, it is claimed that both
acoustic properties and knowledge about the phonological structure of a language
are relevant during lexical access.

3.1.5 The Present Study: Native Speakers and Fluent Bilinguals

In the present study we focused on the question whether native speakers of
Dutch, and bilinguals whose native languages are characterized by phonological

properties contrasting with those of Dutch, show different sensitivity to illusions of

specific linguistic units when listening to Dutch. We were interested in whether a
distinctive pattern of syllabic illusions was observable between Dutch monolinguals
and French-Dutch bilinguals on the one hand, and between Dutch monolinguals and
Japanese-Dutch bilinguals on the other. An auditory illusion paradigm was used
where auditory illusions were elicited by dichotically presenting pairs of

(pseudo)words with different stress patterns (strong-strong, SS; strong-weak, SW).
Auditory illusions of different linguistic segments (Voicing Feature, Place Feature,
Phoneme, Vowel, Syllable) are possible in both SS and SW words.

Two groups of bilinguals were tested; one group consisted of French-Dutch
bilinguals, the other of Japanese-Dutch bilinguals. Both groups of bilinguals use
their second language, Dutch, on a daily basis. The French-Dutch bilinguals speak
both languages in daily life as a consequence of living in a bilingual community".

" It must be noted that, although Dutch is the official language in of Belgium, it is
Flemish, consisting of a collection of dialects, that is actually spoken. Flemish is very
similar to Dutch, and Dutch and Flemish speakers have no problems understanding each
other. Some examples of pronunciation differences between Dutch and Flemish are the
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The Japanese-Dutch bilinguals acquired Dutch as a consequence of emigration, and
they speak it at home as well as at work.

In the present study, the performance of native speakers of Dutch was

compared with that of bilinguals with a native language that is either syllabic or

moraic (i.e., French or Japanese). In earlier illusory conjunction studies (Morais et

al. 1994; Kolinsky et al., 1995; Chapter 2, this thesis) Japanese, French and Italian

listeners demonstrated a sensitivity to syllabic illusions. In segment monitoring,

French listeners showed syllabic effects even when the language presented was

English (Cutler et al., 1986). Similarly, in an auditory illusion task, Italian listeners

were susceptible to syllabic illusions even when confronted with Dutch which was

foreign to them. Thus, syllabification for French and Italian listeners seems

independent of language input.

On the basis of these iindings, one might expect to observe differences in

migration patterns between listeners with different native languages. More

specifically, in the present study native speakers of French listening to Dutch might

have expected to show more syllabic illusions than Dutch listeners. Similar

predictions were formulated for native Japanese listeners compared to Dutch

listeners (see also Morais et al., 1994).

However, it is important to note that the results of the various bilingual

studies may lead to slightly different predictions. For instance, the study by

Bradley et al. (1993) with Spanish native speakers who had acquired English at a

following. In Dutch a distinction between short and long vowels is observed (e.g., biet -
bier [beet-beer], minuut - muur [minute-wall], boek - boer [book-farmer] whereas in
Flemish more variation is allowed in pronouncing vowels (e.g., it is acceptable to
pronounce the liel in biet [beet] as the lie! in bier [beer]). With respect to the lschwal, it is
noted that the Flemish variant is more open and can not be identified with the lu~ of ~ut
[well] (for more details, see Goossens, 1973). Although, we did not expect that the small
differences between Dutch and Flemish would lead to differences in performance on the
present task, we wanted to be as careful as possible and, therefore, we decided to make
separate recordings for Dutch and Flemish listeners.
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later age, showed no syllabification effects when listening to Spanish. Similarly, in
a study by Kearns (1994) with French-English bilinguals who had acquired English
as a second language, syllabification was absent in both French and English.
Furthermore, a group of French-Dutch bilinguals (see Chapter 5, this thesis) who

had become fluent in Dutch at a later age showed no syllabification in Dutch.

Unlike the studies with monolinguals, these bilingual results allow us to predict no

difference in patterns of auditory illusions between language groups.

There are other bilingual studies, however, that might predict the contrary.

The study by Cutler and Otake (1994) in which (non-fluent) Japanese-English

bilinguals performed better on moraic than on non-moraic consonantal targets when

presented with their second language, English, suggests dissimilar migration

patterns for each language group.

Finally, another basis for predicting differences between the performance of

language groups is provided by the bilingual segment monitoring study by Cutler et

al. (1992). This study of very fluent French-English bilinguals who had acquired

both languages simultaneously showed syllabic effects in a subgroup of French-

dominants.

Although, on the basis of some studies one would not expect to observe

differences in migration patterns between language groups in the present study,

other studies predict differences in migration patterns of auditory illusions for

mono- and bilinguals when listening to Dutch.
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3.2 Experiment 1

3.2.1 Method

Participmtts

A monolingual and bilingual group were tested in Belgium. The monolingual

group consisted of 22 adult participants (8 male, 14 female) all native speakers of

Dutch. The bilingual group consisted of 38 French-Dutch bilinguals (21 male, 17

female) who had French as their native language. All bilinguals spoke French at

home, lived in bilingual surroundings, and had frequent contact with Dutch

speakers. Most of them had started to learn Dutch in primary school around the

age of six; some of them had even been followed (partly) educated in Dutch. At

the time of the test all of them were studying in Dutch-speaking universities or

were students at a school for translators and interpreters.

Materials

The stimuli consisted of real words and pseudowords with a CVCVC structure.
The initial consonant was always a plosive. As targets, eight real words embedded

in four word pairs were chosen (see Table 3-1).
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Table 3-1. Four Word Pairs (Consisting of Eight Target

Words) with a Strong-Weak or Strong-Strong Stress Pattern

(Translation in Parentheses).

SW

SS

tafel (table) - bodem (bottom)

pekel (brine) - dames (ladies)

tapijt (carpet) - bureel (ofiice)

pilaar (pillar) - dekaan (dean)

Half of the targets (and all pairs derived from this target word) had a Strong-Weak

(SW) stress pattern (e.g., bodem, bottom) and the other half had a Strong-Strong

(SS) stress pattern (e.g., tayiit, carpet). There were five segment conditions:

Phonetic features (Voicing and Place), Phoneme, Vowel, and Syllable. Word pairs

were divided into target-absent (or negative) pairs and target-present (or positive)

pairs. Target-absent pairs in the experimental condition contained all the necessary

information in order to elicit the perceptual illusion of the target word. Target-

present pairs (which required positive responses) were added to allow signal

detection analyses.

As an example, we describe the SW target word bodem of the target pair tafel -

bodem (see also Appendix B). First, a description of the experimental target-absent

pairs is given. For the segment Feature Voiced, the experimental negative pair is

dafel - op dem. In this pair, fusion of the pseudoword op dem with the voicing of Id~

from dafel produces the auditory illusion of the absent target bodem. Similarly, the

pair for the segment Feature Place of articulation is pafel - dodem. In this pair,

migration of the bilabial place feature of the ~p~ in pafel to dodem produces the

target bodem. In the Phoneme condition which was investigated by presenting the

pair bafel - todem, migration of the phoneme Ibl from bafel to todem produces the

target bodem. For the segment Vowel, the pair tofel - badem wil] result in the

illusion of hearing the target bodem when the first vowel of tofel migrates to the
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first vowel of badem. Finally, the negative pair for the Syllable condition was
constructed by exchanging the second (weak) syllables of the items in the target
pair, thus tafel - bodem resulted in the presentation of tadem - bofel. Thus,
auditory illusions at syllable level required migration of a whole syllable which
could (in SW words) either be the initial strong syllable or the final weak syllable.

The control conditions for the target-absent pairs lack the critical migration
information. For instance, in the case of the segment Phoneme, instead of
presenting the crucial phoneme information Ibl we presented Igl (both the place
and voicing features of the target are missing). In the segments Feature Voiced and
Feature Place, dafel and pafel were both replaced by kafel. In the Vowel condítion,
the crucial vowel was replaced by another vowel; and the negative control pair was
here toefel - badem. The Syllable condition required two control pairs: in the pair
tabin - bofel migration of the second (weak) syllable was controlled by replacing -
dem (from tadem) by -bin; in the pair tadem - og efel migration of the first (strong)
syllable was controlled by replacing bo- (from bofel) by og efel.

Each target-present (or positive) pair consisted of the target word, e.g., bodem,

presented with items of the negative pairs. For instance, the negative Feature
Voiced condition dafel - op dem, resulted in the positive pairs bodem - dafel and
bodem - odem etc. As a consequence, half of the word pairs were identical in the
experimental and the control conditions (e.g., in the Phoneme condition the pair
bodem - todem showed up twice).

For the SS targei words (e.g., taniit), the pairs were constructed in a similar way.
In the Syllable condition, this led to the negative pair tareel - bllAllt. Thus, auditory

illusions required migration of either the initial syllable (ta) or the iinal syllable
(Qi1t). To find out whether the initial or the final syllable migrated two controls
were constructed: in the pair taviem - bllAilt migration of the final syllable was
controlled by replacing -reel (from tareel) by another strong syllable -viem; in the
pair tareel - doeyiit, migration of the initial syllable was controlled by replacing bu-
(from bupiit) by doe-.
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Preparation of Stimuli and Design

The stimuli were recorded in a soundproof room. They were spoken by a male

Flemish speaker. A computerized speech work station (Apple-Mackintosh) was

used to digitize the items at 16 bits and 32 kHz, to normalize them, and to

synchronize the stimuli within pairs at the onset, offset, and the beginning of the

second syllable.

There were 768 word pairs. The Inter Trial Interval (ITI) was 3 seconds. The

stimuli were quasi-randomized; maximally 3 consecutive experimental or control

trials were presented, and not more than 3 targets belonging to the same pair or the

same segment were presented successively. Each of the eight target words had 11

target-absent conditions represented by a word pair. Each of these 11 pairs were

presented 6 times counterbalanced over ears (i.e., 3 left-right and 3 right-left)

which resulted in 66 word pair presentations. There were 15 different target-

present pairs; and as a result of counterbalancing over ears (i.e., one left-right and

vice versa) there were 30 target-present word pair presentations for each target

word. Thus, 96 presentations for each target word resulted in 768 word pairs for

the whole test.

Procedure

The stimuli were played back through headphones (Sony MDR-CD450) using a

portable digital audio tape recorder (DAT-recorder Aiwa). Participants were given

a booklet in which the target corresponding to each pair of stimuli was listed. They

were told that for each trial they would hear two different stimuli played

simultaneously, one in each ear, which might or might not be real words. They

were asked to decide whether one of the two stimuli matched the target word

corresponding to that trial in the booklet. The test lasted about 50 minutes, and

halfway through, a small break was taken.
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3.2.2 Results

As a consequence of the huge number of misses in the responses of one

French-Flemish participant, the scores of this participant were discarded from the

analysis. Table 3-2 presents mean percentages of false alarms (FA's) and hits, and

mean d-prime scores for each trial type (experimental vs. control) and segment

(Voicing, Place, Phoneme, Vowel, Syllable), for both the Dutch and the French-

Dutch group in SW and SS words. Raw scores (hits and FA's) were transformed

into d-prime'' scores in order to check whether responses retlected

discriminability rather than merely response bias. These d-prime scores are

assumed to represent a bias-free index of disciminability. As a consequence of

lower discriminability in the experimental conditions, experimental d-prime scores

were expected to be lower than those in the control conditions. Inspection of table

3-2 shows that this is the case, but not for vowels in SS words for both groups and

not for syllables in SW words for the Dutch group.

" For syllables which had two different control trials the mos[ conservative possibility was
taken, i.e., the lowest d-primes (as in Kolinsky et al., 1995).
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A comparison of Dutch Monolinguals and French-Dutch Bilinguals

Since we were interested in similarities and differences in migration patterns

of the two groups, we performed an ANOVA on the d-prime scores with Group

(Dutch, French-Dutch) as between-subjects factor and Segment ( Voice, Place,

Phoneme, Vowel, Syllable), Stress ( SW, SS), and Type (experimental vs. control)

as within-subjects factors. With group there was only a main effect, F(1,57) -

4.97, p G.03, which was due to lower d-prime scores ( indicating more

migrations) for the Dutch group compared to the French-Dutch group. The main

factors segment, F(4,228) - 97.14, p C.001, type, F(1,57) - 299.70, p G.001

and stress, F(1,57) - 122.79, p G.001 were also highly significant. None of the

interactions between group and segment, between group and stress, and between

group and type were significant. The interaction between segment and stress was

significant, F(4,228) - 61.58, p G.001, indicating that for all segments, except

for feature place, SS words led to more migrations than SW words. None of the

second-order interactions between group, segment, and type or between group,

segment, and stress were signifïcant. Also the third-order interaction between

group, segment, type, and stress was not significant.

Separate t-tests (two-tailed) on the d-prime scores of each segment were

conducted for both the Dutch and the French-Dutch group. The d-prime scores of

the experimental trials were lower than those of the control trials for most segments

(Q G.OS). However, in the following cases, there was no difference between d-

prime scores on the experimental and control trials: vowels in SS words for the

Dutch group, t(21) - 1.13, NS; vowels in SW words for the French-Dutch group,

t(36) -.50, NS; and syllables in SW words for the Dutch group, t(21) - 1.18,

NS; for the French-Dutch group, t(36) -.84, NS.
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3.2.3 Discussion

The results of experiment 1 showed similar patterns of auditory illusions for

Dutch and French native speakers who acquired Dutch as a second language. No

more syllabic migrations were found for the French-Dutch bilinguals than for the

Dutch listeners. There is, thus, no evidence that French-Dutch bilinguals are more

sensitive to syllabic illusions than Dutch monolinguals. This result differs from that

of another cross-linguistic auditory illusion study (Chapter 2) in which it was

shown that native speakers of Italian, another syllabic language, were more

sensitive to syllabic illusions when listening to a foreign language, Dutch, than

native listeners of Dutch. The crucial aspect in which this study differed from

experiment 1 concerns the absence of the participant's knowledge of the second

language, Dutch.

The results of experiment 1 also conflicts with findings by Kolinsky et al.

(1995) who reported relatively more syllabic migrations for French monolinguals.

Recall that, although buth studies used French native speakers in an auditory

illusion paradigm, the studies differed in all the relevant aspects. First, the

characteristics of the groups under investigation differed in that Kolinsky and her

colleagues tested a group of native French monolinguals, whereas for experiment 1

a group of French-Dutch bilinguals was selected. Second, Kolinsky et al. gave her

participants native speech materials while the bilinguals in the present study were

given materials of the second language. Third, in contrast to the study by Kolinsky

et al., the present study is cross-linguistic, and a comparison between language

groups rather than between linguistic segments is made.

Experiment 2 was conducted [o determine whether the present result could

be generalized to another group of non-native speakers of Dutch whose native

language is presumably moraic. We were interested in finding out whether the

pattern of auditory illusions for native Dutch speakers would differ from the pattern
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of auditory illusions of native speakers of Japanese, who had Dutch as their second

language. A study by Morais et al. (1994), showed that native speakers of

Japanese, confronted with Japanese speech materials, had more syllabic and moraic

migrations than migrations of other segments. This finding motivated us to give

Japanese-Dutch bilinguals the same Dutch speech materials as we had presented to

the French-Dutch bilinguals in Experiment 1. The present study was not designed

to allow for moraic migrations, and we were interested in whether the Japanese-

Dutch bilinguals were more susceptible to syllabic illusions than the Dutch

monolinguals. This might be predicted on the basis of the findings of Morais et al.

(1994).

3.3 Experiment 2

3.3.1 Method

Participants

Two groups of participants were tested. 15 new participants (6 male, 9 female),

were selected for the Dutch group; all were native speakers of Dutch and lived in

Holland. The other group consisted of 14 native Japanese participants (13 female, 1

male) who had become bilingual in adulthood as a consequence of emigration to

Holland. They all spoke fluent Dutch and had lived in Holland for several years

(most of them for more than 15 years). All spoke Dutch daily either at home, at

work, or both. All subject were paid for their participation.

Materials

The materials were identical to those of Experiment 1. The only difference was that

new recordings were made, this time with a Dutch native speaker.
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3.3.2 Results

Table 3-3 presents mean percentages of false alarms (FA's) and hits, and

mean d-prime scores for the Dutch monolinguals and for the Japanese-Dutch

bilinguals for each trial type (experimental vs. control) and segment (Voicing,

Place, Phoneme, Vowel, Syllable) in SW and SS words. Inspection of Table 3-3

shows that experimental d-prime scores are lower than those on control trials, but
not for vowels for the Japanese-Dutch group.
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A comparison of Dutch Monolinguals and Japanese-Dutch Bilin uals

An ANOVA similar to that used in Experiment 1 was performed on d-prime

scores with group (Dutch, Japanese) as between-subjects factor and Segment

(Voicing, Place, Phoneme, Vowel, Syllable), Stress (SW, SS), and Type

(experimental vs. control) as within-subjects factors. The effect of group was non-

significant, F(1,27) - 1.61, NS, showing no difference between the d-prime scores

of the two groups. The main factors of segment, F(4,108) - 51.03, p G.001,

type, F(1,27) - 189.69, p G.001, and stress, F(1,27) - 58.90, p G.001, were

all highly significant. The interaction between group and segment was only

marginally significant, F(4,108) - 2.16, p-.078. The interaction between group

and stress F C 1, was not significant. The interaction between group and type,

F(1,27) - 17.95, p G.001, indicating lower d-primes for the Japanese-Dutch

group, was significant. A significant interaction between segment and stress,

F(4,108) - 17.40, p G.001, showed that migrations of vowels and syllables

occur more frequently in SS words than in SW words, whereas there was no effect

of stress for the other segments. None of the other interactions with group were

significant.

Separate t-tests (2-tailed) showed that the d-prime scores of the experimental

trials were lower than those of the control trials (Q G.OS) for most cases. The

cases in which there was no significant difference between experimental and control

trials were the following: for vowels in SS words both the Dutch and the Japanese-

Dutch group showed no difference between experimental and control trials (for the

Dutch: t(14) - 1.79, p- .094; for the French-Dutch t(13) -.44, NS); and

similarly for syllables in SW words (for the Dutch: t(14) -.60, NS, for the

Japanese-Dutch: t(13) - .12, NS).
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3.3.3 Discussion

In Experiment 2, similar patterns of auditory illusions were observed for

both the Dutch and the Japanese-Dutch listeners. Thus, the Japanese-Dutch listeners

were not more sensitive to syllabic illusions than the Dutch. This finding was not

predicted on the basis of the auditory illusion study by Morais et al. (1994) in

which Japanese listeners showed relatively more syllabic illusions.

3.4 General Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate speech representations. The

performance of Dutch listeners on a dichotic listening task was compared with that

of two groups of bilinguals that had both acquired Dutch as a second language. The

native language of one group of bilinguals was syllabic (French); the native

language of the other group was moraic (Japanese).

Our main goal was to determine whether listeners of one language group

were more sensitive to a specific lexical access unit compared to listeners of

another language group. We were also interested in whether one language group

was more sensitive to variation in stress pattern within a word (i.e., the alternation

between strong and weak syllables) than another group. Enough evidence was

compiled to predict different patterns of auditory illusions for each group of

bilinguals compared to native speakers of Dutch. More specifically, we expected

more syllabic illusions for the French-Dutch and Japanese-Dutch bilinguals than for

the Dutch monolinguals. The results showed that migrations of all linguistic units,

except vowels, were the same for all groups. None of the bilingual groups was

more susceptible to syllabic illusions than Dutch listeners. Furthermore,

comparisons between groups did not show that the monolinguals were more

sensitive to the variation in stress than the bilinguals.
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It should be noted that the present approach is cross-linguistic. Rather than
basing conclusions about linguistic units directly on a comparison of a subject's
performance, we compare language populations to discover whether listeners of
one language are more susceptible than others to a given unit. With this approach
we did not focus directly on a comparison of segments that are of varying linguistic
complexity.

In order to shed more light on the present findings, it is particularly relevant
to consider other cross-linguistic studies carried out on monolinguals and
bilinguals. Evidence of segment monitoring studies with monolinguals (Cutler et
al., 1986; Otake et al., 1993) led to the conclusion that native speakers of French
and Japanese are more susceptible to syllables and morae, even when presented
with a foreign language, as far as the structure of the inputlanguage allows.

Support for these findings in syllabic languages was also found in studies using a
dichotic listening paradigm. In these studies, in which auditory illusions were
elicited (Kolinsky et al., 1995; Chapter 2, this thesis), it was confirmed that
speakers of a syllabic language are relatively sensitive to syllabic illusions, not only
when presented with their native language (French), but also with a totally foreign
language (native speakers of Italian lístening to Dutch).

With respect to Japanese, very little data are available, but the relevant
studies suggest that the suspectibility of Japanese listeners to morae also appears in
foreign language input (see Cutler 8c Otake, 1994). However, the focus of the
present study was on syllables rather than morae. Since Morais et aL (1994) had
shown that syllabic illusions also occurred frequently in a Japanese auditory illusion
task with Japanese listeners, in the present study we tested whether Japanese
listeners would still show this sensitivity when compared with Dutch listeners.

The fact that in the present study no support was found for the notion that
bilingual groups are more susceptible to syllabic illusions than monolingual groups
seems to indicate that the internal representation of the speech of bilinguals might
alter as a consequence of similarity with the second language. For French-Dutch
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bilinguals there are no indications of a sy(labic representation; for Japanese-Dutch

bilinguals it can be concluded that, in contrary to the tïndings of Morais et al.,

these bilinguals do not seem very susceptible to syllables.

Recent studies looked at Spanish-English (Bradley et al., 1993), French-

Dutch (Chapter 5, this thesis) and French-English bilinguals (Kearns, 1994,

Experiment 1). None of the studies observed syllabifïcation in the second language,

English or Dutch, that had been acquired during adolescence or adulthood.

Moreover, both Bradley et al. and Kearns observed that the absence of

syllabification was not restricted to the second language; nor was in their native

languages, Spanish or French, syllabification found. Finally, as will be reported in

Chapter 5, there is one more study which seems to support the findings of the

present research. In this study, bilinguals were tested on syllable-monitoring tasks,

either with or without ambisyllabic words. All bilinguals had French as their native

language, had started learning Dutch in primary school, and were fluent in both

languages. The results showed that the French-Dutch bilinguals demonstrated no

syllabic effects. These findings are consistent with the present study in which

French-Dutch bilinguals were not more susceptible to syllables than Dutch

listeners.

Are we able to explain the findings of the present study in relation to the

findings of the bilingual studies just mentioned? Recall the study by Cutler et al.

(1992) in which syllabification was obtained for early French-dominant bilinguals

in a segment monitoring task. The results of these early bilinguals, together with

findings from monolingual studies, made us to hypothesize to obtain syllabic effects

for native speakers of syllabic languages. Additionally, on the basis of a Japanese

auditory illusion study (Morais et al., 1994), we also expected syllabic effects for

native speakers of a moraic language. The absence of these findings in both

experiments made us to inspect our groups of listeners more thoroughly.

As has been discussed before, the characteristics of the listeners in the

present study were comparable to those of other bilingual studies. The main

correspondence is that the bilinguals had not acquired both languages
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simultaneously, but had acquired their second language during adolescence.

Furthermore, the bilinguals were fluent in their second language, and the native

language of the bilinguals was syllabic (or moraic). One explanation for the
absence of syllabic effects might be related to the age of acquisition of the second
language: the representation of internal speech might alter as a consequence of the
(late) acquisition of a second language.

We want to emphasize that our conclusions can only be preliminary because

a paradigm in which dichotic listening tasks are used in order to elicit auditory
illusions of linguistic segments is still in its infancy. As a consequence, the results
of these studies can only be interpreted with cau[ion. So far, it has been
demonstrated (Kolinsky, 1992; de Gelder 8c Vroomen, 1996; Chapter 2, this thesis)
that the illusory conjunction paradigm is able to indicate which lexical access units

are relevant for specific language groups. The question of how bilingual speech is

represented is still unanswered. In the future, cross-linguistic investigations of
monolinguals listening to an unknown language on the one hand, and bilinguals

presented with their two languages on the other, will help to increase our

understanding of speech representations.
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Chapter 4

Cues to Speech Segmentation:
Evidence from Juncture Misperceptions and Word Spotting"

Abstract

Three experiments investigated whether Dutch listeners rely on the rhythmic
characteristics of their native language to segment speech. In Experiment 1,

listeners were indueed to make missegmentations of continuous speech. The results

showed that word boundaries were inserted before strong syllables and deleted

before weak syllables. In Ezperiment 2, listeners were required to spot real CVC or
CVCC words (C - consonmzt, V- vowel) embedded in bisyllabie nonsense

strings. For CVCC words, fewer errors were made when the second syllable of the

nonsense string was weak rather than strong, whereas for CVC words the effect was
reversed. Experiment 3 ruled out an acoustic explanation for this effect. It is argued

that these results are in line with an account in which both metrical segmentation

and lexical eompetition play a role.

(1996).
Published in Memon and Coknition. 24(6), 744-7~~ with J. vroomen and B. de Gelder
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4.1 Introduction

Understanding spoken language requires that listeners segment a spoken

utterance into words or into some smaller unit from which the lexicon can be

accessed. A major difficulty in speech segmentation is the fact that speakers do not

provide stable acoustic cues to indicate boundaries between words or segments. At

present, it is therefore unclear how to start a lexical access attempt in the absence

of a reliable cue about where to start. Several decades of speech research have not

yet led to a widely accepted solution for the speech segmentation problem. So far,

three proposals have appeared in the literature that are of direct relevance here.

One is that the continuous speech stream is categorized into discrete segments

which then mediate between the acoustic signal and the lexicon. The second

proposal is that there is an explicit mechanism that targets locations in the speech

stream where word boundaries are likely to occur. The third is that word

segmentation is a by-product of lexical competition. In the present study, these

alternatives are considered.

4.1.1 Intermediating Units

One approach which has been adopted by several psychological models of

spoken word recognition is to assume that the speech signal is classitïed into some

intermediate prelexical linguistic unit. The notion is that the acoustic signal is

categorized into segments, and once segments have been identified, lexical access

can proceed without major difficulties. While there is as yet no agreement among

psycholinguists about the structure or size such a unit might have (e.g., phoneme,

onset~rime, syllable, et cetera), the syllable is clearly a segmentation unit that has
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captured attention. Several authors have claimed that speech is segmented into
syllable-sized units (for an overview, see Seguí et al., 1990). The basic idea of the
`syllabic hypothesis' is that a lexical access attempt is initiated at the beginning of
each syllable. A seminal study by Mehler et al. (1981) provided empirical evidence
for such a syllable-based speech segmentation procedure. In their study, listeners
were faster to detect a segment if it corresponded exactly to the first syllable of a
word rather than if it comprised more or less than the syllable. Typically, listeners
were faster to detect BA in ba.lance than in bal.con, and they were faster to detect

BAL in bal.con than in ba.lance. The beneiit of syllable-based segmentation would
be that the majority of lexical access attempts is successful, at least if contrasted

with phoneme-based segmentation. However, an aspect which has put the syllabic

hypothesis in a broader context is that linguistic variation appears to play an

important role as perceptual procedures may depend on the listener's native
language. The above mentioned segment monitoring results were obtained with

French listeners and French stimuli. Subsequent studies showed that this pattern of

results did not hold up in English (Cutler et al., 1983; 1986). With English

listeners, no syllabic effects were obtained as these listeners were equally fast in
detecting BA or BAL in balance, or detecting BA or BAL in balcony. Cutler et al.

(1986) attributed the asymmetric results to phonological differences between French

and English. A major phonological contrast between these languages believed to be

critical is the fact that English is a stress language with diverse syllable structures
and English speakers' intuitions about syllable boundaries are often vague. In

contrast, French has less diverse syllable structures and syllable boundaries are

more clear. Cutler et aL (1986) argued that these factors made the syllable an
appropriate segmentation unit for French, though not for English.

4.1.2 Explicit Segmentation

The proposal made by Cutler et al. (1986) shifted attention from the now

somewhat dated question about `the size of the intermediate unit' towards the issue
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of where in the speech signal word boundaries are likely to be perceived. At the
same time, it introduced the notion that segmentation strategies of listeners were
tuned to the phonology of the native language. The crucial aspect of English
phonology, is the metrical distinction between strong and weak syllables. Strong
syllables have full unreduced vowels, whereas weak syllables have reduced vowels
which are usually realized as schwa. Words like father, mother, or brother all start

with a strong syllable followed by a weak one, whereas words like abuse, adjust,
or believe start with a weak syllable followed by a strong one. Cutler and Norris
(1988) proposed the Metrical Segmentation Strategy (MSS) which claims that
English listeners initiate lexical access attempts at the beginning of every strong

syllable. The speech recognition system, thus, takes the onset of strong syllables as
the onset of lexical words (that is, content words, excluding functors).

Prima facie evidence in favour of the MSS was obtained from the lexical

statistics of the English vocabulary which indeed show that the success rate of the

MSS will be quite high: Content words begin three times as often with strong

syllables, and words beginning with strong syllables are twice as frequent as those
beginning with weak syllables (Cutler and Carter, 1987). Words like farther,

mother, or brother thus have a more typical stress pattern than words like abuse,

adiust, or believe. Subsequent empirical evidence for the MSS came from two

types of studies: juncture misperceptions and word-spotting. Cutler and Buttertield

(1992) examined mislocalisations of word boundaries in continuous speech. They

presented sentence fragments to listeners at a level which was just above their

threshold for speech perception. These barely audible sentences consisted of strings

of alternating strong (S) and weak (W) or weak and strong syllables (e.g., conduct

ascents uphill which has a WS WS WS stress pattern; example taken from Cutler

and Butterfield). Listeners showed a strong tendency to insert erroneous word
boundaries before strong syllables and to delete word boundaries before weak

syllables (e.g, conduct ascents uphill -1 the doctor sends her bill with a W SW S

W S pattern). Thus in accordance with the MSS, listeners seemed to rely on a

strategy of assuming that strong syllables mark the beginning of lexical words.
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A second line of empirical evidence favouring the MSS, came from a word-
spotting study (Cutler and Norris, 1988). Listeners were required to monitor
bisyllabic pseudowords and to press a button as soon as they heard a real word
attached to the beginning of such a pseudoword. The listeners monitored for CVC
(e.g., thin) or CVCC (e.g., mint) words (C - consonant, V- vowel) that were
embedded in a pseudoword string ending in either a strong (e.g., thintayf or
mintavt) or a weak syllable (e.g., thintef or mintef). In the case of a strong syllable
(thintayf and mintavf), the MSS predicts that the pseudoword will be segmented as
thin-tayf and min-tayf (the underscore indicates the metrical segmentation
boundary), whereas there is no segmentation at all in the case of a weak syllable

ending (thintef and mintet). In line with these predictions, the results showed that

CVCC words like mint were harder to detect in mintayf than in mintef, whereas
there was no difference for CVC words: Thin in thintayf was detected as quickly as
thin in thintef. It was proposed that the CVCC target mint from mintayf was

divided across two segmentation units into min-t, with the impeding consequence

that speech material had to be assembled a~ross a segmentation boundary. For
CVC words (thin), there was no difference between thintayf and thintef because the

segmentation trigger in thin tayf did not penetrate thin.

4.1.3 A Language-universal Account: Rhythmic Segmentation

The metrical effects observed in English and the seemingly different syllabic
effects observed in French have recently been combined in an approach that covers
the differences between these two languages. The more general proposal is that

speech segmentation is based on language rhythm (Cutler et al., 1992; Cutler et
al., 1995). The rhythm of English can be characterized as stress-based, whereas
French has syllabic rhythm. This argument is in line with studies showing that
English listeners apparently use stress-based segmentation (Cutler et al., 1986) and
French syllabic segmentation (Mehler et al., 1981). Moreover, this more general
proposal led to the prediction that moraic segmentation should be found in
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Japanese, which has moraic rhythm. And indeed, this prediction was confirmed in
a study showing that the mora was a relevant segmentation unit for Japanese
listeners (Otake et al., 1993). The general notion is, thus, that phonological
differences between languages are reflected in the segmentation procedures of their
native listeners.

4.1.4 Lexical Competition as a Mechanism for Speech Segmentation

The idea that segmentation strategies are adapted to the rhythmic structure of

the native language may need to be extended in the light of more recent findings of

Norris et aL, (1995) and Vroomen and de Gelder (1995a, 1995b). In the study by

Norris et al., the focus was on whether lexical competition plays a role in speech

segmentation. The concept of interword competition as a mechanism for speech

segmentation is important in models like TRACE (McClelland and Elman, 1986) or

Shortlist (Norris, 1994) where segmentation emerges as a consequence of lexical

competition. In TRACE, words inhibit each other to the extent that they overlap,

and this inhibition serves as a segmentation device. Norris et aL (1995) investigated

lexical competition effects using a word spotting task in which subjects had to

detect CVC or CVCC words with few or many competitors. Competitor size of the

target words was defined as the number of words that have the second syllable of

the nonsense string in which the target is embedded as onset. Thus, the competitor

size of the target mint in minta f is equal to the number of words in the lexicon

that start with t~. They predicted that lexical competition would be larger for

words with many competitors. Norris et al. replicated the MSS effect for CVCC

words (that is, mint easier to detect in mintef than in mintayf), but they also

observed a competition effect for CVC words. When CVC words had many

competitors, recognition was facilitated when compared to CVC words with few

competitors. For example, the word pram in prampidg-e was detected faster than

thin in thintauo, presumably because there are more words in English starting with

ip dge than with tau . In the light of this evidence, the authors concluded that
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lexical competition and metrical segmentation might operate together.

The same conclusion was reached by Vroomen and de Gelder (1995a,

1995b) using a cross-modal repetition priming paradigm. In their study, the

separate or combined effects of speech segmentation based on strong syllables and

lexical competition were investigated. Subjects heard Dutch CVCC (e.g., melk,

milk) or CVC words (e.g., bel, bell) in bisyllabic nonsense strings. The second

syllable was either weak (melkem and belkem) or strong, and the cohort size of

competitors (as defined previously) starting with strong syllables was either small

(melkeum and belkeum) or large (melkaam and belkaam (in Dutch, there are, thus,

few words starting with keum, and many with kaam). These auditory nonsense

words served as a prime for a visual target (MELK or BEL). In the CVCC words,

where there is overlap between the target and its competitors, it was observed that

melkem had the largest facilitatory effect on MELK, melkeum had an intermediate

effect, and melkaam had the smallest effect. For CVC words in which there is no

overlap between the target and its competitors and thus also no competition, there

was no difference in the facilitatory effects of belkem, belkeum and belkaam on

BEL. Priming effects of CVCC words, but not of CVC words, were, thus,

proportionate to the number of competitors. These results were interpreted as the

joint operation of inetrical segmentation (because weak syllable endings do not

activate a cohort of competitors) and lexical inhibition (because a small cohort of

competitors has a less impact on priming effects than a large cohort).

4.1.5 The Present Study

So far, the rhythmic hypothesis has generated cross-linguistic comparisons

between metrically different languages (i.e., French, English, and Japanese). In the

most general terms, the finding is that different languages yield different results

that are a function of the metrical characteristics of the language. These

conclusions have often been reached on the basis of different paradigms such as
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fragment detection, word spotting, or priming which are, however, not always

directly comparable with each other. For the language universal claims of the
rhythmic segmentation hypothesis, it is, however, not only important to look at
differences between different languages with different tasks, but it is equally

important to find similarities between metrically similar languages using similar

tasks. A critical issue which has so far not been addressed is whether metrically

similar languages are covered by the language-universal rhythmic segmentation

hypothesis as well. This may, in fact, turn out to be an even stronger test case for
the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis because different languages may have

potentially important differences in phonology, distributions of lexical properties,

and so on that may all play a role. At present, it is unknown whether any of these

non-metrical characteristics are important for the results obtained so far. It is,

therefore, of crucial importance to conduct studies in languages with comparable

metrical characteristics so that the notion of rhythmic segmentation can be

disambiguated. The present study is a step in this direction. Given that Dutch is

stress-based, support for strong syllable segmentation would not only be support

for the MSS, but also for the language universal claims of rhythmic segmentation.

The critical question addressed here is whether a segmentation procedure

that has been proposed for English and that is based on [he rhythmical properties of

English is also relevant for another language which has similar rhythmic properties.

For phonological reasons similar to those given for English, Dutch seems to be a

candidate for testing the applicability of the MSS. The lexical statistics of Dutch

support the MSS as an overwhelming majority (87.7qo) of Dutch lexical words

start with a strong syllable in initial position ( see Vroomen and de Gelder, 1995a,

1995b). Moreover, Dutch, like English, has various syllable structures (up to

CCCVCCC syllables, as in stren~st; most strict), and many syllables have opaque

syllable boundaries (e.g., ba 11 et where the [ll] is an ambisyllabic consonant which

belongs to both syllables). A syllabic segmentation routine as has been proposed

for French ( Mehler et al., 1981) is, therefore, not expected to apply in Dutch. On

the other hand, syllabic effects in Dutch have been reported by Zwitserlood et al.

(1993). They observed that, like in French, segment monitoring latencies were
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shorter if the target exactly matched the tïrst syllable of a spoken word. This
conclusion could, however, not be corroborated by Vroomen and de Gelder (1994)

who also used a segment monitoring task but different items. Similarly, Cutler

(personal communication) using the original French items of Mehler et al. (1981)

could not replicate a syllabic effect with Dutch listeners as reported by

Zwitserlood. Therefore, the status of the syllable for speech perception in Dutch is

unclear and the present study might indirectly shed some light on this issue.

Given that lexical and phonological characteristics of Dutch are similar to

those of English, the question is whether Dutch listeners actually apply an MSS-

like strategy. To address this issue, three experiments were conducted. In the first,

we used the juncture-misperception paradigm as introduced by Cutler and

Butterfield (1992). Subjects were presented with barely audible strings of Dutch

words made up of strong and weak syllables. Following the predictions of the

MSS, one would expect that erroneous word boundaries are inserted before strong

syllables and deleted before weak syllables. One would also expect word class

effects. As in English, most lexical words start with strong syllables, but unmarked

grammatical words as de (the, masculine or feminine) or het (the, neuter) are

usually realized with a single weak syllable. A word-initial strong syllable is thus

most likely the onset of a lexical word, whereas a weak syllable is likely to be a

grammatical word. One expects, therefore, that boundaries erroneously inserted

before strong syllables would produce lexical words, whereas boundaries inserted

before weak syllables would produce grammatical words.

The second experiment used the word-spotting task as in Cutler and Norris

(1988). Subjects spotted words that corresponded to the initial CVCC (e.g., melk,

milk) or CVC (e.g., bel, bell) fragment of a bisyllabic pseudoword. The second
syllable of this pseudoword was metrically strong (that is, containing a full vowel

as in melkoos or belkoos) or weak (the vowel was a schwa as in belkes and

melkes). Since there are only a few words in Dutch that start with unvoiced

plosives followed by a schwa, the number of competitors (as detïned by Norris et
al., 1995) for a target followed by a weak syllable is small, whereas the competitor
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size for targets followed by a strong syllable is large. If segmentation in Dutch is
like English, responses for CVCC words followed by a strong syllable should be
slower than those followed by a weak syllable (detection of inelk slower in
mel-koos than in melkes). For CVC words, one might expect a lexical competition
effect as in Norris et al. such that detection of bel in belkoos is easier than

detection of bel in belkes because there are many more words that start with koos

than with kes. Finally, Experiment 3 served as a control experiment to check

whether the observed effects could be explained by acoustic differences.

One possibility which should be considered beforehand is that of syllabic

segmentation. If it is the case, as suggested by Zwitserlood et al. (1993), that

Dutch listeners apply a syllabic strategy, one would expect that target words are
detected faster if they correspond to the first syllable of the pseudoword. Most

phonologists would agree that pseudowords like melkoos, belkoos, melkes, and

belkes are syllabified as mel.koos, bel.koos, mel.kes and bel.kes ( see e.g., Collier

8z de Schutter, 1985). At first sight then, Dutch CVC words should be detected

faster than CVCC words since the latter, and not the former, straddle a syllable

boundary. This comparison is, however, confounded in many ways. First, there are

many (unknown) item differences between CVC and CVCC targets (including

frequency of occurrence, length, phonetic make up, etc.) that may all play a role in

word spotting. For these reasons, we refrain from any direct comparison between

CVC and CVCC targets. Moreover, it is somewhat crude to contrast syllabic

versus metrical effects as if they were two competing candidates. In fact, both may

play a role just like acoustic, phonetic, or lexical effects do. The present study is

therefore not intended to refute either the syllabic or a metrical hypothesis, as both

may be applicable. The critical aspect rather is whether the independent

contribution of inetrical segmentation is more important than all other factors. If

so, one should find an effect of the strength of the second syllable in CVCC words.

That is, if inetrical segmentation is at stake, there should be a difference in

detecting melk in melkes versus mel koos.
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4.2 Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was similar to the laboratory-induced missegmentation

experiment of Cutler and Butterfield (1992), this time using Dutch listeners and

stimuli. Listeners heard barely audible sentence fragments which they had to

report. Participants were expected to make wordboundary misperceptions inserting

erroneous word boundaries before strong syllables and deleting them before weak

syllables; boundaries inserted before strong syllable should produce lexical words,

boundaries inserted before weak syllables should produce grammatical words.

4.2.1 Method

Participants

Twenty-one university students participated. They were all native speakers of

Dutch and none of them reported any hearing disorders. They were paid a small

amount for participation.

Pretest: Materials and Procedure

In order to estimate an individual speech perception threshold for each listener,

similar procedures were followed as in Cutler and Butterfield (1992). For each

participant, two pretests were conducted. For the first pretest, a short passage of a

newspaper text was recorded by a male speaker of Dutch. For the second pretest,

36 spondees (i.e., words with two strong syllables, such as kaasboer, cheese-

maker) were recorded by the same speaker. All recordings were made in a studio.

The materials were played in a sound-proof booth over Sony MDR CD450

headphones from a Philips 850 DAT recorder connected to a step attenuator. The

attenuator was calibrated on the basis of a 1 kHz signal. A Fluke 8922A dB-meter
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connected to the headphone indicated that one step on the attenuator was equal to
approximately .25 dB.

Pre-testing started with the passage from the newspaper played back at a
comfortable listening level. The listener was asked to adjust the volume knob to the
lowest level at which he could still understand the speaker. Some questions about
the materials were asked at the end to confirm that participants had been able to
follow the speech at the volume level they had chosen. This individually adjusted
volume level served as a starting point for the second pre-test where subjects were
presented with the spondees which they were asked to repeat. For each three
correct consecutive repetitions, the volume was decreased by three steps on the
attenuator until one word was repeated incorrectly. After an incorrect word, the
volume on the attenuator was increased one step until an item was repeated
correctly. The level at which the participant had a SOqo correct response was, as in
Cutler and Butterfield (1992), the level at which testing started.

Experi~nental Materials

Fifty-four sequences of six syllables were constructed. A sequence consisted of
monosyllabic or bisyllabic words with an unpredictable alternation of strong (S)
and weak (W) syllables (e.g., the sentence vroeger bracht ezan og-ns, meaning
earlier brought singing us, has a stress~word boundary pattern as in SW S WS S).
The word sequence was semantically unpredictable, but syntactically correct. The
fragments were not complete sentences but fragments of them since this might
make them less predictable. In contrast with Cutler and Butterfield (1992), we did
not use strictly alternating WS or SW sequences of strong and weak syllable.
Rather, in the present case the sequences of strong and weak syllables were more
random such that the stress pattern could be considered somewhat less predictable
and more natural. Note that the stress pattern by itself can be divided in many
different ways (e.g., SW S WS S can be segmented as S W S WS S, W SW SS,
SWS WSS, et cetera). There was thus ample opportunity in the material for word
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boundary deletions or insertions to occur before weak or strong syllables. Ignoring

the first syllable, as subjects have to assume that it is word initial, 67 q(N - 182)

of the syllables were strong and 33 q(N - 88) were weak. Fifty-six percent of the

strong syllables (N - 102) were word initial, and 47 qo (N - 42) of the weak

syllables were word initial (See Appendix C for the materials).

Design and Procedure

The sequences were recorded by the same speaker as in the pretest. The peak level

of the strong syllables on the VU meter was approximately equal for each

sequence. A sequence was repeated twice. Prior to each trial, the number of the

trial was given, and prior to each repetition, the word `again' was recorded. Both

the number and the word `again' were recorded several dB above the threshold.

Participants were tested individually. They were told that they were going to listen

to speech presented `as if the radio was on a low volume'. Their task was to write

down what they thought had been said. They were asked to mark a dash if they

were sure that a syllable had been spoken but unable to report which one. This

allowed us to analyze responses on which subjects had reproduced the correct

number of syllables.

4.2.2 Results

The results were analyzed as in Cutler and Butterfield ( 1992). There was a

total of 1134 responses ( 21 subjects x 54 sequences), but only those responses were

analyzed that had (a) the same rhythmic pattern as the input and (b) the same

number of syllables ( six syllables). Since the goal was to analyze misperceptions,

responses that were entirely correct (205), or responses with more or less than six

syllables or with a different rhythmic pattern from the input (734) were discarded.

The total number of responses that fulfilled the criteria was 195. Thus, 17qo of all
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responses were analyzed which is close to the 19 qo Cutler and Butterfield were
able to analyze (i.e., 168 out of 864 responses). Of the 195 responses, 282 word
boundary misplacements were made, as several responses contained more than one
wordboundary error (for comparison, Cutler and Butterfield obtained 264 word

boundary errors). There were 137 word boundary insertions and 145 word

boundary deletions.

Table 4-1 presents some examples of the responses given. Examples of all

four types of word boundary misplacements occurred: Insertions of a word

boundary before strong syllables (e.g. , intern -1 in kern; internal -~ in root),

insertions before weak syllables (minder -~ vindt het; less -~ finds it), and word

boundary deletions occurred before strong syllables (kreupel loo~t -~ kreukeloos;
limpingly walks -~ wrinkle-less) and before weak syllables (intern besluit -1 de

kerker sluit; internal conclusion -) the jail closes).

In the statistical analyses on these data, a goodness of fit measure was

computed where the frequency of the expected number of wordboundary

misplacements was compared with the observed frequencies. The expected

frequencies were based on the actual properties of the stimulus input. We thus

computed the number of weak and strong word-initial and non-word-initial syllables

from the 195 sequences in which errors were made that fulfilled the criteria. The

total number of syllables was 975 (195 sequences x 5 syllables, discarding the first

syllable); 358 of these syllables (36.7qo) were strong word-initial, 292 syllables

(29.9 q) were strong non-word-initial, 190 syllables (19.4 qo ) were weak word-

initial, and the remaining 135 syllables (13.8 q) were weak non-word-initial. The

expected number of errors corresponded to these input properties. That is, word

boundary deletions may occur before word-initial syllables (strong or weak) and

word boundary insertions may occur before non-word-initial syllables (strong or

weak). For example, 36.7q of the input syllables were strong word-initial

syllables. The expected chance of deleting a word boundary before such a word-

initial strong syllable is therefore .367, which corresponds to 84.3 errors out of a

total of 282 word boundary errors. The observed number of erroneous word
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Table 4-1. Examples of Word Boundary Misperceptions (Translations in
Parentheses).

Input

Deletion before

weak syllable

Deletion before

strong syllable

Insertion before

weak syllable

Insertion before

strong syllable

je eerder zelf beweerd

(you earlier self

asserted)

intern besluit gezien

(internal conclusion

seen)

uw leeftijd kreupel loopt

(your age limpingly

walks)

de zieke eerder kramp

(the patient earlier

cramp)

de koffie geurde sterk

(the coffee smelled

strong)

je moeilijk minder geld

(you difficult less

money)

vroeger bracht gezang

ons (earlier brought
singing us)

beroemd gedicht

gemaakt (famous poem

made)

Error

-1 die eerder zelfbeheer

(that earlier self-

manage)

- ) de kerker sluit gezien

(the jail closes seen)

- ) in leeftijd kreukeloos

(in age wrinkle-less)

- ~ bezoeken eerder dan
(visit earlier than)

-) de koffie geurt te sterk
(the coffee smells too
strong)

-) je moeder vindt het wel

(your mother finds it

surely)

- ) vroeger bracht de zang

ons (earlier brought the

song us)

- ) beroemdste vis gemaakt

(most-famous fish

made)
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boundary insertions and deletions and the expected frequencies are presented in

Table 4-2. As can be seen, in accordance with the predictions of the MSS,

insertions before strong syllables and deletions before weak syllables occurred more

above chance level [Xz(3) - 19.13, p C.001].

Table 4-2. Observed and Expected (in

Parentheses) Number of Word Boundary Insertions

and Deletions Before Strong and Weak Syllables

Insertions before strong 101 (84.3)

before weak 36 (38.9)

Deletions before strong 72 (103.5)

before weak 73 (54.7)

We also compared the number of observed and expected frequencies for

each individual subject. Of the 21 subjects, 14 produced, as predicted by the MSS,

more insertions before strong syllables and more deletions before weak syllables, 2

subjects had the opposite pattern, and there were 5 ties. This number is

significantly different from chance, z- 1.83, p G.04. Classified separately by

type of error, 15 subjects had more insertions before strong syllables with one tie,

z- 2.01, p G.03, and 18 subjects had more deletions before weak syllables, z-

3.05, p G .005.

Because we had repeated measures on the items, we could also perform an

ítem analysis. The item analysis is, however, restricted because not every sequence

had input characteristics that allowed all word boundary errors to occur (insertions

and deletions before strong and weak syllables). Moreover, there were several
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sequences in which no errors were made that fulfilled criteria. There were
therefore a large number of ties in the item analysis. Nevertheless, out of 54
sequences, 7 produced more insertions before strong syllables and more deletions
before weak syllables, 3 had the opposite pattern, and the rest of the 44 sequences
were ties, z-.949, p-.17. Separately by type of error, 12 sequences had more
insertions before strong syllables, 6 had the opposite pattern, and there were 36
ties, z- 1.179, p-.12. In terms of deletions, 16 sequences had more deletions
before weak syllables, 5 had the opposite pattern, and there were 33 ties, z-
2.182, p G .02.

Table 4-3 shows the distribution of the word classes with their expected
frequencies after an erroneous boundary insertion (note that, in this case, expected
frequencies are computed on the basis of the product of rows and columns because
we do not have a basis for estimating the tendency to produce lexical or
grammatical words). We excluded dashes and non-words from the analyses. As
predicted by the MSS, lexical words are more often produced when the erroneous
word boundary precedes a strong syllable, whereas grammatical words are more
often produced when the boundary precedes a weak syllable [with correction for
continuity, X`(1) - 16.94, p G.001; z- 1.727, p G.OS for lexical words; z-
3.73, p G.001 for grammatical words].

Table 4-3. Occurrence of Lexical and Grammatical Words
and Expected Frequencies (in Parentheses) following
Inserted Boundaries Before Strong Versus Weak Syllables.

Before strong Before weak

Lexical 51 (44.5) 12 (16.5)

Grammatical 3 (9.5) 10 (3.5)

Nonsense word 47 16

or dash
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4.2.3 Discussion

In the first experiment, the same pattern of wordboundary misplacements is

found as for English and as predicted by the MSS: Listeners insert word

boundaries before strong syllables and delete them before weak syllables;

boundaries inserted before strong syllables tend to produce lexical words,

boundaries inserted before weak syllables tend to produce grammatical words.

Dutch listeners, thus, seem to treat strong syllables as the onset of lexical words;

weak syllables are treated as non-word-initial, and if word-initial, they are more

likely to be grammatical words. This pattern of results closely corresponds to that

obtained for English and it thus confirms the claims of the rhythmic segmentation

hypothesis. However, the empirical basis of the MSS not only hinges on juncture

misperceptions; word-spotting data are equally important. The next two

experiments, therefore, used the word-spotting paradigm as introduced by Cutler

and Norris (1988) to investigate whether Dutch participants employ a metrical

segmentation strategy in word spotting.

4.3 Experiment 2

Dutch listeners were required to spot real CVCC (e.g., melk; `milk') or

CVC words (e.g., bel; `bell') in bisyllabic pseudowords. The second syllable of the

pseudoword was either weak ( melkes or belkes) or strong (melkoos or belkoos). If

listeners are guided by the MSS, one expects that a segmentation trigger is set at

the onset of a strong syllable such that melkoos and belkoos are segmented as

mel koos and bel koos. No segmentation trigger should be set in melkes and

belkes. Detection of inelk in mel koos should, therefore, be harder than in melkes.

If only the MSS were applied, there should be no difference in the detection of bel

in bel koos or belkes. But if lexical competition is at stake as in Norris et al.
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(1995), one may expect that bel in belkoos is easier to detect than bel in belkes

because there are many more words starting with koos than with kes.

4.3.1 Method

Mcrterial.s

Forty-two words were selected, half of which ended in a consonant cluster and half

in a single consonant. The final consonant of the cluster was always a stop. As in

Cutler and Norris (1988), the words formed pairs such as melk (milk) and bel

(bell) such that both words had (a) the same short vowel, (b) the same postvocalic

consonant, and (c) both items could not be made into words by adding or removing

the second consonant from the coda (that is, mel and belk do not exist in Dutch).

All words were formed into bisyllabic nonsense strings by the addition of an extra

syllable. Two alternative VC endings were constructed: one had a strong vowel,

the other was weak (schwa). The final consonant was constant within each pair.

Thus, for the example given above, the endings were -oosl-es, making melkoos,

melkes, belkoos, and belkes. The complete set of materials is presented in

Appendix D. Analyses of the cohort sizes of the pseudoword-endings showed that

for the strong word endings there were on average 334.6 words in the Dutch

CELEX lexicon that start with the critical CV context as onset. Thus, for melkoos

and belkoos the critical context is koo and there are, on average, 334.6 words that

have koo as onset. In contrast, words in the CELEX lexicon starting with an

unvoiced consonant followed by a weak vowel in initial syllable position are very

rare (in fact, there is one word starting with ke, tïve with ~e, and five with te).

Thus, for melkes or belkes, there are almost no words in Dutch that start with ke.

Words embedded in pseudowords with strong endings thus have many competitors;

words embedded in pseudowords with weak ending have no or very few

competitors. Another eighty bisyllabic nonsense strings were constructed that did

not begin with a word. Forty of these strings ended in a full vowel, the other in
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schwa. Examples are wentoos, maspaat, wosper, and kalper.

Two tapes were constructed, one for each version of each item. The type of
context (SS, i.e., two strong syllables versus SW, strong syllable first, second
weak) was counterbalanced across word pairs and lists. Thus, melkoos and belkes
appeared in one list, melkes and belkoos in the other. The nonsense strings were
spoken in isolation by a male speaker of Dutch. The strings were digitized at 10
kHz, and then recorded on digital audio tape for presentation to subjects. All
nonsense strings were spoken with primary stress on the first syllable. The interval
between the trials was 3 sec. A short list of 16 practice trials was also recorded.

Participants

Forty participants were tested in a sound attenuated booth. They were all students
from the university and were paid a small amount. Half of them heard the lïrst
version of the stimulus set, and the other half heard the second version.

Procedure

All participants were tested individually. They were instructed that whenever they
heard a nonsense string beginning with a real word, they should press the response
key as fast as possible, and name the word they had detected in a microphone.
Participants' vocal responses were checked by the experimenter. Whenever a
participant spoke any word other than the intended one, that response was
discarded from subsequent analyses. The nonsense strings were presented over
Sennheiser HD 410 SL headphones. A trigger aligned with the onset of the word
started a reaction timer. Two reaction time analyses were made: One measuring
reaction time from word onset, the other, as in Cutler and Norris (1988),
measuring reaction time from the onset of the burst of the embedded stop
consonant. Thus, reaction times for belkes, belkoos, melkes, and melkoos were
adjusted by the length of the visually and auditorily determined onset of ~k~. The
mean adjustment length for CVC words was 305 ms in SS context and 280 ms in
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SW context; for CVCC words, adjustments were 361 ms in SS context, and 373

ms in SW context. Note that for CVC targets the adjustment amounts to the length

of the embedded word. For CVCC targets, length is only partially compensated as

one should add the duration of the final consonant which is, due to coarticulatory

int7uences, difficult to determine. Reaction times of CVC and CVCC targets are

thus confounded by different length adjustments so that direct comparisons are

difficult. However, as already argued, the difference between CVC and CVCC

targets is not of interest in the present study as we are mainly focused on the effect

of context.

4.3.2 Results

Responses to the items were inspected first. Two items (park, park, and

cent, penny) were discarded from the analyses because in later testing (see

Experiment 3 for a full account) it appeared that the acoustic realization of the

critical target word might have been different for one of the two tokens. For

instance, when park was digitally excised from the SS-context arp koes it was more

difficult to recognize (missed by 71 qo of the listeners) than park excised from the

SW-context ap rkes (in which case it was missed by only Sqo). Similarly, cent

excised from centoos was more difficult to recognize (miss rate of 47qo) than cent

excised from centes (miss rate of Sqo). One of the reasons for these differences

might have been that the acoustic realization of park in arp koes (or cent in centoos)

was in a less canonical form than park in ap rkes (or cent in centes). Since we

wanted to minimize acoustic artifacts, these items were excluded from subsequent

analyses. In order to maintain the balanced structure of the item set, the matched

CVC pairs were excluded as well. (It should be noted that removing these items

was a conservative procedure since all items made a contribution in the predicted

direction of the MSS.) This left nineteen item quadruples on which subsequent

analyses were based. Separate analyses of variance on reaction time and error rates

were conducted with subjects and items as random factors.
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Table 4-4. Mean Word Detection Times (ms) and Miss Rates

(in Parentheses)for CVC and CVCC items in SS and SW

Context.

Context CVC

SS

SW

CVCC

belkoos melkoos

828 920

(.25) (.29)

belkes melkes

845 946

(.34) (.21)

Mean response times and miss rates ( that is, no response to a target) for

items and subjects were computed ( Table 4-4). The response times are measured

from the burst onset of the stop consonant within the item. As can be observed,

CVC words were detected somewhat faster than CVCC words, but this difference

was not significant in the item analysis, F,(1,39) - 10.83, p G.002, F~(1,18) -

1.33, ~-.26. There was no difference in the latencies between the SS and SW

context, nor was the interaction significant ( in all cases F, and F2 G 1). Separate

analyses for CVC and CVCC words on the reaction times showed that the effect of

context was not significant ( in all cases, F, and Fz G 1). Measuring reaction time

from word onset did not change this pattern of results. Response times from word

onset for CVC words were 1213 ms in SS context and 1225 ms in SW context; for

CVCC words, reaction times were 1281 ms in SS and 1319 ms in SW context.
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Analyses on the miss rates however, present a different picture. Word

spotting is a difficult task as many items are missed. The overall miss rate in the

present study was 27qo, which is somewhat more than in the study of Cutler and

Norris (1988) where it was 16qo (Cutler, personal communication). The somewhat

elevated miss rate in the present study might be caused by the particular items that

were selected (e.g., more low frequency items), but other factors such as speaker

characteristics or quality of the recording may also have played a role. Whatever

the reason, the high miss rates justify an analysis of the number of misses. In the

ANOVA on the miss rates, there was no main effect of context (both F, and F G

1), and the main effect of target was only significant in the subject analyses,

F,(1,39) - 4.75, p G.05, F~ G 1. The important interaction between target type

and context was however signiiicant, F,(1,39) - 20.70, p G.001, F,(1,18) -

10.58, p G.005. Separate analyses for CVC and CVCC targets showed that CVC

targets were missed more often in the SW context than in the SS context, F,(1,39)

- 16.18, p G.001, Fz(1,18) - 6.15, p G.03. Thus, a target word like bel was

more difficult to detect in belkes than in belkoos. The opposite was observed for

CVCC targets: melk was more difficult to detect in the SS context melkoos than in

the SW context melkes, F,(1,39) - 6.19, p G.02, F,(1,18) - 5.43, p G.04.

We also computed the difference in miss rates for targets in SS versus SW

context for each item. It is assumed that this difference is a somewhat purer

measure of the influence of the context on the target word, since idiosyncratic

features of each item are in this way subtracted from each other. This difference

score was correlated with the competitor size of the SS context. The correlation

was highly positive for CVC words, but not for indicating that the difference

between targets from SS and SW contexts increased when the number of

competitors in the SS context increased, r(18) -.69, Q G.001. The correlation

thus indicates that CVC targets became easier to detect when followed by a string

that was more likely to be the onset of a new word.
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4.3.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 show that CVCC words like melk are easier to
detect in the SW context melkes than in the SS context melkoos. The opposite is
the case for CVC words like bel which are easier to detect in the SS context
belkoos than in the SW context belkes. The former finding partly replicates the
results of Cutler and Norris (1988) in that a CVCC word like mint was more
difficult to detect in mSntayf than in mintef. It should be noted, though, that the
main difference in the study by Cutler and Norris was in RTs rather than in error
rates. However, although not reported in the original paper, the error rates in the
study by Cutler and Norris followed exactly the same pattern as in our experiment.
That is, for CVCC words, error rates were 16.7 in the SS context mintavf versus
10.7 in the SW context mintef. For CVC words, the pattern was reversed: the
error rate in the SS context thintavf was 16.7 versus 20.3 in the SW context thintef
(Cutler, personal communication). Thus also in English, there was a trend in that
CVCC words in SS context were more difficult to spot than in SW context,
whereas the opposite was the case for CVC words. Given that our data confirm
this pattern, we conjecture that for CVCC words, the results are in line with the
predictions of the MSS. The results for the CVC words do, however, not directly
follow from the predictions of the MSS, but they are in accordance with a lexical
competition account as observed in Norris et al. (1995). In the framework of
lexical competition, targets like bel in belkoos should be easier to detect than bel in
belkes because bel in belkoos is followed by a string that is likely to be the onset of
a new word. In contrast, bel in belkes is more difficult to detect because the ke
string is not likely to be the onset of a new word. The correlation between the
difference in SS and SW context and the competitor size showed that CVC words
indeed became easier to detect when followed by a string that contained many
words as onset.

At first sight then, it seems that a combination of both the MSS and lexical
competition can account for the present results. Before we elaborate on this
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interpretation, it should be investigated whether the word spotting data can be

explained in acoustic terms. One might propose that CVC words are recognized

better in the SS context because their acoustic realization is in that case in a more

canonical form than in the SW context. It is, for instance, possible that there is

more anticipatory assimilation of the iinal consonant of the CVC word in the SW

context than in the SS context, and this coarticulation effect might have hampered

recognition of the target word. In order to check for this possibility, another

experiment was conducted in which the context was spliced from the target. As in

Cutler and Norris ( 1988), we spliced in the case of inelkes and melkoos the es and

oos from the target-bearing pseudowords such that two melks remained. Moreover,

as we obtained an effect of context in CVC items, we also spliced the kes and koos

from belkes and belkoos such that two bels remained. If the nature of the context

(strong or weak) is responsible for the observed pattern, splicing should have

eliminated the difference between target words stemming from SS or SW context.

There should then be no difference between melk taken from melkoos and melk

taken from melkes, or bel taken from belkoos and bel taken from belkes. On the

other hand, if the observed pattern depends on the acoustic realization of the

targets, splicing should have no effect on the observed pattern. In that case, should

melk spliced from melkes be recognized better than melk spliced from melkoos,

whereas bel spliced from belkoos should be recognized better than bel spliced from

belkes.

4.4 Experiment 3

The third experiment was conducted in order to check whether the context

or the acoustic realization of the target was the critical factor for the results

obtained in Experiment 2.
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4.4.1 Method

Materials

All experimental and nonexperimental items were made into monosyllables using a
waveform editor. From the CVC words (belkoos, belkes), the final CVC sequence
was removed, and from the CVCC words (melkoos, melkes) the final VC was

removed so that belkoos, belkes, melkoos, and melkes became bel, bel, melk, and

melk, respectively. For the fillers, the same procedure was applied: from half of

them the final CVC was removed so that they became CVC nonwords, and from
the other half, the final VC was removed so that they turned into CVCC nonwords.

Splicing was done for the CVC targets (bel from belkoos or belkes), in the pause

before the onset of the stop consonant of the second syllable. For the splicing of

the CVCC targets (melk from melkoos or melkes), the splicing was done just

before the first glottal pulse of the second vowel was visible so that as much of the

original item as possible was included. As in the previous experiment, two tapes

were made in which the spliced items appeared in exactly the same order as in the

previous experiment.

Participants

Forty participants were tested in a sound attenuated booth. They were all students

from the university and were paid a small amount for participation. Twenty of

them heard each version of the tape.

Procedure

The procedures were as close as possible to Experiment 2. Participants were asked

to press a button whenever they heard a word and then to say the word aloud. In

the case of a nonword, no response was required. The vocal responses were

checked by the experimenter.
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4.4.2 Results

Preliminary analysis of the items showed that two tokens within an item pair

differed markedly from each other. The target park excised from the SS context

arp koes was missed by 71 qo of the subjects, whereas park excised from the SW

context ap rkes was missed by only 5 qo . This is a 66 qo difference that could, in

principle, be accounted for by acoustic factors. Similarly, cent excised from the SS

context centoos was missed by 47qo of the subjects, whereas cent excised from the

SW context centes was missed by only 5 q. As we wanted to minimize the acoustic

differences between the targets of the SS and SW context, we excluded these items

from the analyses in the previous as well as the present experiment. To maintain

the balanced structure of the item set, we discarded the CVC matched item pairs.

Table 4-5. Mean Word Detection Tirnes (ms) and Miss Rates

(in Parentheses) for CVC and CVCC items Sp[iced From SS

and SW Context.

Context CVC

SS

CVCC

bel from belkoos melk from melkoos

407 470

SW

(.22) (.31)

bel from belkes melk from melkes

422 470

(.22) (.31)
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Similar analyses were then performed as in Experiment 2. Response times were
measured from word onset and from word offse[. Mean response times measured
from word offset and miss rates for CVC and CVCC items are presented in
Table 4-5.

In the ANOVAs on reaction times, CVC words were detected somewhat
faster than CVCC words, but this was only significant in the subject analysis,
F,(1,39) - 13.05, p G.001, F, G 1. There was no difference between words
excised from the SS or SW context and the interaction between target type and
context was not significant ( all F, and F G 1). Separate analyses for CVCC and
CVC words showed that in none of these cases did the effect of context even
approach significance (both F, and F, G 1). Measuring reaction time from word
onset did not change this pattern. In this case, mean response times were 779 and
788 for CVC words, and 820 and 837 for CVCC words spliced from the SS and
SW context, respectively.

Similar analyses were also performed on the miss rates. The results showed
that there was absolutely no difference in the error rates between items excised
from the SS or SW context (both F, and F~ G 1). In the subject analysis, CVCC
words were missed more often than CVC words, F,(1,39) - 33.04, p G.001, but
this difference was not signitïcant in the item analysis, F,(1,19) - 2.35, p-.14.
The important interaction between target type and context did not even approach
signiticance (both F, and FZ G 1). Separate analyses on the miss rates of CVCC
and CVC words showed that in both cases the effect of context was not significant
(all F, and Fz G 1).

4.4.3 Discussion

In Experiment 3, CVCC items were somewhat more difficult to detect than
CVC items, but this may be an artifact of the splicing procedure. One possibility is
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that a final stop consonant of a CVCC word is usually released, but when spoken

in context, it is not. Due to the splicing procedure, the final consonant of CVCC

items was unreleased which made it sound somewhat unnatural. CVCC items might

therefore suffer more from splicing than CVC items. The important result,

however, is that the interaction between target type and context disappeared when

the context was spliced from the target. Thus, melk spliced from melkes was as

easy to detect as melk spliced from melkoos. The same pattern was also found for

CVC words: Bel spliced from belkes was as easy to detect as bel spliced from

belkoos. This strongly suggests that the word-spotting results should be ascribed to

the influence of the second syllable on the recognition of the target and not to the

acoustic realization of the target itself.

4.5 General Discussion

In the present chapter, it was investigated whether speech segmentation is

based on the language-specific rhythmic properties of a listener's native language.

The claim of language-specific segmentation procedures cannot only rest on the

observation of different segmentation procedures for phonologically contrasted

languages. It is equally ímportant to investigate whether languages with similar

phonological properties induce similar segmentation procedures in their listeners.

The relevant aspect of Dutch is that it has stress-based rhythm. This motivated us

to investigate whether the metrical segmentation strategy (MSS), as originally

proposed by Cutler and Norris (1988) for English, is relevant for Dutch as well.

The basic idea of the MSS is that listeners take strong syllables as the onset of

lexical words. Finding evidence for strong syllable segmentation in Dutch would

constitute evidence for the MSS beyond English, but more important, it would also

confirm the claims of the language-universal rhythmic segmentation hypothesis.

In the first experiment, participants were induced to produce word-boundary

errors while listening to speech fragments at a level just above threshold. As
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predicted by the MSS, wordboundary insertions were more likely to occur before
strong syllables and wordboundary deletions were more likely to occur before weak
syllables; word boundaries inserted before strong syllables tended to produce
lexical words, word boundaries inserted before weak syllables tended to produce
grammatical words. These results correspond closely with those obtained for
English speakers listening to English and it thus seems that the MSS can account
for the errors that occur when speech - Dutch or English - is hard to perceive.

In the following experiments, we used a word-spotting task to corroborate
this conclusion. Subjects heard bisyllabic pseudowords and were asked to press a
button as soon as they heard a real word at the beginning of the nonsense string.
The results showed that CVCC words were more accurately detected if followed by
a weak syllable instead of a strong one: Melk was easier to detect in melkes than in

melkoos. This result is consistent with the predictions of the MSS because a strong
vowel should trigger segmentation of the CVCC word into CVC C. Detection of
melk in melkoos is thus difficult because the target is segmented as mel k. Howe-
ver, an opposite pattern was observed for CVC words: Bel was easier to detect in

belkoos than in belkes. We argued previously that the MSS on its own could not

account for this result. Initially, one might be tempted to argue that belkoos is
segmented as bel-koos so that the segmentation trigger would make the end of the
target more clearly marked if compared with belkes. There might, thus, be a

benefit from the segmentation trigger if it correctly signals the end of the target

word. However, it does not follow from the predictions of the MSS that a marked
word ending should be of any help if compared with an unmarked ending: The
MSS is about the initiation of a lexical access attempt and not about the recognition
process itself. Alternative explanations for these findings were therefore

considered.

An intriguing possibility is that the word-spotting findings not only reflect a

metrical effect, but also result from lexical competition. In the TRACE model of

spoken word recognition (McClelland and Elman, 1986) or Shortlist (Norris,
1994), inhibition among lexical candidates depends on the number of phonemes that
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lexical items share within the same time slices. A CVCC word like melk in

melkoos will be inhibited by words starting with koo or koos because these words

are competing for Ik~. There is thus competition at the lexical level for the proper

assignment of the acoustic input. As noted above, most lexical words in Dutch start

with strong syllables, whereas there are no words that start with an unvoiced

consonant followed by schwa. The targets in the SS conditions in the present study,

therefore, had many competitors, targets in the SW condition had no competitors at

all. Lexical competition for a CVCC word like melk in melkoos is therefore

expected to be greater than that of inelk in melkes because in the former case target

and competitors are competing for the ~k~. A word like melk in melkoos might

therefore be more difficult to recognize because it is (a) more strongly inhibited via

lexical inhibition than melk in melkes and~or (b) because the metrical strategy sets

a segmentation trigger in mel-koos. For CVC targets, the effects of lexical

competition are different because there is no overlap between the target and its

competitors. Nevertheless, it may be the case that a target like bel in belkoos is

easier to detect than bel in belkes because koos is more likely to be the onset of a

new word than kes. Thus, the chance of an erroneous assignment of the Ikl to the

first word is lower in the belkoos case. Be] in belkoos might, therefore, be easier

to detect than bel in belkes because its ending is more clearly marked.

It is, however, only possible to see a complete picture of the intricate

relations between metrical segmentation and lexical competition if the results of

different paradigms are compared. It is only through this comparison that it

becomes clear when and how metrical segmentation and lexical competition

emerge. It seems legitimate to argue that lexical competition and metrical

segmentation selectively appear in quite different tasks and different circumstances,

suggesting that both effects are independent of each other. Consider the case of

CVCC items where there is overlap between target and competitor: In cross-modal

repetition priming, it was observed that competitors inhibit the priming effect of

CVCC targets, but not that of CVC targets (Vroomen and de Gelder, 1995a,

1995b). This contrasts with the word spotting results. Here it seems that lexical

competition has less impact on CVCC words as we failed to observe a correlation
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between the number of competitors and the ease with which a CVCC target could

be detected. Similarly, Norris et al. (1995) did not obtain a lexical competition

effect in CVCC words using word spotting. For CVCC targets, then, it appears
that inhibitory lexical competition effects can be observed in cross-modal priming,
but not in word spotting.

The opposite pattern emerges for CVC items for which there is no overlap

between target and competitor. In cross-modal priming, there was no effect of

lexical competition on CVC targets (Vroomen and de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b), but

in word spotting, competitors had a facilitatory effect. Thus, in the present, study

we observed that CVC targets with many competitors were easier to detect than

CVC targets with few competitors. Again, this result was also obtained by Norris

et aL (1995) using English listeners. The question is how to account for these

seemingly conflicting results. How is it possible that CVCC words suffer from

competitors in cross-modal priming, but not CVC words, whereas CVC words

benefit from competitors in word spotting, but not CVCC words. One suggestion

already alluded to may be that lexical competition has different effects depending

on whether or not there is overlap between target and competitor. A CVCC word

like melk in melkoos is competing with a cohort of koos words for the proper
assignment of the critical phoneme Ikl. This contrasts with a CVC word like bel in

belkoos which is not directly inhibited by words starting with koo s because these

competitors do not overlap with bel. This difference may help to explain why there

is a difference between CVC and CVCC words across tasks like word spotting and

cross-modal priming. If one makes the assumption that cross-modal priming taps

prelexical activation levels, competition effects may emerge early if competitors
overlap with the target thereby producing an inhibitory effect. These effects may

disappear in the slower word spotting responses where they are masked by the

much stronger metrical effec[s. On the other hand, the indirect competition effects
for CVC targets may emerge only slowly over time. Since word spotting responses
are typically slow, this task may be sensitive to indirect facilitatory competition

effects, whereas responses in cross-modal priming may simply be too fast and

already initiated before indirect competition could have its effects. It may thus be
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the case that the nature and the time course of the task determines whether

facilitatory or inhibitory competition effects are observed. Inhibitory competition

effects may begin early and can be found in tasks that tap pre-activation levels,

facilitatory competition effects may begin late and can be observed in a task that

taps recognition processes.

Taken together, the results from three different paradigms (cross-modal

priming, missegmentations of continuous speech, and word spotting) strongly

suggest the joint operation of lexical competition and metrical segmentation. Word

boundary errors produced by Dutch listeners can be accounted for by stress-based

segmentation, word-spotting data, and cross-modal priming retlect metrical

segmentation and lexical competition. As far as lexical competition is concerned, a

distinction needs to be made in whether there is overlap between a target and its

competitors or not. If there is overlap, inhibitory effects can be observed in cross-

modal priming; if there is no overlap, facilitatory effects can be observed in word

spotting. We favour this interpretation because there is now a growing amount of

converging evidence from different paradigms and different languages (Cutler and

Butterfield, 1992 using missegmentation, McQueen et al., 1994; Norris et al.,

1995, both using word spotting; Vroomen and de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b, using

cross-modal repetition priming; the present study using missegmentations and word

spotting) all suggesting that metrical segmentation and lexical competition may give

the speech processing system a clue as to where word boundaries are likely to

occur.

This proposal also raises important questions for future research: In contrast

to rhythmic segmentation, lexical competition critically depends on the lexical

properties of the language that can be distinguished from the rhythmic

characteristic. In contrast to rhythmic segmentation, lexical competition may be a

more language-universal way to handle the peculiarities of the speech signal like

the absence of word boundary cues or the embedding of words in other words (see

also de Gelder and Vroomen, 1994). As yet, ít still needs to be determined how

language-specific segmentation procedures, that is, the mental processes that
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operate upon linguistic data, interact with langua~e-universal procedures, like

interword competition, that operate on lan ua eg--speci~c lexical databases.
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Speech Segmentation in a Non-native Language"

Abstract

Four experiments are reported concerning speech segmentation procedures of native

French speakers listening to speech presented in their second language, Dutch.

Previous research has established a syllable-based segmentation procedure for

French monolinguals. Two segment monitoring experiments showed that French-

Dutch bilinguals did not employ theirfirst language segmentation strategy; their

responses were like those of native Dutch speakers. Subsequently, the goal of the

following experiments was to investigate whether French-Duteh bilinguals would

adopt the MSS which is typical for native Dutch monolinguals. In Experiment 3,

speech fragments were presented at a level below speech thresholds. The results

were partly compatib[e with the MSS in that more word boundaries were

erroneously inserted before strong syllables and deleted before weak syllables. In

Experiment 4, listeners were required to spot words embedded in bisyllabic

nonsense strings. As opposed to native Dutch speakers, French-Dutch bilinguals did

not show evidence for the MSS. The nature of segmentation procedures of bilingual

listeners was diseussed.

'a An earlier version of this Chapter was submitted with B. de Gelder and J. Vroomen.
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5.1 Introduction

In understanding language, the message behind the acoustic medium is
mostly made of words, and it is the listener's task to spot those words in the
continuous speech stream. The most striking observation is that no clear acoustic
cues indicating word boundaries are present. However, in normal hearing
conditions listeners are hardly hindered by this fact and, when asked, they will
actually claim to hear physically nonexistent word boundaries. However, this
subjective certainty and the phenomenal reality of hearing word boundaries
disappears when one is confronted with a foreign language. Indeed, the single most
striking experience of hearing an unknown language is probably that of suddenly
being at a loss as to where words begin or end. Thus, when hearing an unknown
language, it appears that the relevant cues for beginning to segment the foreign
utterances are absent. Such familiar experiences have empirical support from

research of the last decade as recent studies support the notion of language
specificity of speech segmentation strategies.

Recent studies focusing on speech segmentation emphasized the importance
of language rhythm (Mehler et al., 1981; Cutler et al., 1986). Moreover, it was
claimed that the rhythm of distinct languages may differ. Evidence for stress-based
rhythm was provided by studies in English whereas syllabic rhythm has been
observed in French. Subsequent studies in Japanese have generated evidence in
favour of the pivotal role of the mora in Japanese speech segmentation (Otake et
al., 1993). In this context, studies of non-native speakers take on particular
importance. Does a speaker have as many processing routines as languages at his
disposal or as many as are needed in order to learn new languages; are some of
these processing strategies special cases of others and are there more general
strategies?
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This chapter examines the speech segmentation procedure of native speakers

of French when listening to their second language, Dutch. Three paradigms were
used that have previously served to establish speech segmentation procedures:

Segment monitoring has provided evidence for syllabic segmentation in French,

and word boundary missegmentation as well as a word spotting studies have shown

evidence for a metrically based segmentation procedure in English and Dutch. All

experiments reported in this chapter studied native French speakers fluent in Dutch.

The dominant language of these listeners is obviously their native language French,

which they are more fluent in as a consequence of acquisitional history. First,

segment monitoring experiments were run to see if traces of native French syllable-

based segmentation procedures could be found when these listeners were presented

with a non-native language. Furthermore, we turned to word boundary

misperceptions and to word spotting in order to find evidence of a metrically-based

segmentation procedure.

5.1.1 Language-specific Strategies

As has been discussed in the introductory chapter of this thesis, Mehler et

al. (1981) found evidence for a syllable-based segmentation procedure in native

French listeners using a segment monitoring task. They observed that French

listeners were faster to detect segments corresponding to the fïrst syllable of a word

than segments that were more or less than a syllable. It was concluded that

syllables are likely to be a candidate for the primitives of speech processing and for

lexical access. The initial finding by Mehler et aL (1981) was replicated in studies

by Seguí, Frauenfelder and Mehler (1981). However, the critical observations

supporting the role of the syllable did not generalize to the segmentation procedures

of native speakers of English. In a follow-up experiment with English listeners and

English stimuli, no such syllabic effect was found (Cutler et al., 1986). Explaining

this result by appealing to the contrasting phonological properties of French and
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English, Cutler et al. (1986) argued that a syllable-based strategy would be less

efficient for listeners of a stress-based language such as English. Instead, the aspect

of the English phonology considered crucial was the metrical distinction between

strong and weak syllables. Strong syllables have full unreduced vowels, whereas

weak syllables have reduced vowels which, in English, are usually realized as

schwa. Along these lines, Cutler and Norris (1988) proposed the Metrical

Segmentation Strategy (MSS) which states that English listeners start a lexical

access attempt at the beginning of every strong syllable.

Both juncture misperceptions and word spotting studies provided evidence

for the MSS in English (see also Chapter 1, this thesis). In Cutler and Butterfield

(1988), juncture misperceptions, or so-called missegmentations, were elicited by

presenting English listeners with barely audible speech fragments. The responses

showed that English listeners were more inclined to insert word boundaries

erroneously before strong syllables and to delete them before weak syllables, which

demonstrates the employment of a stress-based segmentation procedure. Further

evidence for the MSS was given in Cutler and Norris (1988). In this word spotting

study it was demonstrated that English listeners segment words by assuming that

the strong syllable signifies the beginning of a new word. It was reasoned that

pseudowords ending in a strong syllable such as thintayf and mintayf were

segmented as thin-tayf and min-tayf ( the underscore indicates the metrical

segmentation boundary), whereas pseudowords ending in a weak syllable were not

segmented at all (thintef and mintet). As predicted by the MSS, it was observed

word targets with a CVCC structure (e.g., MINT in MINTayt) were more difticult

to detect than targets with a CVC structure (e.g., THIN in THINtayf) since the

former had to be divided across two segmentation units into MIN-T, and

subsequently had to be assembled across a segmentation boundary. In short, both

missegmentations and word spotting results have shown evidence for the MSS in

native speakers of English.

Recently, it has been shown that segmentation procedures of native speakers

of Dutch are quite similar to those of English listeners (Vroomen and de Gelder,
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1994; Vroomen et al., 1996; see also Chapter 4, this thesis). This is not surprising

when taking into account the phonological similarities between English and Dutch;

(1) both have stress-based rather than syllable-based rhythm, (2) both have a

variety of syllable structures, and (3) both have many ambiguous syllable

boundaries such as in ba I1 et (ballet) where the [Il] is an ambisyllabic consonant.

Moreover, besides the phonological characteristics of Dutch, the lexical statistics of

Dutch (Vroomen and de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b) and English (Cutler and Carter,

1987) are also comparable. For instance, words with strong initial syllables are

more than twíce as frequent as words with weak initial syllables. On the basis of

these statistics, it is appropriate to encounter strong syllables as word-initial, which

as proposed by the MSS.

In Chapter 4, speech segmentation procedures of native speakers of Dutch

were investigated by the use of a missegmentation task and a word spotting task.

The results obtained with both paradigms supported the use of the MSS by native

speakers of Dutch. In an experiment using a missegmentation paradigm introduced

by Cutler and Butterfield (1992), participants were presented with barely audible

strings of Dutch words made up of strong and weak syllables. As in English, one

would expect erroneous word boundaries inserted before strong syllables, and

deleted before weak syllables. Another prediction concerns word class effects.

Unmarked grammatical words like de, the, or het, the, are usually realized with a

single weak syllable. A word-initial strong syllable is thus most likely the onset of

a lexical word, a weak syllable is likely to be a grammatical word. One expects,

therefore, that boundaries erroneously inserted before strong syllables are followed

by lexical words, whereas boundaries inserted before weak syllables are followed

by grammatical words. Both predictions were confirmed: word boundaries were

inserted before strong and deleted before weak syllables, and boundaries inserted

before strong syllables produced lexical words, whereas boundaries inserted before

weak syllables produced grammatical words. In the two remaining experiments in

Chapter 4 investigating the speech segmentation of native speakers of Dutch, the

word spotting task (Cutler and Norris, 1988) was adapted. Participants spotted

words which corresponded to the initial CVCC (e.g., melk, ir~ilk) or CVC (e.g.,
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bel, belt) segment of a bisyllabic nonsense item. The second syllable of this item
was metrically strong (i.e., containing a full vowel like in melkoos or belkoos) or
weak (the vowel was a schwa like in belkes and melkes). The reaction time and the
error rate of participants' responses were measured. If Dutch segmentation is like
English, responses for CVCC words followed by a strong syllable should be slower
than those followed by a weak syllable (detection of MELK slower in MELKoos
than in MELKes), whereas there should be no metrical effect for CVC words
(detection of BEL equally fast in BELkoos and BELkes). The data supported the
notion that strong syllables act as major cue to word boundaries, because MELK in
MELKoos was detected less quickly than MELK in MELKes. At the same time,

though, we observed the opposite result for CVC words: BEL in BELkoos was
detected faster than BEL in BELkes. The latter was interpreted as a lexical
competition effect on segmentation (McClelland and Elman, 1986): Since there are
many words starting with koos, and only very few with kes, koos is more likely to

be the onset of a new word which therefore marks the end of BEL in BELkoos

more clearly than in BELkes (for similar results in English, see Norris et al.,

1995).

5.1.2 Non-native Speech Processing

Do native speakers of French transfer their syllable-based strategy, the one
they have implemented in their speech segmentation procedures, to processing

stress-based Dutch? Current evidence suggests that a reasonably high degree of

perceptual phonological specialization is achieved in the first year of life (Floccia
and Bertoncini, 1993). To achieve such specialization it is necessary to become a

native listenerlspeaker. The question here is what it takes to become like a native

listener in a second language. How do listeners, or asymmetrical bilinguals, who

have acquired a second language after having become fluent in their native
language, segment speech?
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Different possibilities with respect to speech segmentation procedures of
asymmetrical bilinguals can be advanced. One possibility is that it may be true that
listeners will always use their native language procedure. Thus, it might be the
case that the segmentation procedure of the native language is employed by
asymmetrical bilinguals. In other words, native speakers of French will employ a
syllable-based segmentation procedure, whereas the segmentation procedure of
native speakers of English and Dutch will be stress-based. This would imply that
the segmentation procedure of bilinguals (for instance, French-English bilinguals)
listening to their second language (English) would be identical to the procedure
deployed by native speakers of the first language (French). Several findings

obtained with monolinguals seem to support this notion. Among these are studies
that give evidence for a language-specific segmentation procedure for native
speakers of one language; namely syllable-based segmentation for French (Mehler

et al. , 1981) and stress-based segmentation for English native speakers (Cutler et
al., 1986). Additionally, at first sight, findings obtained by Cutler et aL (1986;
Experiment 2) with monolinguals presented with a foreign language also seem
consistent with this view: Native speakers of English did not show syllabification
on a French segment monitoring task (Cutler et al., 1986; Experiment 2).

Moreover, in the fourth experiment of their study, Cutler et al. showed that native
French listeners who were presented with English speech materials used a syllable-
based segmentation procedure. These findings suggest that the segmentation
procedure of the native language is used irrespective of the language presented.

However, another alternative is that bilingual listeners are able to employ the
precise segmentation procedure relevant for the input language. In this view, two
options are possible. First, bilinguals might be able to develop more than one
language-specific segmentation procedure as well as select the procedure that is
appropriate for the language input. Second, bilinguals may be able to switch off the
segmentation procedure of the native language and employ a general segmentation
strategy.
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The former option would mean that bilingual listeners had acquired the

language-specific segmentation strategy of the second language during the

acquisition phase. Above, the results of Cutler et al. (1986; Experiment 4) were

interpreted as support for the view that the segmentation procedure of the native

language will be employed in all cases. A closer look at these results however,

shows that syllabification effects only occurred in stimuli with unambiguous

syllables such as balcony, but not in words containing ambisyllabic structures such

as ba 1 ance (where the [1] is an ambisyllabic consonant). However, since responses

were not slower in the latter case, Cutler et al. argued that the absence of syllabic

effects in these words is not due to the unsuccessful application of a syllable-based

segmentation strategy. This amounts to claiming that bilinguals might have two

segmentation procedures available that operate in parallel such that both can be

activated within one and the same linguistic test situation. The critical comparison

here would be with symmetrical bilinguals since, if the idea of two co-existent

segmentation procedures were perfect bilinguals would be expected to employ a

segmentation procedure similar to that of monolinguals in both languages.

However, instead of an interpretation which states that listeners have two

languag.e-specific segmentation procedures available, the findings of Cutler et al.'s

fourth experiment can also be interpreted to mean that, besides the availability of a

language-specific segmentation procedure (in this case syllable-based), bilinguals

may have some sort of general procedure at their disposal. The fact that no

syllabification was observed for words like ba 1 ance but that reaction times were

fast would then signal the operation of a general procedure belonging neither to the

restricted procedures appropriate for English nor to those appropriate for French.

In a follow-up study, Cutler et al. (1992) investigated the possibility of two

co-existent language-specific procedures. A group of balanced French-English

bilinguals were given both French and English stimuli (Experiments 1 and 2) of

exactly the same segment monitoring task as had been given to French and English

monolinguals in previous experiments (Mehler et al., 1981; Cutler et al., 1986; for

more details see section 1.3.3). Note that the participants in Cutler et al. (1992)
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had simultaneously acquired two different languages, and were considered perfectly

bilingual. Since the available literature on native language acquisition in infancy

shows language-specificity, specific predictions for this group are difficult to

formulate.

As Cutler et aL (1992) note, the results are complicated at tïrst sight.

However, when subgroups were constructed as a function of language dominance

(subjective judgment of preferred language) some clear asymmetries emerged. Note

that such grouping is dependent on subjective preference and not on any objective

measure of asymmetry whether acquisition and~or fluency, nor on an explicit

linguistic hypothesis about a hierarchy between two languages (Flynn 8r O'Neil,

1994). The notion of two co-existent specific segmentation strategies leads to the

prediction that bilinguals will behave like monolinguals when presented with the

corresponding language.

Indeed, the results for both the English-dominant and the French-dominant

bilinguals showed that, in their dominant language, each group behaved like the

monolinguals of the earlier studies. However, in the non-dominant language,

performance depended on the language of the stimuli. When listening to English,

the French-dominant group performed like English monolinguals, but the English-

dominant group listening to French did not perform like French monolinguals. The

authors argued that French-dominant speakers used their dominant syllabic strategy

when listening to French, and a general procedure when listening to English.

Likewise, the English-dominant group used their dominant stress-based strategy

when listening to English, but had to return to their general procedure when

listening to French.

It is not entirely clear how this explanation of switching off one single

strategy relates to the issue of parallel acquisition. Given the quite identical

bilingual acquisitional histories of all the participants, and irrespective of subjective

dominance, the same results would have been expected across dominant and non-

dominant languages alike.
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Returning to the notion of the availability of two co-existent, language-
specific segmentation procedures in bilinguals, one may predict that the

segmentation procedure employed by bilinguals would correspond to the

segmentation procedure encouraged by the input language. However, as
demonstrated, English listeners employ no syllabic segmentation when presented
with French in segment monitoring. Similarly, in their next experiment, Cutler et
al. (1992), carrying out a word spotting task (materials were taken from Cutler and
Norris, 1988), showed that the French-dominant bilinguals did not employ stress-
based segmentation when listening to English. Taken together, these tïndings,
which show that even perfect bilinguals are not able to employ both a syllable-
based and a stress-based segmentation procedure, led Cutler et al. to propose that
there are restricted segmentation procedures which are mutually exclusive; only one
restricted segmentation procedure is available for a language user. They claimed
that both stress-based and syllable-based segmentation procedures fall within this
category. As opposed to restricted language-specitïc segmentation procedures. They
believe that there are also nonrestricted procedures which are available to all
language users, the general procedures. This brings us to the notion that introduced
above, namely: Bilinguals may have a language-specific and a general procedure

available. The language-specific procedure, developed as a consequence of the
phonological properties of a language, is employed during processing of the
dominant language, whereas a general procedure is used when listening to the non-
native language (see Cutler et al., 1992).

However, one problem here is that language dominance might be a matter of
linguistic and psycholinguistic factors, or even of less understood non-linguistic or
non-psycholinguistic factors like parental dominance, personal preference. Given
the indeterminate criteria for language dominance, it might be more informative to
retreat to a strategy of understanding phonological processing in participants with a
clear asymmetry in acquisitional history. Such asymmetrical bilinguals were chosen
for the present study. As Cutler et al. (1992) note, the most desirable approach is
one where bilinguals are studied with the very same paradigms and possibly the
very same materials used on monolinguals. Three major paradigms - word spotting,
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segment monitoring and missegmentations - have played a role in establishing

stress-based segmentation in English and the same ones have allowed us to reach

similar conclusions for Dutch.

In Vroomen and de Gelder (1994), native speakers of Dutch were tested on

a segment monitoring task. No syllabic effects were observed. However, in both a

word spotting and a missegmentation task, evidence for a metrical segmentation

strategy in Dutch was found (Vroomen et al., 1996; see also Chapter 4, this

thesis). These results established a stress-based segmentation procedure in native

Dutch listeners, at least with those paradigms.

In the present study in which asymmetrical French-Dutch bilinguals were

investigated, different outcomes may be expected. One is that the French-dominant

listeners will transfer their syllabic routine to Dutch. In segment monitoring a

crossover interaction between target and carrier word would be obtained, as found

by Mehler et al. (1981). Another alternative is that asymmetrical bilinguals do not

employ their native segmentation procedure, in this case a syllable-based one when

listening to Dutch, but will use either the restricted segmentation procedure that is

appropriate for the input language, in this case a stress-based one, or a general

procedure. If this were the case, it should show up in missegmentations and word

spotting.

5.2 Experiment 1

A segment monitoring task was used in Experiments 1 and 2. Native
speakers of French were presented with Dutch materials identical to those used in

Vroomen and de Gelder (1994). The goal was to find out whether, unlike the

Dutch participants in that study, the French native speakers would show effects that
could be taken as indication of a syllable-based speech segmentation procedure.
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5.2.1 Method

Participants

The group consisted of 15 bilingual speakers who had French as their native

language. All participants had started to study Dutch from the age of 6 in

elementary school following the standard curriculum in Belgium. Due to continued

schooling and language training in higher education as well as their social

environment, all had advanced in Dutch well beyond the basic schooling level.

They were judged as fluent by native Dutch speakers without, however, being

místaken for native speakers. All participants were paid for taking part in the

experiment.

Materials

Twenty-seven pairs of spoken Dutch items were used as critical target-bearing

words. All word pairs shared the three initial phonemes, but none of them had the

same stem. Seven word pairs had a long vowel (referred to as VV), and twenty

had a short vowel ( V). i-or the word pairs with long vowels, one member of the

pair had a CVV structure (e.g., da.ling, landing), the other, CVVC (daal.der, half-

a-crown). For the word pairs with short vowels, one member was ambisyllabic

(e.g., ko r el, grain), the other had a clear syllable boundary in between the medial

consonants (e.g., kor~tins, discount). All target words were bisyllabic lexical nouns

with stress on the first syllable.
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Desigrt artd Proeedure

Two blocks, A and B, of 27 lists each were made. Lists ranged from four to ten

words in length. In each list, two target words of a pair appeared one after the

other with one to four filler words in between. The order of the experimental and

filler words was the same in the two blocks, but the target was changed from one

block to the other. Thus, if a subject had to monitor for KO in KOrrel and KOrting

in block A, another subject from block B would have to monitor for KOR in

KORreI and KORting. The fillers were, like the targets, bisyllabic nouns bearing

stress on the first syllable. There were no catch trials as none of the fillers had the

same initial consonant or vowel as the target.

All items were recorded by a native male speaker of Dutch. The words were

digitized at a sampling frequency at 20 kHz. Inaudible timing pulses were set under

visual and auditory control at the onset of the experimental words. Separate digital

audio-tapes were made for the A and B versions of the experiment. Each trial

started with a 200 msec warning tone. Then the target was heard twice. The targets

were also written down on a prepared sheet so that the subject could read the

target. After 3 sec, the first word was presented, followed by the next word after

500 msec. The timing pulses placed at the critical words triggered a timing module

that registered participants' push button response. The next trial started after 8 sec.

Instructions were given in the second language, Dutch. Each subject was tested

individually in a sound proof room. The items were played back via a Philips 850
DAT recorder over loudspeakers at a comfortable listening level. Participants were

instructed to monitor for the occurrence of the pre-specified target in the spoken

words. They were told that each list contained two critical items to which they had

to respond. Participants pressed a single button in front of them to indicate a target

detection. A CTM-OS (Keithley) timer-counter card registered response latencies.

Each test session lasted about ten minutes.
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5.2.2 Results

Mean reaction times for each subject and each item were computed.

Reaction times longer than 1500 ms were discarded and then cut-off points were

established for each subject and item at plus or minus two standard deviations.

Separate analyses were performed for carrier words with long (unambiguous

syllabic structure) and short vowels (one member of the item pair with ambisyllabic

structure) with target type and carrier word as within-subjects factors. The analyses

showed that there were no trends that could be interpreted as syllabic effects.

Table 5-1. Mean RT (ms) of Bilinguals for Carrier

Words With Short Vowels.

CV[C] words

korel

CVC words

kor. tin

CV targets 537

ko

CVC targets 537

kor

541

536
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Table 5-2. Mean RT (ms) of Bilinguals for Carrier

Words With Long Vowels.

CVV word CVVC word

da.lin~ daal.der

CVV targets 568 599

daa

CVVC targets 556 566

daal

The mean reaction times (of the participant analyses) for each syllable
structure of the carrier word are shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. For short-vowel
carrier words ( having ambisyllabic structure) there was no effect of target and not
of carrier word ( all F, and Fz G 1). The interaction between target type and carrier
words was not significant either (both F, and FZ G 1).

For carrier words with long vowels, again no trace of syllabic effects was
obtained. There was no effect of target type, F,(1,14) - 1.61, NS; F~ G 1, no
effect of carrier word, F, (1,14) - 1.59, NS; Fz G 1, and the interaction between
target and carrier word did not approach significance, F, and F~ G 1.

5.2.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 show that there were no main effects or
interactions. The lack of syllabification effects replicate the tïndings obtained
previously with native Dutch speakers. However, before elaborating on any
explanation, in our next experiment, it was investigated whether the response
pattern of French-Dutch bilinguals would still correspond to those of native Dutch
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listeners when using ma[erials that might give better chances for a syllable-based

segmentation strategy to emerge. In Experiment 2, al] stimuli had unambiguous

syllabic structures.

5.3 Experiment 2

5.3.1 Method

Participants

A group of 15 participants with the same characteristics as in the previous

experiment participated, and were paid for taking part in the experiment.

Materials

Thirty pairs of spoken Dutch pseudowords (taken from Vroomen 8c de Gelder,

1994) were used as critical target carriers. All items (fillers and carriers) were

bisyllabic pseudowords of which the first syllable contained a long vowel. The

syllable structure of the pseudowords was unambiguously CVV or CVVC, as in

faa.kes and faak.sel. The targets which corresponded to these pairs were FAA and

FAAK. All pseudowords had stress on the first syllable, and the second syllable

was always a schwa.

Procedure and design

The procedure and design were the same as in Experiment 1.
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5.3.2 Results

Mean reaction times for each participant and each item were computed and

are shown in Table 5-3. Reaction times longer than 1500 ms were discarded and

cutoff points were established for each participant and item at plus or minus two

standard deviations. Analyses of variance were performed with participants and

items as random factors. In the participants analyses, neither a significant effect of

target, F,(1,14) - 1.43, NS, nor of carrier, F,(1,14) - 1.51, NS, was found.

Also, the interaction between target and carrier did not reach significance, F, C 1.

In the item analysis, none of these effects approached significance either, all FZ G

Table S-3. Mean RT (ms) of Bilinguals for

Pseudoword Carriers With Long Vowels.

CVV words CVVC words

faa.kes faak.sel

CVV targets 506

faa

517

CVVC targets 497 506

faak
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5.3.3 Discussion

The question addressed in Experiment 2 was whether native speakers of
French with reasonable fluency in Dutch would show evidence of a syllable-based
procedure when listening to Dutch and thus behave different compared to native
Dutch speakers. This question was addressed using a segment monitoring paradigm
which in principle could favour, at least for native French speakers, a syllable-
based speech segmentation procedure. The results show no indication that native
French speakers adopt a syllabic procedure when dealing with Dutch. The present
data are similar in all relevant respects to those of native Dutch speakers obtained
previously with the same materials (Vroomen 8c de Gelder, 1994), except that
overall reactions times are longer for the French than for the Dutch participants

(mean reaction times are 506 and 376 ms for the French and native Dutch listeners,
respectively). Thus, there is no sign of a transfer from the native segmentation
procedure to the second language, regardless of the meaningfulness of the stimuli,
or whether material that encourages a syllabic procedure is used. Although the

obtained null effects must be handled with caution and do not allow any firm

conclusions to be drawn, it is interesting to note that the absent syllabic effects

reported do not contradict the view that bilinguals who have become fluent in a
second language, might apply a second language procedure when this is appropriate
for the language presented. However, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 still leave
room for another interpretation. It might easily be the case that fluent bilinguals are
inclined to employ a generic strategy when listening to a non-native language. Such
a generic strategy is assumed to be language universal: In other words, listeners
might fall back on a generic strategy irrespective of what non-native language is
presented. In summary, these two interpretations need further research.

In order to investigate the former interpretatíon more thoroughly, the next
two experiments aimed to investigate whether native speakers of French lluent in
Dutch would employ a stress-based segmentation procedure when listening to
Dutch. Because the segment monitoring paradigm had originally been designed to
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trace syllabification effects, the results of the present experiments do not permit us
to make any claims about alternative segmentation procedures. For this reason, in
our next experiments, two tasks, a missegmentation and a word spotting task, were
used that had both been shown evidence for the MSS in Dutch.

5.4 Experiment 3

Experiment 3 looked at laboratory-induced missegmentations. Participants
heard barely audible, unpredictable utterances which they had to report. If listeners
apply a metrical segmentation strategy, one would expect word-boundary

misperceptions to occur such that word boundaries are erroneously inserted before
strong syllables and deleted before weak syllables. Moreover, word boundaries
inserted before strong syllables should produce lexical words and boundaries

inserted before weak syllables should produce grammatical words.

5.4.1 Method

Participarats

A new group of participants with the same characteristics as the previous groups
was tested. The group consisted of 15 students who were all native French speakers
tluent in Dutch. All participants were paid a small amount for taking part in the
experiment.

Materials

The materials were the same as those previously used for native speakers of Dutch
(see Experiment 1, Chapter 4). Prior to experimental testing, two pre-tests were
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administered to estimate individual speech perception thresholds. Subsequently, the

experimental materials consisting of sentence fragments with alternating stress

patterns, were presented. All fragments are presented in Appendix C. It must be

noted that the materials provide ample opportunities for word boundary insertions

or deletions to occur (for a distribution of the characteristics of the input, see the

description of Materials in Experiment l, Chapter 4).

As in the experiment with native Dutch speakers, the French-Dutch bilinguals were

asked to listen to the sentence fragments that were presented `as if the radio were

at low volume'. Immediately after presentation, the participants were required to

write down what they thought had been said (dashes were used to refer to syllables

that had been perceived but could not be identified).

5.4.2 Results

A total of 81U response sequences (15 participants x 54 sequences) were

collected of which only 139 (i.e., 17 qo) responses were analyzed. The remaining

671 responses were left out because they were entirely correct (52 sequences), or

because they differed from the input pattern with respect to the number of

syllables, the rhythmic pattern, or both (619 sequences). Within the 139 analyzed

sequences, 215 word boundary misperceptions were made. For comparison, in our

experiment with native Dutch listeners, 17 qo of the responses were also analyzed.

Table 5-4 presents examples of misperceptions made by the bilingual participants

and shows that both deletion and insertion errors before weak as well as strong

syllables occurred.

In the statistical analyses, observed frequencies were compared with

expected frequencies of wordboundary misplacements. Expected frequencies were

calculated on the basis of the actual properties of the 139 input sequences in which

admissible errors were made. The first syllable of each sequence was discarded,
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and then the number of strong and weak syllables in word-initial and non-word-

initial position was computed. Of the 695 syllables (139 responses x 5 syllables) to

be analyzed, 262 (37.7 qo) were strong word-initial, 203 (29.2 qo) were strong

non-word-initial, 126 (18.1 Ío) were weak word-initial, and 104 (15 qo) were weak

non-word-initial. The (weighted) expected frequencies correspond to these input

properties. Thus, a deletion of a wordboundary is only possible before word-initial

syllables (strong or weak), while insertions are only possible before non-word-

initial syllables (strong or weak). Table 5-5 presents the number of erroneously

inserted and deleted word boundaries, and the (weighted) number of expected

frequencies. As can be seen, if compared to chance, word boundary insertions

were made more often before strong as well as weak syllables. This general

tendency to insert word boundaries seems to reflect a preference of the bilinguals

to produce short words. Moreover, compared to chance, there were more deletions

before weak and less deletions before strong syllables, X~(3) - 16.82, p G.001.
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Table S-4. Examples of Misperceptions of Bilinguals (Translations in Parentheses).

Input

Deletion before

weak syllable

Deletion before

strong syllable

Insertion before

weak syllable

Insertion before

strong syllable

beroemd gedicht

gemaakt

(famous poem made)

je dolle zus verdacht

(your wild sister

suspected)

uw leeftijd kreupel loopt

(your age limply walks)

nieuwe buren komen

(new neighbours come)

aan beide kanten kracht
(t~ hoth sides power)

de zieke eerder kramp

(the patient earlier

cramp)

groot kasteel gewoond in

(big castle lived in)

intern besluit gezien

(internal conclusion

seen)

Error

- ~ beroemde X XX'

(famous X XX')

- ~ je domme zustendag
(your stupid NNN')

-1 uw leeftijd kreukeloos
(in age without-wrinkles)

- ~ nieuwe buurt gekomen

(new neighbourhood did

come)

-~ aan beiden kant een komt

('to both sides a comes)

-) de zieke heer de X'
(the sick gentleman the X')

-~ groot kasteel je woont in

(big castle you lived in)

-~ in term de slag gezien

(in term the stroke seen)

` X means a syllable was replaced by a dash;

N means a syllable was replaced by a nonsense syllable
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Table 5-S. Observed and Erpected (in Parentheses)

Number of Word Boundary Insertions and Deletions
before Strong and Weak Syllables of Bilinguals.

Insertions before strong

syllable 75 (62.7)

before weak
syllable 44 (32.1)

Deletions before strong

syllable 53 (80.8)

before weak
syllable 43 (38.9)

For each individual participant, the number of observed and expected

frequencies was compared. Of the 15 particípants, 3 produced a pattern that

conformed to the MSS (i.e., more insertions before strong syllables and more

deletions before weak syllables), 1 had the opposite pattern, and there were 11 ties.

This number is not significantly different from chance (z -.5, NS). Separate

analyses by type of error showed that 3 participants made more insertions before

strong syllables, 9 made more insertions before weak syllables (z - 1.44, p-

.07), and 3 were ties. For deletions, 12 participants made more deletions before

weak syllables, while only 2 showed more deletions before strong syllables (z -

2.40, p G.O1 with 1 tie).

We also performed an item analysis. However, as was the case for the

native Dutch listeners, the item analysis resulted in many ties for two reasons; tirst,

in several sequences, no misperceptions were made that fultïlled the criteria, and

second, chances for making specific types of misperceptions (insertions, or
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deletions before strong, or weak syllables) were unevenly distributed over

sequences. Out of 54 sequences, 3 had more insertions before strong and more

deletions before weak syllables, 1 sequence had the opposite pattern, and there

were 50 ties (z -.5, NS). Separately, by type of error, 8 sequences had more

insertions before strong syllables, 6 had the opposite pattern, and there were 40 ties

(z -.27, NS). For deletions, 20 sequences had more deletions before weak

syllables, 5 had more deletions before strong syllables, and there were 29 ties (z -

2.80, p G .003).

Table 5-6 shows the distribution of misperceptions according to type of word

class (lexical vs. grammatical, and nonsense words or dashes) followed by a strong

or a weak syllable and their expected frequencies. In the analyses nonsense words

and dashes were excluded. As can be seen, insertions before strong syllables are

more often followed by lexical words whereas insertions before weak syllables are

more often followed by grammatical words (with correction for continuity X'-(1) -

10.848, p G.001). This effect was significant for both lexical and grammatical

words (for lexical words, z- 3.75, p G.001, for grammatical words, z- 1.64,

p G .OS).
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Table S-6. Occurrence of Lexical and Grammaticaf Words

and Expected Frequencies (in Parentheses) Following

Inserted Boundaries Before Strong Versus Weak Syllables

of' Bilinguals.

Before Strong Before Weak

Syllable Syllable

Lexical 22 (16.04) 7 (12.96)

Grammatical 4 (9.96) 14 (8.04)

Nonsense word 49 23

or dash

5.4.3 Discussion

Experiment 3 allows us to address the question of the actual strategy that

non-native speakers use in the word boundary misperception task since a

comparable pattern of word boundary misplacements was found previously for

native speakers of Dutch. The general pattern of the results is that predicted by the

MSS: listeners insert word boundaries before strong syllables and delete them

before weak syllables; boundaries inserted before strong syllables tend to produce

lexical words, boundaries inserted before weak syllables tend to produce

grammatical words. Thus, the evidence suggests that native French speakers

listening to Dutch assume that strong syllables are likely to be the onset of lexical

words, whereas weak syllables are likely to be non-word-initial, and if word-initial,

are more likely to be grammatical words. This pattern of results corresponds to that

obtained for Dutch and English. It is also the overall pattern found for English
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monolinguals as well as for French-English bilinguals listening to English when
presented with both meaningful and anomalous sentences (Kearns, 1994).
However, it must be noted that the response pattern of the French-Dutch bilinguals
differed from that of native speakers of Dutch and English, and from that of
French-English bilinguals investigated by Kearns (1994; see also section 1.3.3) in
that, if compared to chance, more insertions occurred before weak syllables.

Can the observed results be taken as a specific manifestation of a stress-
based strategy or might other factors explain the results obtained with this
particular paradigm in this particular group? The task used in Experiment 3 is
particularly interesting because it requires listening to speech under difficult
listening conditions.

With respect to the group under investigation, it must be remarked that,
although the general pattern of results for the native and the non-native listener
groups is similar, it is obvious that the non-natives are less 1luent. This
dissimilarity in mastery of Dutch is illustrated by the observation that the
individually adjusted speech perception thresholds of the French-Dutch bilinguals
were higher than those of the Dutch listeners ( 8.3 vs. 12.7 volume units for the
native and non-native listeners, respectively, t(33) - 7.07, p C. 001). In addition,
the number of correct sequences reported by the French-Dutch bilinguals was four
times less than those reported by the Dutch participants ( 52 vs. 205, respectively)
indicating that the non-native listeners were less fluent.

The missegmentation task requires the generation of lexical hypotheses. In
other words, success on this task might depend on language fluency, and more
specifically, on the ability to access lexical knowledge. Lexical differences between
native and non-native speakers could manifest itself in a lowered readiness to
generate word candidates for non-native listeners compared to native speakers
which would explain the lower number of correct sequences reported by the non-
native listeners. In addition, the non-native listeners were less inclined to write
down sequences of syllables that resulted in nonsense words; they left blanks
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instead. In short, these potential lexical differences complicate the interpretation of

the missegmentation results because it is difficult to disentangle lexical involvement

and pre-lexical segmentation procedures.

Let us now turn to a different source of evidence from the word spotting

paradigm. Previously (Vroomen et al., 1996, see also Chapter 4, this thesis), it

was shown that the response pattern of native Dutch speakers on word spotting

tasks corresponds to that of native speakers of English as well as to the predictions

made by the MSS. In the next experiment, it was investigated how native speakers

of French fluent in Dutch perform on a Dutch word spotting task.

5.5 Experiment 4

In Experiment 4, non-native speakers of Dutch were asked to detect real

Dutch words in nonsense strings. The words to be detected had a CVCC (e.g.,

MELK, milk) or a CVC (e.g., BEL, beh7 structure; the second syllable of the

nonsense string was either weak (MELKes or BELkes) or strong (MELKoos or

BELkoos). The MSS predicts that a segmentation is set at the onset of the strong

syllable and not at the onset of a weak syllable such that MELKoos and BELkoos

are segmented as MEL-Koos and BEL-Koos whereas no segmentation trigger is

set in MELKes or in BELkes (see Cutler and Norris, 1988; Chapter 4, this thesis).

This would predict that detection of MELK in MELKoos will be harder than in

MELKes. Lexical competition effects have also been observed in spotting words

(McQueen et al., 1994; Vroomen et al., 1996). What is of relevance here is the

fact that many words in Dutch start with strong syllables such as koos, but only

very few that start with weak syllables such as kes (for details, see Vroomen et al.,

1996). It may be predicted that, like the native speakers, the non-native listeners

will have less difticulty recognizing BEL in BELkoos than in BELkes because the

end of BEL in BELkoos is more clearly marked than in BELkes.
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5.5.1 Method

Participants

A group of 31 bilinguals was tested in Brussels. The bilinguals were all students

and were paid for taking part in the experiment. The characteristics of the

participants were the same as in the previous experiments.

Materials and Procedure

The materials and the procedure were the same as in Experiment 2, Chapter 4. The

materials are presented in Appendix D. As in the experiment with native Dutch

speakers, the materials consisted of two tapes of stimuli such that one of the two

versions of item structure (CVCC and CVC) occurred in one tape, and the other in

the second tape. Moreover, the two variations of context (weak or strong) were

counterbalanced across tapes and word pairs. In other words, MELKoos and

BELkes appeared in one tape, and MELKes and BELkoos in the other. Fifteen of

the participants were presented with the hrst version of the tape, the other sixteen

with the second.

5.2.2 Results

Preliminary inspection of the data showed that one quadruple had to be

discarded from the analyses because a miss rate of 100qo was observed in one of
its conditions. Reaction times greater than 2200 msec were excluded (2qo), and

then the standard deviation for each subject and item was computed. Reaction times

more than two standard deviations above or below the mean of the item or subject

were discarded. The overall error rate was 49Io.For comparison, using the same
material with native speakers of Dutch we had obtained an overall error rate of
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27qo. Because of the many errors, data were analyzed in several ways. ANOVAs

were performed on reaction times and errors, and several criteria were adopted to

exclude items or partícipants with too high miss rates. However, despite these

moditïcations, in none of the cases was the main pattern of results changed. We

therefore only presentthe analysis as previously described. Table 5-7 presents

mean response times and error rates for CVCC and CVC items in SS and SW

contexts. Response times were measured from the burst onset of the stop consonant

within the item (i.e., at the end of the embedded word).

Table S-7. Mean Word Detection Times (ms) and Miss Rates

(in Parentheses) for CVC and CVCC Items in SS and SW

Context of Bilinguals.

Context CVC

SS

SW

CVCC

belkoos melkoos

894 1013

(.50) (.41)

belkes melkes

935 984

(.52) (.46)

A 2 x 2 ANOVA on the reaction times with target type and context as

within-subject variables indicated that there was a significant effect of target type in

the participant analysis, F,(1,30) - 6.60, ~ G.02, showing that responses to CVC

words were faster than to CVCC words. This etfect was, however, not significant
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in the item analysis, Fz G 1. There was no effect of context, F, and Fz G 1, and

the critical interaction between target type and context was also not significant,

F,(1,30) - 1.32, NS, F~(1,19) - 1.70, NS. Separate analyses of CVCC and CVC

words showed that the effect of context was not significant in any of the analyses
(all p-values 1.10). Measurements from word onset did not change this pattern.
Mean reaction times from word onset for CVCC words were 1384 in the SS

context and 1384 msec in the SW context. For CVC words, mean reaction times

were 1306 in the SS context and 1347 in the SW context.

Similar analyses were performed on the miss rates. A 2 x 2 ANOVA on the

miss rates showed that there was an overall effect of target type in the subject
analysis, F,(1,30) - 4.54, p G. 05, indicating that CVCC words were easier to

detect than CVC words, although this effect was not signif"icant in the item

analysis, F,(1,19) - 1.78, NS. In the subject analysis the effect of context almost

reached signiiicance, F(1,30) - 3.56, p- .07; but in the item analysis it was not

signiticant, F, G 1. The interaction between target type and context was also not

significant either, F, and F, G 1. Separate analyses on CVCC and CVC targets

showed that, unexpectedly, in the subject analysis CVCC words were more easily

recognized in SS than in SW contexts, F,(1,30) - 4.54, p G.05, but in the item

analysis this effect was not significant, FZ G 1; for CVC words there was no
significant difference, all Fs G 1.

5.5.3 Discussion

The goal of this experiment was to investígate whether in a word spotting

task, non-native speakers show metrically-based segmentation and competition

effects as observed with native speakers. A metrical segmentation strategy should
manifest itself in a better detection of CVCC targets in SW carriers as opposed to
SS carriers. Competition effects might manifest themselves in better detection of
CVC targets in SS- as opposed to SW-carriers (Vroomen et al., 1996). The present
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data showed no such effects, for neither CVC or CVCC targeis. The data of these

bilingual participants are thus different from the results with English participants as

well as from our previous results with native Dutch participants.

As suggested, the context effect of CVC words might be the result of a
lexical competition process and indicate that the strong second syllable initiates a

new lexical search. Evidence for such a view was found in a study contrasting the

frequencies of the second syllable. Vroomen et aL (1996) observed that the

detection time for CVC targets is a function of the number of word candidates that

begin with the second syllable of the carrier word. The fact that bilinguals do not

show a context effect, that is, CVC detection is not better when the target is

followed by a syllable that is both strong and a frequent word onset, would suggest
that activation of lexical candidates is not as automatic or as efficient as it seems to

be in native speakers. This could be a concomitant of the lower linguistic tluency

of non-native speakers. At the same time, though, the absence of context effects in

the CVCC target detection seems to indicate that, at least in this task, our
bilinguals are not sensitive to the differences in metrical patterns of the carriers.

One may thus conjecture that asymmetrical bilingualism manifests itself in less well

implemented stress-driven recognition procedures as well as in less automatic

lexical processes in this highly constrained word spotting task with its emphasis on
recognition of ineaningful words.

5.6 General Discussion

Recently research, has shown that the strategies deployed by native listeners
of different languages may be different, and that these differences may reflect

major phonological properties of the native language. Using this approach,

becoming a native listener can be viewed as a process of atonement to the
phonology of the native language. If so, how does one then become like a native
listener of a non-native language and how do segmentation procedures differ from
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each other. These are only a few of the most challenging questions.

The present chapter investigated how French-Dutch bilinguals who had

acquired Dutch after becoming fluent in French, process Dutch speech input. The

chapter proposed two alternatives describing how speech might be segmented.

First, it was suggested that the French-Dutch bilinguals might transfer their

syllable-based segmentation procedure to process Dutch. The second proposal

suggested that bilinguals employ a segmentation procedure appropriate to the

language being presented. In the latter case, the question is still unanswered

whether [he non-native segmentation procedure is language speciiic or general in

nature .

Experiments 1 and 2 showed no syllabic effects on a segment monitoring

task. These results allow us to infer that native French speakers turn off their

restricted routine when listening to Dutch. Thus, on the basis of these findings, we

may reject the idea that bilinguals transfer their syllable-based segmentation

procedures when listening to Dutch. Because the segment monitoring results do not

allow any conclusions about what segmentation procedure is actually being used,

two further experiments were conducted. In these experiments, the French-Dutch

bilinguals were presented with two paradigms that had both shown evidence for the

MSS in Dutch. Moreover, to make comparisons as accurate as possible, the

French-Dutch bilinguals were presented with the same materials as Dutch listeners

had been confronted with earlier. If the bilinguals had presented clear evidence for

the MSS on these tasks, it could be concluded that asymmetric bilinguals are able

to employ a segmentation procedure appropriate for the second language. This

would signify that asymmetric bilinguals have two co-existent language-specific

segmentation procedures available.

The results of the missegmentation paradigm showed at least partial evidence

for the MSS: The word boundary pattern of the bilinguals was more or less similar

to that of Dutch listeners in that more insertions were made before strong syllables

and more deletions before weak syllables. However, Experiment 4, using word
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spotting, did not offer any evidence along these lines. Whereas native speakers of

both Dutch and English clearly showed an effect of context indicating the use of

MSS, no such evidence was found with bilinguals.

One approach to this puzzle might be that metrical effects typically appear in

an off-line task as in Experiment 3, but not in an on-line task such as word spotting

(Cutler, personal communication). But the fact remains that the latter task did

generate clear metrical results for native speakers of English (Cutler and Norris,

1988) and Dutch (Vroomen et al., 1996, see also Chapter 4 of this thesis). The

latter study also observed a competition effect in combination with the metrical

effect (see also McQueen et al., 1994).

Taken together, it must be noted that, on the basis of the negative outcomes

of the present data, no firm conclusions can be drawn. However, at least one

option can be ruled out. No evidence was found for transfer of a native routine to

second language processing in these bilinguals. These findings corroborate the

results obtained in other bilingual studies. Both Kearns (1994) and Bradley et al.

(1993) investigated bilinguals with a syllable-based native langauge. Kearns (1994)

found that French native speakers who had become fluent in English showed no

syllabiiication on a segment monitoring task either when listening to English or

when presented with French words; similarly, Bradley et al. (1993) found no

syllabic effects on a segment monitoring task when presenting Spanish listeners,

fluent in English, with their native tongue, Spanish. Thus, these listener groups that

have in common a syllable-based native language and that they have become lluent

in a stress-based language, were not able to employ their native segmentation

procedure either when listening to the native language or when presented with the

second language. These iindings conflict with results obtained with very perfect

bilinguals who had acquired two languages simultaneously (Cutler et al., 1992).

Among these bilinguals, French-dominants used a syllable-based segmentation

procedure in one language (French) and abandoned it when listening to the other

(English). Taken together, these bilingual studies support the notion that bilinguals

do not transfer their native segmentation procedure when listening to the second
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language.

What then can we say about the properties of the processing system of these
bilinguals? One may conjecture that the present data show that bilingual French
participants switch off their French syllabic segmentation routine when listening to
Dutch. Such a conclusion assumes the existence of a restricted procedure, or of

phonological segmentation procedures growing out of the specific linguistic
experience of a native listener and acquired against the background of a generic
processing system common to language competence in general. If so, our
participants switch off the restricted syllabic procedure and replace it with another

that for all intent and purposes, allows them do deal satisfactorily with the non-

native language. The question is then whether this other procedure is a generic one
or more like the restricted procedure native speakers of the other language rely on'?
By and large, the evidence in favour of restricted procedures corresponding to the
specific rhythmical procedures is based on findings with monolinguals and the

absence of such language-speciiic effects in non-native listeners. The existence of

an aspecific procedure has been defended in part as an explanation for the absence
of language-specific effects. Of course, one may pursue this notion and argue that
an alternative for a rhythm-based segmentation routine is given a chance when a
language is presented that does not fi[ the dominant characteristics of the native
strategy. Such a proposal is consistent with the explanation offered by Cutler et al.
(1992) .

Describing the nature of such an alternative routine requires further
investigation since, so far, very little is known about generic routines. At present,
we may agree that the evidence for the application of the MSS obtained with a

missegmentation paradigm does not seem convincing enough to conclude that
bilinguals use two co-existent segmentation procedures. In addition, the fact that
there was no evidence for MSS in word spotting whereas no syllabic segmentation
was demonstrated in segment monitoring, seems to support the view that bilinguals
might be able to use some sort of generic strategy when listening to Dutch.
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An issue that is closely related to this matter is the relation between metrical

and lexical effects. In second language speakers, the interplay between these two

may be different than that of native speakers. Just how they combine in the course

of language acquisition, in adult processing, or in second language acquisition is

still unclear. Data obtained with non-native speakers may show a more complex

pattern of those two aspects as a function of task demands and specific ways to deal

with the task. Non-native speakers would perform a task like word spotting by

relying on their lexical knowledge, de facto ignoring matters such as syllable

strength, whereas a task like word boundary misperception is performed off-line

and post-lexically, and might be the same for native and non-native speakers.

Such a notion would challenge [he symmetry between first and second

language acquisition, more specifically the relation between prelexical segmentation

and lexical access. The developmental time course typical for native language

acquisition may not be entirely similar to that of second language learning. The

implications for processing are far from clear. One may conjecture that a native

speaker of a syllable-based language attunes to a second, stress-based language by
building an initial lexicon and inducing properties of the lexicon from that platform

(de Gelder and Vroomen, 1994). The cognitive resources of the listener who

achieved t7uency in the native tongue, and is later exposed to a new language (the

case of asymmetrical bilinguals) are quite different from those of native listeners.

The present experiments illustrate that the picture is not simple, i.e., that

second language learning is first language learning all over again. Lexical overlap

between native and second language might only be one complica[ing factor. Degree

of distance between the phonological system of the native language and that of the

second language might complicate the acquisition of a phonological processing

system appropriate for the second language. Phonological concepts like syllabic

structure or metrical rhythm are universal in the sense that all languages are in
their domain of applicability. Inter-language differences and biases in phonological

processing strategies might be a matter of relative salience or relative applicability

of a phonological notion to a specific language. This leads to a somewhat different
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view of the acquisition process since it seems that we no longer need the notion of

dedicated routines which are separate from each other in the bilingual speakers,

and can be switched off. Asymmetric bilinguals might be able to use a procedure

that optimally combines the properties of a language-specific procedure with

aspects taken from the language processing system in general. If so, this would

explain the findings that asymmetric bilinguals switch off the native segmentation

procedure without employing the exact segmentation procedure characteristic for

monolinguals. In contrast with the earlier view in which the employment of a

single clear-cut procedure (either language-specific or generic) was proposed,

overlap would be the natural situation. In this view, overlap is not the result of

leakage between separate processors or incomplete or imperfect acquisition

processes. This amounts to saying that phonological processing architectures might

be more like hybrids than pure species.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Introduction

The present thesis was concerned with Dutch speech processing. The central

question was formulated as follows: How is the continuous stream of spoken Dutch

segmented into discrete linguistic units by a variety of listener groups? The

question was based on two assumptions. The first focuses on lexical access units

and claims that these units can function as representation levels in speech

perception; the second underscores the development of segmentation procedures

and states that listeners apply these in speech perception. Questions with respect to

lexical access units were more closely investigated in Part 2 of this thesis, Chapters

2 and 3. For this purpose an illusory conjunction paradigm was used in which

illusory conjunctions, or auditory illusions, were elicited using Dutch speech

materials under dichotic presentation. The experiments reported in Part 3, Chapters

4 and 5, were designed to address issues concerning speech segmentation

procedures by means of three other paradigms, namely monitoring for pre-specified

segments, detection of words in nonsense strings, and missegmentations in

continuous Dutch speech.

This Chapter will discuss the results of the experiments by relating them to

the main question of the thesis. Additionally, more specific questions derived from

the two assumptions and formulated in the Introduction will be addressed.
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6.2 Different Models of Speech Segmentation

In Part I, several models of speech segmentation were discussed that have

tried to solve the problem of spoken word recognition. One of the attempts

mentioned is the view that words are recognized one after another, in the same

sequence as they are uttered. In this view, each word boundary can be located as a

consequence of recognition of the end of the word (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 8z Welsh,

1978). However, the claim that speech is recognized in a stric[ly serial order

turned out to be too simplistic. The main points of criticisms are that many words

do not have unique points and require subsequent contextual information to be

recognized (e.g., Bard et al., 1988). This is the case for embedded words, for

many short words, and for words that may be followed by a suffix. Furthermore,

the claim that words will be misperceived by deiinition when they do not strictly

match with a lexical representation from the word onset, is too radical. For

instance, words that only differ by the first phoneme in the lexical representation

can still be perfectly identified.

A very different approach postulates an explicit mechanism of segmentation

(Cutler 8c Norris, 1988). In this view, lexical access is guided by predicting the

location of word boundaries. Word boundaries are located on the basis of the

identification of sublexical units. For French, which is syllable-based, it is believed

that listeners make a lexical access attempt at every syllable. Support for this idea

came from a segment monitoring study in French (Mehler et al. , 1981) which

showed that listeners perform better when the first syllable of a stimulus word

exactly matches the target than when it does not (i.e., in cases when the tirst

syllable is more or less than the target). The finding that the syllable is a unit of

lexical representation in French was also demonstrated using a very different

paradigm. In an illusory conjunction study, Kolinsky et aL (1995) showed that

French listeners are inclined to make more auditory illusions of syllables compared

to illusions of other linguistic segments. For stress-based languages like English

and Dutch, it was stated that each strong syllable triggers segmentation. Various
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sources of evidence for such a metrical segmentation strategy in English were

given. Findings obtained with a word spotting study (Cutler 8c Norris, 1988)

showed that word detection in nonsense strings consisting of two strong syllables

(i.e., cases where speech materials needed to be assembled after having been

segmented first) was more difficult for English listeners than detection of real

words in strings that had a weak, second syllable. This result was taken as

evidence for the initiation of a lexical access attempt at every strong syllable.

Additional empirical evidence for the MSS came from a missegmentation study in

continuous speech (Cutler 8t Butterfield, 1992). This English study showed that the

typical pattern of word boundary errors as predicted by the MSS, was indeed

observed; i.e., more erroneously inserted word boundaries before strong, and more

mistakenly deleted word boundaries before weak syllables were observed.

Furthermore, the lexical statistics of English (Cutler 8z Carter, 1987) and Dutch

(Vroomen 8r. de Gelder, 1995a, 1995b) showed that the majority of lexical words

in these languages start with strong syllables. Thus, taking strong syllables in

word-initial position leads to a high chance of success in these languages. In an

attempt to answer the question how spoken Dutch is segmented into discrete

linguistic units, the basic notion of the explicit segmentation approach, i.e., the

view that lexical access is guided by an explicit mechanism, is a major topic in this

thcsis.

The third approach being evaluated was provided by models involving

lexical competition between wordcandidates, for instance, Shortlist. A basic

principle of lexical competition models is the activation of various lexical

hypotheses which are in competition with each other. In these models,

segmentation occurs as a consequence of word recognition and no separate

segmentation mechanism is required. Recently, it was suggested that models using

a separate segmentation procedure can be incorporated into competition models.

And indeed, studies running simulations of Shortlist with the MSS implemented,

showed a very close fit to results obtained with test participants (McQueen et al.,

1994; Vroomen 8c de Gelder, 1995; Norris et al., 1995). As seen in Chapter 4 of

this thesis, which provided evidence for the joint operation of lexical competition
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and the MSS in a word spotting paradigm, a combined approach seems promising

for future research.

6.3 Language-specific Speech Processing

The word recognition models just mentioned provided a framework to

investigate speech processing. More specitically, it was proposed (Cutler 8c Norris,

1988) that listeners of syllable-based languages like French make a lexical access

attempt at every syllable (Mehler et al., 1981) whereas listeners of stress-based

languages like English or Dutch make a lexical access attempt at every stron

syllable. Furthermore, for native speakers of mora-based languages the mora is

apparently a unit of lexical access. Because it is believed that phonological

differences between languages influence listeners' representation of speech as well

as their speech segmentation procedures, a cross-linguistic approach was used in

this thesis: The performance of various listener groups presented with Dutch, was

examined. Native speakers of Dutch were compared with non-native speakers who

had acquired Dutch as a second language on the one hand, and with listeners for

whom Dutch was a foreign language, on the other. This cross-linguistic approach

was used across experiments in order to get more insight into the speech perception

of Dutch.

The main question of this thesis focuses on the segmentation of spoken

Dutch into linguistic units. This question was based on two assumptions namely 1.

lexical access units function as representation units in speech perception, and 2.

listeners develop specific segmentation procedures and apply these when listening

to speech input. This question was investigated cross-linguistically by the use of

four different paradigms: 1. illusory conjunction studies, 2. monitoring studies for

prespecified targets, 3. detection studies of words in nonsense strings, and 4.

missegmentation studies of Dutch speech fragments. The motivation for using these
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paradigms was to examine whether phonological differences between languages

would be reflected in lexical representations andlor in segmentation procedures of

native listeners. The notion was that differences between the performance of native
speakers of Dutch and native speakers of contrasting languages suggests that

phonological characteristics of the native language affect speech processing with

respect to internal speech representations as well as speech segmentation

procedures.

6.4 Speech Representations

In the experimental studies presented in Part 2 internal speech

representations of native and non-native listeners were investigated by the use of an

illusory conjunction paradigm. These studies aimed to investigate whether listeners

presented with a non-native language, Dutch, would show a different pattern of

auditory illusions compared to native speakers of Dutch. If so, this would support

the notion that native speakers of languages with contrasting phonological

characteristics have different internal speech representations.

6.4.1 Speech Representations of Native Speakers

Support for the illusory conjunction paradigm as an appropriate technique to

tap listeners' internal speech representations was given in a study by Kolinsky et al.

(1995). This study replicated earlier findings obtained in segment monitoring,
namely the finding that native speakers of French use syllables as units of lexical
access (Mehler et al., 1981). In Kolinsky et al. (1995), it was shown that French

listeners were more susceptible to illusions of syllables than illusions of other
linguistic units.
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In this thesis, internal speech representations of listeners were further

investigated. So far, only comparisons between different linguistic units within one

language had been made. Because we were interested in whether phonological

characteristics of different languages are reflected in the internal speech

representations of native speakers, in the first study, the illusory conjunction

pattern of native speakers of two contrasting languages, Dutch and Italian, was

compared. Native speakers of Italian, a syllable-based language, showed more

illusory conjunctions than Dutch listeners when listening to Dutch. This finding

suggests that syllables are internal speech representation units for listeners of

syllable-based languages. Additionally, in this study, opportunities for the

occurrence of auditory illusions of linguistic segments smaller than the syllable

(e.g., features) had been given. These opportunities were included since we

believed it would be hazardous to conclude that the occurrence of auditory illusions

unequivocally reflects internal speech representations. The iinding that auditory

illusions of the smallest linguistic segment, the feature, were also made, challenged

the belief that the effects were an artefact. In short, the results of the first study

gave evidence for the illusory conjunction paradigm as an appropriate technique to

tap internal speech representations and contested the speculation that the effects

might not be genuine.

This study offered answers to the research questions posed in the

Introduction and that were derived from the assumption that lexical access units

function as representation levels. The tïrst question was whether native speakers of

languages with contrasting phonological characteristics have one and the same

representation unit, or, formulating this question specifically for Dutch, whether

native speakers of Dutch are susceptible to the same lexical access units as native

speakers of languages with contrasting phonological characteristics. Secondly, the

nature and size of internal speech representation units were questioned.

One argument which answers the first question negatively is the clear finding

that a dissimilar pattern of syllabic illusions for Italian and Dutch listeners was

obtained. This finding was taken as evidence for different internal speech
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representation units for native speakers of different languages. However, this denial

would have been even stronger if the Dutch listeners had not shown any syllabic

illusions at all. If this had been the case, such an absence of syllabic susceptibility

might even have indicated that the syllable is of no importance in Dutch. However,

finding that Dutch listeners are affected by syllables is also compatible with the

idea that the syllable is of importance in Dutch. With respect to the second question

it can be concluded that the speech of native speakers of Italian is internally

represented in syllabic units. This tinding is in accordance with earlier studies that

investigated syllable-based languages by the use of a segment monitoring task

(Morais et al., 1989; Mehler et al., 1981; Sebastián-Gallés et al., 1992) and an

auditory illusion paradigm (Kolinsky et al., 1995). In contrast to Experiment 1 of

this thesis, these studies focused on the speech processing of listeners presented

with the native language. In Experiment 1, native speakers of a syllable-based

language, Italian, were presented with a foreign language, with contrasting

phonologícal characteristics i.e., Dutch. The tinding that syllables are internal

speech units for native speakers of Italian is evidence for syllabic representation

beyond French. These findings are compatible with an account that stresses

universal aspects of language processing. Thus, irrespective of the language

presented, native speakers of syllable-based languages are susceptible to syllables,

and are not affected by foreign language input. However, it might be the case that

native speakers of a syllable-based language who have become f7uent in another

language, are affected by their second language if it has contrasting phonological

characteristics. This was investigated in the next experiments (Chapter 2).

6.4.2 Bilingual Speech Representations

The goal of the second study was to investigate this notion more thoroughly

by presenting Dutch speech materials to bilingual listeners and comparing their

responses with those of native Dutch speakers on an illusory conjunction task.

Bilinguals who had acquired Dutch after having become fluent in their native
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language were selected. Earlier, it was mentioned that the syllable is a lexical

access unit for native speakers of syllable-based languages. For this reason, native

speakers of French were chosen (Experiment 1). In Japanese, evidence was found

for another unit, the mora, (Otake et al., 1993; Cutler 8c Otake, 1994), and

therefore a group of native speakers of Japanese were also investigated. On the

basis of earlier studies, it was predicted that distinct patterns of auditory illusions

for bilinguals and monolinguals would be observed. More specifically, it was

expected that native speakers of French listening to Dutch would show more

syllabic illusions than to Dutch listeners. On the basis of a study by Morais et al.

(1994), similar predictions were made for native Japanese listeners.

In addition to the selection of participants, this study differed on some other

aspects. In the bilingual study, illusory conjunctions of five different linguistic

segments could occur, namely voice, place, phoneme, vowel and syllable.

Furthermore, the stimuli varied with respect to stress pattern: half had a strong,

and the other half had a weak final syllable. Finally, as in Kolinsky et al. (1995),

targets were real words. As in the previous study, the results showed that various

linguistic segments migrated: Illusory conjunctions of all segments (except vowels)

were made by all language groups (Dutch listeners, French-Dutch bilinguals and

Japanese-Dutch bilinguals). Moreover, it was found that native Dutch speakers

showed results similar to the bilinguals. At first sight, obtaining very similar

migration patterns for native speakers of stress-based and syllable-based languages

on the one hand, and for native speakers of stress-based and mora-based languages

on the other, seems surprising. It contradicts the predictions that were made on the

basis of phonological properties of languages and it is puzzling that the response

patterns of native and non-native participants listening to Dutch were not more

heterogenous. One explanation was that internal speech representations may alter as

a consequence of second language acquisition. It does not seem implausible that

speech representations of asymmetric bilinguals, who have become fluent in a

second language after having acquired the native language, change during second

language acquisition. Such an explanation may become more plausible when

considering studies investigating speech segmentation procedures of monolingual as
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well as bilingual listeners. In conclusion, the findings suggest that asymmetric

bilinguals are susceptible to the same lexical access units as native speakers of

Dutch.

Taken together, the tïndings of the monolingual study clearly showed that

syllables are representation units for monolinguals of a syllable-based language,

even when presented with a foreign language, whereas the findings of the bilingual

study showed that for asymmetric bilinguals, the role of the syllable as a unit of

representation was less prominent. The different response patterns of listeners who

had acquired Dutch, and of those for whom Dutch was a foreign language, might

be the result of altered internal speech representations of the former group.

In short, the goal of Part 2 was to scrutinize the size and nature of linguistic

representations cross-linguistically. Our focus was to tap the internal speech

representation units of native speakers of contrasting languages presented with

Dutch. The results of monolingual listeners clearly showed that listeners of

syllable-based languages are more susceptible to syllables compared to native Dutch

speakers, whereas for asymmetric bilinguals, the syllable was not particular.

6.5 Speech Segmentation Procedures

At least one of the illusory conjunction experiments just discussed lent clear

support for the belief that lexical access units can be pursued and identitïed by

means of an illusory conjunction task. Though the illusory conjunction paradigm

seems a statisfying technique for tapping internal speech representations, it is

doubtful whether this paradigm is also adequate for assessing speech segmentation

procedures. In Part 3 of this thesis, various paradigms were used that were able to

trace such segmentation procedures. The focus in this part was the assumption that

listeners develop specific speech segmentation procedures and apply these when

listening to speech input. The questions raised were: 1. What kind of speech
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segmentation procedures are used when listeners are confronted with Dutch speech

input? 2. Are speech segmentation procedures universal or language-specific; do

native Dutch speakers develop the same segmentation procedures as listeners of

other languages? 3. How is Dutch speech input segmented by bilingual listeners?

6.5.1 Native Dutch Speech Segmentation: the MSS and Lexical Competition

We started our inquiry by investigating native Dutch listeners. We

hypothesized that, if, as claimed by Cutler and colleagues, the relevant aspect for

the employment of the MSS is indeed the alternation between strong and weak

syllables, then we would expect the application of the MSS in Dutch too. Thus, the

reason to test Dutch listeners was to find out whether they perform like listeners of

languages with similar phonological properties. More specitically, since Dutch is

stress-based like English, we tested whether Dutch listeners would apply the MSS

when listening to Dutch speech input as English listeners had done when presented

with English. The missegmentation study by (Cutler 8t Buttertield, 1992) illustrated

the application of the MSS in English. This paradigm, in Dutch, was used in my

study. The idea was that listeners of stress-based languages will take strong

syllables as word-initial in lexical words whereas a weak syllable will be heard as

non-word-initial or as a grammatical word. It was hypothesized that this would be

reflected in the response patterns of Dutch listeners who were asked to respond to

speech fragments presented at a level just above individual thresholds. The

responses of the Dutch listeners showed a pattern of word boundary errors that was

very similar to that of Cutler and Butteriield (1992) in English: word boundary

insertions were more likely to occur before strong syllables and word boundary

deletions were more likely to occur before weak syllables. Thus, as predicted by

the MSS it was shown that Dutch listeners were inclined to hear strong syllables as

the onset of lexical words. In conclusion, the results of this study showed that the

MSS can account for the pattern of word boundary errors made by Dutch listeners.

Moreover, because the results of the missegmentation study showed a similar
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pattern to that obtained in English, the notion that listeners of languages with
similar characteristics develop similar segmentation procedures was supported.

One limitation of the missegmentation paradigm is that word boundary

errors might not be indicative for the MSS because other factors, like acoustics and

lexical search processes that are not controlled in this paradigm, might play a role.

In the missegmentation task, responses are off-line. Consequently, listeners might

profit from a lexical search strategy which works serially and might be based on
the acoustic saliency of the input signal. If this were the case, findings similar to

those predicted by the MSS would be found. In other words, it is not clear whether

the present findings are due to the MSS or to a lexical search strategy.

Furthermore, it might also be the case that, pre-lexically, the MSS might be at

stake whereas in a later stage, lexical searching might be more important. In

conclusion, on the basis of the present findings, it can not be determined whether

and to what extent the MSS, lexical search processes andlor acoustic saliency play

a role in the missegmentation.

The use of a missegmentation paradigm presented with a serious

disadvantage, namely, the unclear, uncontrollable contribution of lexical search

processes and~or acoustics that could have affected listener's responses. Therefore,
in our next experiments on the speech perception of native Dutch speakers, a
paradigm involving on-line detection of real Dutch words (e.g., BEL, bell, or

MELK, milk) presented in nonsense strings was chosen. In addition, a control

experiment was carried out to check whether the observed context effects were due
to acoustic factors. This word spotting task would provide evidence for the MSS if
responses were faster or more accurate for CVCC words (MELK) in an SW

context (MELKes) than in an SS context (MELKoos). The crucial difference
between these contexts is that MELK in MELKoos would have to be assembled
across a segmentation boundary (after it had been divided across two segmentation

units into MEL-K as a consequence of the strong vowel in koos), whereas in the

case of MELKes, there is no segmentation at all (since the final syllable is weak
and does not trigger segmentation).
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Furthermore, the word spotting paradigm presents the opportunity to

investigate the contribution of lexical competition effects. The following predictions

were made. If the MSS, rather than lexical competition is important, one might

find that detection of BEL in an SW context (BELkes) would be as fast or accurate

as when detecting BEL in an SS context (BELkoos) because in these cases, the

segmentation point overlaps with the syllable boundary. If, on the other hand,

lexical competition were at stake, BEL in BELkoos should be detected faster

andlor more accurately than in BELkes. This might be predicted because there are

many more words that start with koos than with kes.

Thus, the central idea behind the word spotting paradigm is two-fold,

namely native Dutch speakers will perceive strong syllables as wordinitial (Cutler

8r. Norris, 1988), and,analogously, the ease with which listeners are able to detect

words is affected by the number of lexical competitors (Norris et al., 1995) in that

strong syllables (that are very likely to be the onset of new words) that are

presented after the target word and that do not overlap with the previous syllable,

will facilitate word detection.

In the tirst word spotting experiment, the findings obtained by Cutler and

Norris (1988) were partly replicated in that a CVCC word like MELK (cf. MINT)

was more difficult to detect in MELKoos (cf. MINTayt) than in MELKes (cf.

MINTef). (It must be noted, that the differences in stress pattern were obtained in

the error pattern, whereas in English the effect was found in the reaction times

rather than in error rates.) We had thus found evidence for the MSS for native

Dutch listeners. However, in contrast to findings in English (Cutler 8r Norris,

1988), native speakers of Dutch showed a context difference for CVC words:

words like BEL were more easier to detect in an SS context (BELkoos) than in an

SW context (BELkes). This finding was predicted within the framework of lexical

competition, and is explained by the observation that koos has many more

competitors than kes since more words start with koos than with kes (Vroomen 8c

de Gelder, 1995).
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In a second word spotting experiment, it was investigated whether the

previous data could be explained in acoustic terms (such as assimilation of the final

consonant of the target word) by splicing the context from the target and asking
listeners to make lexical decisions on the spliced words. Context ( SS or SW) did
not interact with target type (CVCC or CVC): thus, no evidence was found for any

acoustic explanation. In conclusion, the second syllable rather than the acoustic

realization of the target seemed to account for the context effects obtained in the
previous word spotting experiment.

To conclude, this series of experiments investigating the performance of

native Dutch listeners using two very different paradigms, missegmentations and

word spotting, provided clear evidence for the MSS in Dutch. Thus, the MSS

which was originally proposed for English, another stress-based language, is also

relevant for Dutch, a language with similar phonological characteristics. This
finding corroborates the language-universal rhythmic segmentation hypothesis,

because it shows that the application of the MSS is not restricted to a single

language, English, but is also appropriate for other stress-based languages, in this

case Dutch. In addition, the word spotting study showed that the MS5 alone could

not account for the results: the findings were partly explained by lexical
competition. It must be noted that whereas rhythmic segmentation, i.e., the MSS,

depends on the phonological characterístics of the native language, the occurrence

of lexical competition effects is dependent on the lexical properties of the native

language. It was suggested that lexical competition might be an even more
language-universal way to process speech than rhythmic segmentation.

6.5.2 Bilingual Speech Segmentation

So far, our investigations into the speech segmentation of native Dutch
speakers supports a language-universal account of speech processing. This issue

was further explored by investigating the performance of native speakers of
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languages with contrasting phonological characteristícs who had become fluent in

Dutch. The final questions posed in the Introduction (Chapter 1) were concerned

with this issue and were the following: How do bilingual listeners segment Dutch

speech input? Do they apply the segmentation procedure of their native language,

or do they adopt a procedure that is appropriate for their second language, in this

case Dutch? Earlier, evidence for the employment of syllable-based segmentation

procedures in French (Mehler et al ., 1981; Seguí et al. , 1981) motivated us to

investigate whether native speakers of French would also show syllabic

segmentation when listening to their second language Dutch, which is stress-based.

We started our examination of French-Dutch bilinguals in a paradigm

demonstrating syllabic speech segmentation namely, segment monitoring.

As in Mehler et al. (1981) listeners were asked to monitor for pre-specified

targets which matched the first syllable of a spoken word in one condition, but did

not match it in the other. In Experiment 1, Chapter 5, word pairs with long as well

as short vowels were included (materials were taken from Vroomen 8t de Gelder,

1994; Experiment 1). Of the long vowel word pairs, one member had a CVV

structure (e.g., da.lin~, landing) while the other had a CVVC structure (e.g.,

daal.der, half-a-crown); of the short vowel word pairs, one member was

ambisyllabic (e.g., ko r el, grain) and the other had a clear syllable (e.g., kor.tin ,

discount). Thus, in the non-matching condition, the target was more (e.g., for long

vowels DAAL in DA.LinQ; for ambisyllabic words KOR in KO R el) or less (e.g.,

for long vowels DAA in DAAl.der; for clear syllables with a short vowel KO in

KOr.ti~~~~) than the syllable.

One possible outcome would be to find syllabic effects identical to those

observed by Mehler et al. (1981). If so, this would corroborate the interpretation

that native speakers of French consistently make use of syllabification in speech

segmentation (as in Experiment 4 in Cutler et al., 1986) and transfer their native

segmentation procedure when processing Dutch. However, the results showed that

the response pattern was similar to that found earlier by Vroomen and de Gelder

(1994), i.e., no syllabification effects were obtained for either short or long-vowel
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words. These findings still leave room for two interpretations. First, bilinguals
might, as a consequence of learning their second language, have acquired a
segmentation procedure that is appropriate for the second language, in this case a
stress-based procedure, and they use this procedure when listening to Dutch. The
second interpretation is that bilinguals might be able to switch off their native
strategy when listening to a non-native language and, as suggested by Cutler et al.

(1992), fall back on some sort of general strategy when presented with their second
language.

In the following segment monitoring experiment (Experiment 2, Chapter 5),
it was investigated whether the observed null effects would be replicated when
ample opportunities for the occurrence of syllabitïcation were presented. In this
experiment, French-Dutch bilinguals were only presented with easy-to-syllabify

pseudo-words, i.e., stimuli that had clear syllable boundaries. In this experiment as
well, no evidence for syllabification was shown.

On the basis of these two segment monitoring studies, the two explanations
could not be disentangled. At this stage, it was not clear whether the French-Dutch
bilinguals did not syllabify the speech input because they employed a stress-based
segmentation procedure appropriate for the language presented, or because they
were applying some sort of general strategy. The two final experiments aimed to
investigate the former possibility that French-Dutch bilinguals employ the MSS
when processing Dutch. Two paradigms, missegmentations and word spotting, that
had previously (see, for instance, Chapter 4) demonstrated application of the MSS
in stress-based languages, were chosen.

The rationale behind the missegmentation task was that metrical stress
affects the occurrence of erroneously inserted and deleted word boundaries of
lexical words. It was observed both in English (Cutler 8c Butterfield, 1992) and
Dutch (this thesis) that word boundaries of lexical words are more often
inserted before strong syllables, and more often deleted before weak syllables.
Thus, the idea is that listeners of stress-based languages take strong syllables as the
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onset of lexical words. In Experiment 3 Chapter 5, it was investigated how speech

fragments were responded to by native speakers of French who had acquired Dutch

during adolescence or adulthood. If the response patterns of the French-Dutch

bilinguals resembled that of native Dutch listeners, thus providing evidence for the

MSS, this would support the idea that bilinguals employ a language-specific

segmentation procedure appropriate for the input language.

The pattern of missegmentations of the French-Dutch bilinguals partly

replicated that of the Dutch listeners presented with the same speech materials in

that word boundaries were more often erroneously deleted before weak than before

strong syllables. However, it should be noted that, compared to chance, the

French-Dutch listeners not only made more erroneous word boundary insertions

before strong syllables (as the Dutch listeners had done) but also before weak

syllables. It is puzzling that word boundaries were also more often erroneously

inserted than predicted on the basis of chance. This observation does not clearly fit

with an MSS-like response pattern which predicted selectively more word boundary

insertions before strong but not before weak syllables. In short, the response

pattern of French-Dutch bilinguals presented with continuous speech partly

corresponds to the pattern observed for native listeners of Dutch.

The focus of the last experiment was to investigate whether French-Dutch

bilinguals and native speakers of Dutch would show similar results on a word

spotting task. In particular, it was examined whether French-Dutch bilinguals

would show evidence for the MSS (and also for lexical competition effects) in a

word spotting paradigm. If so, this would provide evidence for the use of a stress-

based segmentation procedure by bilinguals. The Word spotting task had supported

the existence f an MSS in native listeners of stress-based languages (for English,

see Cutler 8z Norris, 1988; for Dutch, see Chapter 4, this thesis). French-Dutch

listeners were confronted with the same materials as those presented to native

Dutch listeners. In contrast to findings with native listeners, non-native listeners

were not better in detecting CVCC words (e.g., MELK) in SW sequences (e.g.,

MELKes) than in SS sequences (e.g., MELKoos), and CVC words (e.g., BEL)
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were not more easily detected in SS sequences (e.g., BELkoos) than in SW

sequences (e.g., BELkes). Two preliminary explanations were given. First, it was

suggested that bilinguals may have less stress-driven speech segmentation

procedures and as a consequence are less affected by metrical stress. Second, the

absence of context effects might be caused by less automatic or less efficient

activation levels of lexical candidates.

In conclusion, our examinations of speech segmentation procedures in

French-Dutch bilinguals showed the following: 1. the asymmetric bilinguals did not

transfer the native segmentation procedure (syllable-based) to processing Dutch: 2.

the results supporting the employment of a stress-based segmentation procedure

appropriate for the second language was not very convincing, and seemed task

specific. Since at least some evidence for the application of the MSS was found, it

was proposed that asymmetric bilinguals may command a hybrid segmentation

procedure that may comprise aspects of different segmentation procedures.

6.6 Conclusions

In summary, several findings in the present thesis suggest that speech

processing is affected by the phonological characteristics of the listener's native

language. In terms of speech representations, this proposal was supported by the

finding that native speakers of Italian, a syllable-based language, are much more

susceptible to syllables than native speakers of Dutch. With respect to speech
segmentation, the consistent tinding that native Dutch speakers apply a metrical

segmentation procedure when listening to Dutch is also consistent with this view.

Moreover, tests using native speakers corroborated a language-universal approach:

As had been shown for French, native speakers of Italian also showed evidence for
syllabic speech representations; and, consistent with the results of native English

speakers, native speakers of Dutch showed the application of the MSS when

listening to Dutch. These findings suggest that internal speech representations as
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we11 as rhythmic segmentation procedures may depend of the phonological

characteristics of the native language.

However, bilingual studies carried out in Dutch showed a less clear picture.

Neither Japanese-Dutch nor French-Dutch bilinguals were more susceptible to

particular linguistic units than native Dutch speakers. Native French speakers who

had become fluent in Dutch did not apply a syllable-based segmentation procedure

when presented with Dutch speech. In an attempt to better understand this, we

examined whether French-Dutch bilinguals would apply the segmentation procedure

of the language they were listening to: the evidence of a metrically-based

segmentation strategy was not very convincing, and furthermore task specific.

One explanation of these bilingual findings might be that asymmetric

bilinguals do not employ one single segmentation procedure, or are not limited to

one specific unit of representation. Perhaps they have developed a way to process

speech by combining the most relevant and economic aspects of the native

segmentation procedure and the language system, or both. If so, the processing

architecture uf bilinguals is an interactive system taking optimal advantage of

relevant aspects for the individual at certain moments in contrast to the well-

defined, single-segmentation procedure used by monolinguals. Such an approach

seems plausible when considering the behaviour of language users who, as is

known from psycholinguistics, are primarily active creatures able to adapt their

individual language behaviour to the environment.
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In het dagelijks leven ondervinden luisteraars in het algemeen weinig of geen

problemen met het begrijpen van een door de spreker geuite boodschap. Echter,

een luisteraar wordt er onvermijdelijk mee geconfronteerd - ofschoon hij het zich

meestal niet zal realiseren - dat spraak geen betrouwbare aanwijzingen geeft over

waar in het spraaksignaal een woord begint of eindigt. Het doel van het

onderhavige proefschrift is via empirisch onderzoek het inzicht te vergroten in de

manier waarop luisteraars spraak waarnemen. Verondersteld wordt dat woorden uit

de continue spraakstroom gesegmenteerd worden in afgebakende linguïstische

eenheden; deze eenheden hebben toegang tot het mentale lexicon.

De vraag die in dit proefschrift centraal staat, is: hoe wordt Nederlandse

spraak door verschillende groepen luisteraars gesegmenteerd in linguïstische

eenheden? Deze vraag werd afgeleid van twee assumpties. De eerste veronderstelt

dat lexicale eenheden geïdentificeerd kunnen worden en dat zij functioneren als

representatieniveaus van spraakwaarneming. Deze assumptie leidde tot de volgende

onderzoeksvragen: 1. Is er slechts één representatie-eenheid voor

moedertaalsprekers van talen met contrasterende fonologische taaleigenschappen'?

Met andere woorden zijn moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands gevoelig voor

dezelfde lexicale eenheden (zoals de lettergreep) als moedertaalsprekers van andere

(fonologisch-contrasterende) talen? 2. Hoe is een lexicale eenheid te karakteriseren?

Deze vragen worden onderzocht in Deel 2, hoofdstukken 2 en 3.

De tweede assumptie die ten grondslag ligt aan de centrale vraag van dit

proefschrift gaat ervan uit dat luisteraars specifieke segmentatie procedures

ontwikkelen en dat zij deze toepassen wanneer zij met gesproken taal

geconfronteerd worden. Hieruit vloeiden de volgende onderzoeksvragen voort: 1.

Wat is de aard van spraaksegmentatie procedures die luisteraars gebruiken als ze

geconfronteerd worden met Nederlandse spraak? 2. Zijn spraaksegmentatie
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procedures universeel of taalspeciiiek? Met andere woorden ontwikkelen

moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands soortgelijke procedures als

moedertaalsprekers van talen met contrasterende fonologische eigenschappen

(waaronder het Frans) en lijken de segmentatie procedures van Nederlandse

moedertaalsprekers op die van luisteraars van talen met vergelijkbare fonologische

eigenschappen (zoals het Engels)? 3. Hoe segmenteren tweetaligen Nederlandse

spraak? Passen ze een segmentatie procedure toe die specifiek is voor de

moedertaal, of gebruiken ze een procedure die geschikt is voor de taal waarmee ze

op dat moment geconfronteerd worden? Op deze onderzoeksvragen wordt in Deel

3, hoofdstukken 4 en 5, ingegaan.

Deel 1 van het proefschrift schetst in een inleidend hoofdstuk drie

benaderingen waarin een oplossing voor het segmentatieprobleem wordt

voorgesteld namelijk sequentiële modellen, expliciete segmentatie modellen en

lexicale competitie modellen. Een essentieel verschil tussen expliciete segmentatie

modellen en de overige twee is, dat zowel sequentiële als lexicale competitie

modellen geen expliciet segmentatiemechanisme voor het localiseren van

woordgrenzen vereisen. Met andere woorden segmentatie is in deze modellen

slechts een bijproduct van woordherkenning. Het principe van expliciete

segmentatiemodellen, daarentegen, is dat woordherkenning gefaciliteerd wordt als

de spraakstroom gesegmenteerd wordt en de positie van woordgrenzen bepaald kan

worden.

Het laatste deel van Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van

spraakwaarnemingsstudies waarbij verschillende groepen luisteraars werden

onderzocht. In dit overzicht worden talen onderscheiden naar fonologisch-

contrasterende taaleigenschappen. Er worden drie taalgroepen onderscheiden

namelijk a. talen waarbij de lettergreep van belang lijkt bij segmentatie (Frans,

Catalaans, Spaans, Portugees); b. talen waarbij de afwisseling tussen sterke en

zwakke lettergrepen bepalend lijkt voor het segmenteren van spraak (Engels,

Nederlands); en c. talen waarbij de mora een prominente rol speelt bij

spraaksegmentatie (Japans). In het overzicht worden eerst studies samengevat die
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uitgevoerd werden met moedertaalsprekers. Vervolgens worden studies beschreven
van luisteraars die geconfronteerd werden met een taal die geheel onbekend was
voor hen. Ten slotte worden enkele recente studies met tweetaligen beschreven

waarin de spraakwaarneming van beide talen onderzocht werd. In deze laatste
studies werden enerzijds luisteraars onderzocht die in hoge mate tweetalig waren
(zij werden vanaf zeer jonge leeftijd met twee talen geconfronteerd en spraken
beide talen vloeiend), anderzijds werden de prestaties van tweetaligen onderzocht
die pas op latere leeftijd een tweede taal verwierven.

De resultaten van verschillende studies die uitgevoerd werden met

moedertaalsprekers ondersteunen het idee, dat de lettergreep van cruciaal belang is
voor spraakwaarneming. Deze studies suggereerden dat luisteraars bij elke
lettergreep een nieuwe poging doen om toegang tot het mentale lexicon te krijgen.

Evidentie voor dit idee kwam uit het Frans (Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder 8c

Seguí, 1981), maar ook studies met moedertaalsprekers van het Catalaans, Spaans
en Portugees toonden lettergreepeffecten. Echter, onderzoek naar Engelse
moedertaalsprekers leverde geen steun voor het idee dat de lettergreep een

universele eenheid voor spraakwaarneming zou zijn (Cutler, Mehler, Norris 8r.

Seguí, 1983; Cutler 8c Butterfield, 1992). Deze studies opperden dat

spraakwaarnemingsprocessen taalspecifiek van aard zouden zijn. Voor het Engels
werd een metrische segmentatie strategie voorgesteld (Cutler 8z Norris, 1988).
Deze strategie stelt dat luisteraars bij elk begin van een sterke lettergreep een

nieuwe poging voor lexicale toegang uitvoeren. De metrische segmentatie strategie,
die gebaseerd is op de ritmische eigenschappen van het Engels, riep de vraag op of
deze strategie ook relevant is voor het Nederlands. Het Nederlands is een taal met
soortgelijke fonologische eigenschappen als het Engels. Beide talen kennen

ambisyllabiciteit, oftewel het verschijnsel van `onduidelijke lettergreepgrenzen',
waarbij een medeklinker op een grens tussen twee lettergrepen zowel bij de eerste
als bij de tweede lettergreep kan behoren (de l in balans is bijvoorbeeld
ambisyllabisch). Daarnaast komt er zowel in het Nederlands als in het Engels een
grote variatie aan lettergreepstructuren voor: lettergrepen kunnen uit een groot
scala van (ingewikkelde) klinker-medeklinker patronen bestaan (bijvoorbeeld
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strengst met een m-m-m-k-m-m-m15 patroon). Bovendien lijken de lexicale

statistieken van zowel het Engels als het Nederlands uitstekend te passen bij een

metrische segmentatie strategie. Deze strategie voorspelt dat sterke lettergrepen het

begin van een woord aanduiden. Het feit dat de meeste lexicale woorden in het

Nederlands met een sterke lettergreep beginnen lijkt goed aan te sluiten bij een

metrische segmentatie strategie. Naast studies naar (1) talen waarbij de lettergreep

en (2) talen waarbij de afwisseling tussen sterke en zwakke lettergrepen bepalend

lijkt, werd een derde [aalgroep onderzocht. Studies naar deze laatste taalgroep

toonden aan dat moedertaalsprekers van het Japans een alternatieve segmentatie

strategie gebruiken (Otake, Hatano, Cutler 8z Mehler, 1993). Deze strategie is

gebaseerd is op een subsyllabische eenheid, de mora.

Deel 2 van het proefschrift bouwt verder op de assumptie dat lexicale

eenheden geïdentificeerd kunnen worden en dat zij functioneren als

representatieniveaus van spraakwaarneming. De experimenten waarvan verslag

wordt gedaan maken gebruik van een paradigma waarbij auditieve illusoire

conjuncties, oftewel perceptuele interacties tussen twee gelijktijdig aangeboden non-

woorden, uitgelokt worden. Het achterliggende idee van de experimenten die hier

gerapporteerd worden, is: interne spraakrepresentaties van luisteraars kunnen

opgespeurd worden door het aantal migraties (oftewel illusoire conjuncties) van een

specifiek linguïstisch segment in ogenschouw te nemen. In Hoofdstuk 2 werd een

experiment opgezet waarin onderzocht werd of het illusoire conjunctie paradigma

inderdaad een geschikte techniek is om interne spraakrepresentaties van luisteraars

te achterhalen. Deze vraag konden we bevestigend beantwoorden, doordat

aangetoond werd dat niet de grootte van het linguïstisch segment (hoe groter hoe

meer migraties) bepalend bleek voor het al dan niet voorkomen van migraties:

immers, ook migraties van het kleinste, linguïstische segment (het feature) traden

op. Bovendien gaf dit experiment evidentie voor het idee dat de lettergreep

beschouwd kan worden als belangrijke spraakrepresentatie-eenheid voor Italiaanse

moedertaalsprekers. Een soortgelijke bevinding was eerder gevonden voor het

15 Met 'm' wordt medeklinker aangeduid; met 'k' klinker.
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Frans (Kolinsky, Morais 8r. Cluytens, 1995). Een belangrijk voordeel van een

cross-linguïstische vergelijking zoals uitgevoerd werd in deze studie waarin

moedertaalsprekers van het Italiaans (zonder kennis van het Nederlands) vergeleken
werden met Nederlandstaligen is, dat een puur akoestische verklaring voor de

gevonden verschillen tussen Italianen en Nederlanders uitgesloten wordt. Met

andere woorden de bevinding dat Italiaanse moedertaalsprekers méér migraties

maken dan Nederlanders bij het waarnemen van Nederlandse spraak suggereert dat

luisteraars van talen met contrasterende fonologische eigenschappen onderscheiden

kunnen worden op basis van syllabische spraakrepresentaties.

In Hoofdstuk 3 werd de spraakwaarneming van twee groepen asymmetrische

tweetaligen vergeleken met die van moedertaalsprekers. De tweetaligen hadden hun

tweede taal, het Nederlands, pas verworven nadat ze hun moedertaal, het Frans of

het Japans, vloeiend hadden leren spreken. De vraag was in hoeverre de

spraakrepresentaties van deze tweetaligen overeenkwamen met die van Nederlandse

moedertaalsprekers. Zowel de antwoordpatronen van Frans-Nederlandse

tweetaligen en Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers, als die van Japans-Nederlandse

tweetaligen en Nederlandse muedertaalsprekers, bleken sterk met elkaar overeen te

komen. Deze resultaten waren in strijd met voorspellingen die gebaseerd waren op

verschillende fonologische eigenschappen tussen talen. Op grond van deze

taaleigenschappen was een verschil in gevoeligheid voor een specitiek linguïstisch

segment, namelijk de lettergreep, voorspeld. Een mogelijke verklaring die

geformuleerd werd, was dat interne spraakrepresentaties zouden kunnen veranderen

als gevolg van het verwerven van een tweede taal.

Deel 3 van het proefschrift gaat uit van de vooronderstelling dat luisteraars

beschikken over specifieke segmentatie procedures die zij toepassen bij het luisteren

naar spraak. In Hoofdstuk 4 toonden we aan dat Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers

een metrische segmentatie strategie toepassen. Dit werd gedemonstreerd middels

twee verschillende paradigma's. Het eerste paradigma confronteerde luisteraars met

zinsfragmenten die werden aangeboden op een volume, dat net boven een

individueel vastgestelde geluidsdrempel lag. Bij het waarnemen van deze
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fragmenten bleken luisteraars fouten te maken die verklaard konden worden door

een metrische segmentatie strategie: er werden meer woordgrenzen foutief

ingevoegd voor sterke dan voor zwakke let[ergrepen en het onterecht weglaten van
woordgrenzen kwam vaker voor indien er een zwakke dan wanneer er een sterke

lettergreep volgde. Deze bevindingen komen overeen met een voorspelling die

voortvloeit uit de metrische segmentatie strategie namelijk dat sterke lettergrepen

beschouwd kunnen worden als het begin van een lexicaal woord.

Het tweede paradigma, word spotting, vereiste het opspeuren van een

bestaand woord (zoals MELK) vooraan in een auditief aangeboden nonsense string

die uit twee lettergrepen bestond. De eerste lettergreep uit de nonsense string was

altijd een sterke lettergreep. De tweede lettergreep uit de string was sterk (zoals in

MEL.KOOS) of zwak (zoals in MEL.KES): dit verschil was cruciaal. Op basis van

de metrische segmentatie strategie werd voorspeld dat luisteraars die een m-k-m-m

woord (zoals MELK) moeten opspeuren in een sterk-sterk string (MEL.KOOS)

eerst de nonsense string in twee delen (namelijk MEL en KOOS) moeten

segmenteren, omdat de metrische segmentatie strategie voorspelt dat elke sterke

lettergreep een woordbegin aangeeft (de K zou dus de locatie van een woordbegin

aanduiden). Vervolgens zou het nodig zijn de K uit KOOS te koppelen aan de

eerste lettergreep. Indien de tweede lettergreep van de nonsense string zwak is

(zoals in MELKES), dan is voorgaande segmentatiestap niet van toepassing (de K

in KES voorspelt geen woordbegin). De resultaten toonden aan dat een woord
o~speuren in nonsense strings met een sterke context inderdaad meer tijd kostte dan

in strings met een zwakke context. Er werd dus evidentie gevonden voor een

metrische segmentatie strategie. Naast m-k-m-m woorden werden er m-k-m

woorden (zoals BEL) aangeboden. Bij het opspeuren van m-k-m-woorden werden

lexicale competitie-effecten aangetoond: BEL bleek gemakkelijker op te speuren in

een sterke context (BEL.KOOS) dan in een zwakke context (BEL.KES). In m-k-m

woorden zou de voorspelt de metrische segmentatie strategie geen contextuele

invloed. De bevindingen konden verklaard worden uit lexicale competitie-effecten:
namelijk uit de observatie dat er meer woorden beginnen met KOOS dan met KES.

Kortom, we concludeerden dat de metrische segmentatie strategie, behalve voor het
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Engels, ook relevant is voor het Nederlands. Segmentatie van spraak op basis van

ritmische taaleigenschappen lijkt dus een universele benadering.

In Hoofdstuk 5 van het proefschrift werd onderzocht welke segmentatie

procedure wordt toegepast door asymmetrische Frans-Nederlands tweetaligen die

het Frans als moedertaal hebben. In tegenstelling tot onze voorspellingen werd er

geen lettergreepeffect aangetoond in twee segment monitoring experimenten waarbij

luisteraars gevraagd werd zo snel mogelijk te reageren als ze een tevoren

aangeboden segment dachten te horen in een bestaand woord. Het segment kwam

wel (KOR) of niet (KO) overeen met de eerste lettergreep van het aangeboden

woord (KORTING). We redeneerden dat het niet uitgesloten was dat de tweetaligen

een metrische segmentatie strategie toepassen bij het horen van Nederlandse spraak.

Dit werd onderzocht middels twee paradigma's die het gebruik van een metrische

segmentatie strategie door moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands duidelijk hadden

aangetoond (zie Hoofdstuk 4). Het eerste paradigma, waarbij luisteraars zacht

aangeboden zinsfragmenten moesten repliceren, correspondeerde in zoverre met

een rnetrische segmentatie strategie dat er meer foutieve woordgrenzen werden

ingevoegd voor sterke dan voor zwakke lettergrepen en dat er meer onterechte

weglatingen van woordgrenzen waren voor zwakke dan voor sterke lettergrepen.

Echter, het aantal foutief ingevoegde woordgrenzen voor zwakke lettergrepen bleek

groter dan men op basis van kans zou voorspellen. Dit laatste resultaat kon niet

verklaard worden door de metrische segmentatie strategie. Kortom, de resultaten

met Frans-Nederlands tweetaligen correspondeerden gedeeltelijk met een metrische

segmentatie strategie.

Het tweede paradigma dat een metrische segmentatie strategie voor

Nederlandstalige moedertaalsprekers had aangetoond, was word spotting (zie

Hoofdstuk 4); luisteraars moesten een woord opspeuren in een nonsense string.

Echter, de tweetaligen lieten noch een contexteffect zien in woorden met een m-k-

m-m structuur (MELK), noch in woorden met een m-k-m structuur (BEL). In

tegenstelling tot de resultaten met Nederlandstalige moedertaalsprekers lieten de

tweetaligen dus geen metrische segmentatie- én geen lexicale competitie-effecten
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zien. Deze resultaten suggereren dat de segmentatie procedures van tweetaligen

minder uitgesproken zijn. Tweetaligen zouden zich mogelijk minder laten

beïnvloeden door de afwisseling van sterke en zwakke lettergrepen enlof de

activatie van lexicale kandidaten zou minder efficiënt verlopen waardoor lexicale

competitie-effecten niet waargenomen werden. De belangrijkste bevinding van

Hoofdstuk 5 was, dat asymmetrische Frans-Nederlandse tweetaligen hun

segmentatie strategie niet, of slechts in beperkte mate, overdroegen naar het

Nederlands. De mogelijkheid van een soort hybride segmentatie procedure waarin

verschillende elementen van spraakwaarnemingsprocedures zouden zijn vervat,

werd geopperd.

De belangrijkste bevinding van dit proefschrift is, dat de fonologische

eigenschappen van de moedertaal de spraakverwerking beïnvloeden: net zoals voor

Franstaligen fungeert de lettergreep ook voor Italiaanse moedertaalsprekers als

eenheid van spraakrepresentatie; en evenals voor Engelstaligen gebruiken

Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers een metrische segmentatie strategie. De resultaten

komen overeen met het idee dat spraakverwerking voor een deel een universeel

proces is: de ritmische eigenschappen van een taal spelen een rol. De

spraakwaarneming van tweetaligen laat een minder duidelijk beeld zien.

Toekomstig cross-linguïstisch onderzoek is van groot belang om inzichten in

spraakrepresentaties en spraaksegmentatie procedures van met name tweetaligen te

vergroten. Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat de hier beschreven studies die het

waarnemen van Nederlandse spraak voor verschillende groepen luisteraars

onderzochten, hebben aangetoond, dat contrasterende fonologische

taaleigenschappen van invloed zijn op de spraakwaarneming van luisteraars.
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APPENDIX A
Stimuli for Each Set of Target Words

(bienoo-tammuu, daasie-peeloo, teemuu-biela, piewa-duuve).

TARGET BIENOO

TARGET ABSENT TARGET PRESENT

Experimental Control Experimental Contro]

Feature pienoo-dammuu pienoo-tammuu bienoo-dammuu bienoo-tammuu

Phoneme tienoo-bammuu tienoo-kammuu bienoo-bammuu bienoo-kammuu

Syllable tannoo-biemuu tannoo-koemuu bienoo-biemuu bienoo-koemuu

TARGET TAMMUU

TARGET ABSENT TARGET PRESENT

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature dammuu-pienoo dammuu-bienoo tammuu-pienoo tammuu-bienoo

Phoneme bammuu-tienoo bammuu-kienoo tammuu-tienoo tammuu-kienoo

Syllable biemuu-tannoo biemuu-peenoo tammuu-tannoo tammuu-peenoo

TARGET DAASIE

TARGET ABSENT TARGET PRESENT

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature taasie-beeloo taasie-peeloo daasie-beeloo daasie-peeloo
Phoneme paasie-deeloo paasie-keeloo daasie-deeloo daasie-keeloo
Syllable peesie-daaloo peesie-tuuloo daasie-daaloo daasie-tuuloo



TARGET PEELOO

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature beeloo-taasie beeloo-daasie peeloo-taasie peeloo-daasie
Phonemen deeloo-paasie deeloo-kaasie peeloo-paasie peeloo-kaasie
Syllable daaloo-peesie daaloo-boosie peeloo-peesie peeloo-boosie

TARGET TEEMUU

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature deemuu-piela deemuu-biela teemuu-piela teemuu-biela
Phoneme beemuu-tiela beemuu-kiela teemuu-tiela teemuu-kiela
Syllable biemuu-teela biemuu-koela teemuu-teela teemuu-koela

TARGET BIELA

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature piela-deemuu piela-teemuu biela-deemuu biela-teemuu
Phoneme tiela-beemuu tiela-keemuu biela-beemuu biela-keemuu
Syllable teela-biemuu teela-deumuu biela-biemuu biela-deumuu

TARGET PIEWA

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature biewa-tuuve biewa-duuve piewa-tuuve piewa-duuve
Phonemen diewa-puuve diewa-kuuve piewa-puuve piewa-kuuve
Syllable duuwa-pieve duuwa-baave piewa-pieve piewa-baave

TARGET DUUVE

Experimental Control Experimental Control

Feature tuuve-biewa tuuve-piewa duuve-biewa duuve-piewa
Phoneme puuve-diewa puuve-kiewa duuve-diewa duuve-kiewa
Syllable pieve-duuwa pieve-beuwa duuve-duuwa duuve-beuwa



APPENDIX B
An Example of a Target Word with the Corresponding Non-word Pairs.

Target Word bodem (taken from the Target Pair tafel - bodem)

Segment Target absent Target present

Voicing Exp dafel - podem bodem - dafel

bodem - podem

Ctr kafel - podem bodem - kafel

hodem - podem

Place Exp pafel - dodem bodem - pafel

bodem - dodem

Ctr kafel - dodem bodem - kafel

bodem - dodem

Phoneme Exp bafel - todem bodem - bafel

bodem - todem

Ctr gafel - [odem bodem - gafel

bodem - todem

Vowel Exp tofel - badem bodem - tofel

bodem - badem

Ctr toefel - badem bodem - toefel

bodem - badem

Syllable Exp tadem - bofel bodem - tadem

bodem - bofel

Ctr 1 tabin - bofel bodem - tabin

bodem - bofel

Ctr 2 tadem - goefel bodem - tadem

bodem - goefel



APPENDIX C
Experimental Materials Juncture Misperceptions.

Sentence fragment

1. groot kasteel gewoond in
2. gebied als zee ontstaan
3. intern besluit gezien
4.'t leven buiten leidt

5. arbeid zonder centen

6. vies gebak met Nieuwjaar

7. mooi verhaal verteld te

8. de koftie geurde sterk

9. kiest bewust een heerschap

10. forens bezocht volstrekt

1 1. onze eigen groente

12. karaf inet goud versierd

13. was gejaagd en kattig

14. Jan's student ontdekt het

15. de zieke eerder kramp

16. verse kersen waren

17. bekwaam beroep gehad

18. miljoen of twee verkocht

19. aan beide kanten kracht

20. daar verwen je honden

21. zíj goedkoop katoen in

22. vijftig kikkers springen

23. beroemd gedicht gemaakt

24. spion een goed motief

25. gooide kluiten aarde

26. díe pastoor noteert in

27. neutraal en vaag herhaald

28. een komisch leesboek ligt

29. moet protest in landen

30. Chinees verzocht vergeefs

31. pastoor vertelt goedlachs

StresslWord boundary pattern
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32. eerder niet gedacht te

33. goed tehuis verzorgt de

34. uw leeftijd kreupel loopt

35. je eerder zelf beweerd

36. kwamen vuisten onder

37. nieuwe buren komen

38. kontakt jaloers geweest

39. onder goud versta je

40. hoort galant gedrag op

41. het eigen boek verkocht

42. de lezing maandag stond

43. z'n prachtig rundvee kocht

44. dát moment verscheen hij

45. denken over Joden

46. de moeder wees pardoes

47. geschikt ballet bevat

48. vroeger bracht gezang ons
49. suiker had meteen in
50. géén verkleurd plafond in

51. je dolle zus verdacht

52. je moeilijk minder geld

53. goedkoop katoen gebreid

54. naaide mooie weefsels
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APPENDIX D

Experimental Materials Word Spottting.

CVCC ( Freq) SS SW

pont (4) ponteus, pontes

park (38) parkoes, parkes

link (2) linkuut, linket

melk (51) melkoos, melkes

bink (1) binkaar, binker

punt (172) puntaal, puntel

vamp (0) vampool, vampel

vast (332) vastoom, vastem

mast (5) mastoem, mastem

tulp (3) tulpier, tulper

kelt (1) keltaaf, keltef

dank (79) dankeet, danket

hond (168) hontuum, hontem

ent (26) centoos, centes

milt (2) miltoor, milter

recht (232) rechties, rechtes

lift (28) liftoos, liftes

nest (24) nestuum, nestem

kalk (11) kalkoom, kalkem

mank (4) mankoel, mankel

hulp (116) hulpoet, hulpet

Mean (61.8, SD - 91.5)

CVC (Freq) SS SW

non (19) nonteus, nontes

nar (1) narkoes, narkes'}

ding (371) dinkuut, dinket

bel (34) belkoos, belkes

ring (34) rinkaar, rinker

dun (42) duntaal, duntel

ham (15) hampool, hampel

ras (25) rastoom, rastem

das (7) dastoem, dastem

sul (1) sulpier, sulper

fel (61) feltaaf, feltef

wang (67) wankeet, wanket

ton (30) tontuum, tontem

den (7) dentoos, dentes~

pil (27) piltoor, pilter

pech (7) pechties, pechtes

rif ( I ) riftoos, riftes

zes (127) zestuum, zestem

hal (30) halkoom, halkem

tang (5) tankoel, tankel

nul (9) nulpoet, nulpet

Mean (43.8, SD - 80.5)

' These quadruples were excluded from the analyses of the native Dutch listeners

(Experiment 2, chapter 4).

t Thís quadruple was excluded from the analyses of the hilingual listeners (Experiment 4,

chapter 5).
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift
Speech Processing in Dutch: A Cross-linguistic Approach

(door M.D.C.M. van Zon)

1. In de wetenschappelijke wereld is men maar al te snel geneigd de resultaten van
empirische onderzoekingen die `geen duidelijke' (lees: significante) effecten laten
zien, te beschouwen als van weinig of geen belang zijnde. Deze benadering kan
een vertekend beeld geven van de werkelijke stand van zaken.

2. Het verleden herhaalt zich onmiskenbaar in het heden: het verouderde,
hiërarchische meester-gezelsysteem is zeer vergelijkbaar met het hedendaagse,
`moderne' Ai0-stelsel.

3. Uit de ontwikkelingspsychologie (onder andere J. Piaget) is bekend dat kinderen
van nature nieuwsgierig en leergierig zijn. Dat veel kinderen en jongeren
desondanks doorgaans niet met plezier naar de instelling gaan die verondersteld
wordt deze eigenschappen verder te ontplooien, de school, mag afgeleid worden dat
er nog heel wat hapert aan het hedendaagse onderwijs.

4. Het speciaal onderwijs moet speciaal blijven voor hen die het nodig hebben.
Weer Samen Naar School lijkt uitstekend, maar niet voor hen die speciale zorg
nodig hebben.

5. Primitief reizen en in aanraking komen met andere culturen zou standaard tot de
opvoeding en~of het onderwijs moeten behoren. Eén zo'n reis kan leerzamer en
veelomvattender zijn dan het volgen van een jaar onderwijs.

6. Bedrijven die een geëmancipeerd beleid pretenderen te voeren, moeten juist
(ook) mannen in de gelegenheid stellen deeltijd te werken. Het uitsluitend mogelijk
maken van deeltijd werken door vrouwen is een maatregel die niet toe te juichen is.

7. In de CAO van een grote instelling in Nederland is opgenomen dat
tiverkneemsters met kinderen kunnen rekenen op een bijdrage in de kosten van
kinderopvang. Echter, mannen die bij deze instelling werken, komen alleen voor
deze regeling in aanmerking indien zij als alleenstaande de zorg voor een kind
hebben. Dit impliceert dat alle mannelijke werknemers met partner per defmitie
uitgesloten worden. Hieruit blijkt dat de zorg voor kinderen nog altijd primair als
een taak voor vrouwen wordt gezien. Paradoxaal genoeg is deze regeling
opgenomen onder het kopje `Emancipatie', wat de schijn wekt dat een dergelijke
regeling de emancipatie, en dus de gelijkheid tussen mannen en vrouwen, zou
bevorderen.



8. De kunst is zo veel mogelijk verwarring omtrent je doen en laten te zaaien, dan
pas kun je ongestoord je gang gaan.
L. Langenbach

9. Zij die macht nastreven, zullen nooit iets wezenlijks presteren. Zij jagen slechts
na.

10. Problemen bestaan niet: ze worden gecreëerd door de mens zelf.
J. G. Kriege

1 l. Wie niet kan lachen met ernstige dingen is geen serieus mens.
F. At~wera

12. Moeders sterven altijd te vroeg.

13. Veel kun je zelf doen, maar zonder geluk vaart niemand wel.
M. van Zon-Arts

14. Eerlijk duurt het langst.
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